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Introduction
Accordingly to Positselski [Pos11, Pos12] a curved (co)algebra is a graded (co)unital associative
(co)algebra equipped with a degree 1 (co)derivation which nearly turns it into a dg-(co)algebra.
Namely, the square of this (co)derivation does not vanish, but it is an inner (co)derivation. Curved
algebras arise naturally in geometry, when a connection and its curvature are involved [Pos11,
Section 0.6], [Pol], [Lyu13, Example 1.5].
In this article curved notions extend to operads and cooperads. In distinction from the algebra
case, there is a naturally arising example of a curved cooperad. Namely, there is an augmented
curved cooperad C whose cobar construction CobarC is isomorphic to the dg-operad Ahu8 of
homotopy unital A8-algebras. The latter are studied in [FOOO09, LM06, Lyu11, MT11]. The
peculiar isomorphism CobarC » Ahu8 was already observed by Hirsh and Mille`s [HM12, Theo-
rem 6.1.8, Proposition 6.1.9]. We extend the bar and cobar constructions to wider categories of
operads and cooperads than [HM12]. In particular, the operad can be really curved instead of
being differential graded. Besides, Hirsh and Mille`s work also with (co)properads. The latter no-
tions were introduced by Vallette [Val07]. He studied bar and cobar constructions for augmented
(co)properads [Val08, Section 4.2], see also Merkulov and Vallette [MV09].
As we shall see, the augmentation is not necessary for curved operads, as it was for ordinary
dg-operads in the work of Getzler and Jones [GJ94, Section 2]. Instead it is assumed that the
unit η : 1Ñ O of the operad O has a direct complement. That is, there is a functional v : OÑ 1
splitting the embedding η. Unlike an augmentation this functional is not supposed to agree with
multiplication. On the other hand, for curved cooperads the augmentation is more significant.
Currently, the picture looks asymmetrically: unit-complemented dg-operads are related by bar-
cobar adjunction to augmented curved cooperads. This asymmetry persists when the considered
categories are enlarged.
In notation style we follow [Lyu13] where the case of curved algebras and coalgebras is con-
sidered. However, the ground is taken from [Lyu14]. While in the former article the studied
(co)algebras are graded k-modules over a graded commutative ring k, in the latter one (co)algebras
are objects of a category V with suitable properties. The category gr “ gr -k-mod of Z-graded
k-modules is one of the instances of V.
In the first chapter we list in axiomatic form properties of the ground category V which
resemble the category of graded k-modules. These properties allow to consider morphisms of
arbitrary (integer) degree.
In the second chapter we explain what are operads and cooperads in V. For us these terms
mean non-symmetric operads and cooperads. We do not work with symmetric ones. Operads
can be defined as algebras for certain monad which is a sum over trees. We describe this kind of
trees in detail. The same kind of trees is used in defining a comonad, whose coalgebras are called
conilpotent non-counital cooperads. General cooperads can be defined not only in traditional
way, but also as coalgebras in a colax Monoidal category of collections in V.
Chapter 3 deals with cofree conilpotent non-counital cooperads which are cofree coalgebras
over the mentioned comonad. Categories of non-counital cooperads and of augmented cooperads
are equivalent. This gives a large supply of augmented cooperads and we study this notion from
the point of view of comonads.
In chapter 4 we consider derivations (resp. coderivations) of certain degree of operads (resp.
v
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cooperads). These are identified with certain infinitesimal morphisms. It’s easy to describe
derivations from a free operad to an arbitrary operad. Similarly using relevant comonad one
describes coderivations from a conilpotent non-counital cooperad to a cofree conilpotent non-
counital cooperad. This allows to describe also coderivations between associated augmented
cooperads. We discuss also infinitesimal deformations of comodules over cooperads. An important
example of a cooperad is described.
In chapter 5 we define curved operads and curved cooperads as well as their versions: unit-
complemented curved operads and counit-complemented curved cooperads. Their special cases
such as unit-complemented dg-operads, curved augmented cooperads, augmented curved coop-
erads are also defined. Cobar construction Cobar and bar construction Bar are described as
functors.
These functors are adjoint to each other as shown in chapter 6. Moreover, the relevant sets
of morphisms are in bijection with the set of twisting cochains. There is a functor sending
curved cofree coalgebras over a cooperad C to curved CobarC-algebras. Similarly, there is a
functor sending curved free algebras over an operad O to curved BarO-coalgebras. Furthermore,
a twisting cochain determines a functor taking a curved module over the curved operad to a
curved comodule over the curved cooperad. With some extra conditions and restrictions a twisting
cochain determines a functor taking a curved comodule over the curved augmented cooperad to
a curved module over the curved operad. The latter two functors are adjoint to each other.
Chapter 1
The ground category
In this article pV,b,1q denotes a closed symmetric Monoidal additive category with countable
colimits and countable products. Countable direct sum in V means the coproduct. We assume
that V is idempotent-split (Karoubian) and the tensor product preserves countable colimits. Often
we present it as a colax Monoidal category pV,b, λq, defined as an opposite to a lax Monoidal
category pVop,b, λopq, cf. [BLM08, Definition 2.5]. For the sake of convenience we use the
structure morphisms λφ : bjPJ biPφ
´1j Xi Ñ b
iPIXi, φ : I Ñ J P Osk, for colax Monoidal
categories, assuming them invertible in Monoidal case.
Define a symmetric strict monoidal category Z with ObZ “ Z. The sets of morphisms Zpm,nq
are empty if m ‰ n and Zpn, nq “ µ2
def
“ t1,´1u is the group of two elements for n P Z. The
tensor product on objects is the addition, the tensor product on morphisms b : Zpa, aqˆZpb, bq Ñ
Zpa` b, a` bq is the multiplication µ2ˆµ2 Ñ µ2 in the group µ2. Finally, the symmetry is chosen
as
ca,b “ p´1q
ab P Zpa` b, b` aq, a, b P Z.
We assume given a strong colax symmetric monoidal functor p1r´s, νq : Z Ñ V, n ÞÑ 1rns,
νa,b : 1ra` bs
„
ÝÑ 1rasb1rbs. For the main exposition we shall suppose that this monoidal functor
is strict. In particular 1r0s “ 1 is the unit object of V. We require that ´1 P Zpn, nq were
represented by ´ id1rns. Let us derive some consequences of this structure.
First of all, there are functors rns “ b1rns : VÑ V, X ÞÑ Xrns “ Xb1rns, n P Z. Together
they form a translation structure [BLM08, Definition 13.2], that is, a monoidal functor
r´s : Z Ă Ñ Z
1r´s
Ñ V
Rb
Ñ EndV,
where Z is the discrete monoidal subcategory of Z with the set of objects Z, XpY Rbq “ X b
Y . Almost the same notion is called a weak action of the group Z on a category V [Ver96,
De´finition 1.2.2]. For the sake of simplicity in the next chapters we act as if the monoidal functor
r´s were strict.
Let us use the closedness of V. The identity map idXrns admits a presentation
idXrns “
@
X b 1rns
1bσn
ÑX b VpX,Xrnsq
ev
ÑXrns
D
for a unique morphism
σn “ σnX : 1rns Ñ VpX,Xrnsq P V.
1.1.1 Proposition. For all a, b P Z, X P ObV
@
1ra` bs
νa,b
„
Ñ 1ras b 1rbs
σa
X
bσb
Xras
Ñ VpX,Xrasq b VpXras, Xrasrbsq
1bVp1,Xbν´1
a,b
q
Ñ VpX,Xrasq b VpXras, Xra` bsq
m
ÝÑ VpX,Xra` bsq
D
“ σa`bX . (1.1.1)
1
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Proof. This equation follows from the computation in notation from [BLM08]:
@
X b 1ra` bs
1bν
„
ÑX b 1ras b 1rbs
1bσabσb
ÑX b VpX,Xrasq b VpXras, Xrasrbsq
1b1bVp1,Xbν´1q
ÑX b VpX,Xrasq b VpXras, Xra` bsq
1bm
ÑX b VpX,Xra` bsq
ev
ÝÑ Xra` bs
D
“
@
X b 1ra` bs
1bν
„
ÑX b 1ras b 1rbs
1bσabσb
ÑX b VpX,Xrasq b VpXras, Xrasrbsq
evb1
ÑXras b VpXras, Xrasrbsq
ev
ÝÑ Xrasrbs
Xbν´1
Ñ Xra` bs
D
“
@
X b 1ra` bs
1bν
„
ÑX b 1ras b 1rbs
1bν´1
Ñ X b 1ra` bs
D
“ id .
Thus composition (1.1.1) equals σa`bX .
1.1.2 Proposition. The degree n map σnX is dinatural in X : for all f : X Ñ Y P V
1rns
σnX Ñ VpX,Xrnsq
“
VpY, Y rnsq
σnY Ó
Vpf,Y rnsq
Ñ VpX, Y rnsq
VpX,frnsq
Ó
(1.1.2)
Proof. In fact,@
X b 1rns
1bσn
Ñ X b VpX,Xrnsq
1bVp1,frnsq
Ñ X b VpX, Y rnsq
ev
ÝÑ Y rns
D
“
@
X b 1rns
1bσn
ÑX b VpX,Xrnsq
ev
ÝÑ Xrns
frns
Ñ Y rns
D
“ f rns
“
@
X b 1rns
fb1
Ñ Y b 1rns
D
“
@
X b 1rns
fbσn
Ñ Y b VpY, Y rnsq
ev
ÝÑ Y rns
D
“
@
X b 1rns
1bσn
ÑX b VpY, Y rnsq
1bVpf,1q
Ñ X b VpX, Y rnsq
ev
ÝÑ Y rns
D
,
which implies the desired statement.
Equip the category AbZ of graded abelian groups A “ pAnqnPZ with the usual monoidal
product pAbBqn “
š
l`m“nA
lbZB
m and the signed symmetry c : abb ÞÑ p´1qabbba. Consider
the functor
´‚ : VÑ AbZ, X ÞÑ X‚ “ pXnqnPZ, X
n “ Vp1r´ns, Xq. (1.1.3)
Equipped with the natural transformation
b : Xn bZ Y
m “ Vp1r´ns, Xq bZ Vp1r´ms, Y q Ñ Vp1r´n´ms, X b Y q “ pX b Y q
n`m,
it becomes lax symmetric monoidal. The graded abelian group k “ 1‚, kn “ 1‚ “ Vp1r´ns,1q
is actually a graded ring, graded commutative in the sense that ba “ p´1qabab for all a, b P k‚.
Moreover, the graded abelian groups coming from V are actually commutative k-bimodules (whose
category is denoted gr “ grk), so lax monoidal functor (1.1.3) has the latter category as the target:
´‚ : VÑ gr. We use the term ‘k-modules’ instead of longer term ‘commutative k-bimodules’.
Being closed V is enriched into itself (or rather V is enriched into V). The lax monoidal
functor ´‚ makes V enriched in gr. Denote this gr-enriched category V. Thus for each pair X, Y
of objects of V there is a graded k-module VpX, Y q “ pVpX, Y qnqnPZ. Elements of VpX, Y q
n “
3Vp1r´ns,VpX, Y qq are called morphisms X Ñ Y of degree n. For instance, VpX, Y q0 “ VpX, Y q
and σnX P VpX,Xrnsq
´n are morphisms of degree ´n. The gr-category structure of V includes, in
particular, the composition of morphisms of certain degrees. E.g. equation (1.1.2) for f : X Ñ
Y P V can be presented as`
X
σn
XÑXrns
frns
Ñ Y rns
˘
“
`
X
f
Ñ Y
σn
YÑ Y rns
˘
P V,
which can be converted to
f rns “
`
Xrns
σ´n
XÑX
f
Ñ Y
σn
YÑ Y rns
˘
P V.
Therefore, there are natural isomorphisms (of degree 0)
σ´np1bpa´1q b σn b 1bpn´aqq : pbki“1Xiqrns Ñ X1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bXa´1 bXarns bXa`1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bXk
which we use explicitly or implicitly. Given X, Y, Z P ObV and k P Z we have the following
diagram. More precisely, for each p : X b Y Ñ Z P V there is a unique p! : Y Ñ VpX,Zq P V
which makes the small triangle commutative
X b VpX,Zqrks
p1bσ´kqσk
Ñ pX b VpX,Zqqrks
evrks
Ñ Zrks
“
pX b Y qrks
p1bp!qrks
Ò “
prks
Ñ
“
X b Y rks
1bp!rks
Ò
““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““
p1bσ´kqσk Ñ
X bW
q
Ò
where W “ Y rks. For an arbitrary q : X b W Ñ Zrks P V there is a unique p : X b Y Ñ
Z P V which makes the big lower triangle commute. Thus there is a unique q! “ p!rks : W Ñ
VpX,Zqrks P V which makes the exterior commutative. Therefore, VpX,Zqrks is isomorphic to
VpX,Zrksq and the isomorphism i satisfies
X b VpX,Zqrks
p1bσ´kqσk
Ñ pX b VpX,Zqqrks
“
X b VpX,Zrksq
1bi ≀
Ó
ev
Ñ Zrks
evrks
Ó
so we have natural bijections
VpX,Zqk “ Vp1r´ks,VpX,Zqq » Vp1,VpX,Zqrksq
Vp1,iq
Ñ Vp1,VpX,Zrksqq » VpX,Zrksq. (1.1.4)
Let us consider the case when ´‚ : VÑ gr is an equivalence.
1.1.3 Example. Let V “ gr “ gr -k-mod. For any graded k-module M and an integer a denote
by Mras the same module with the cohomological grading shifted by a: Mrask “Ma`k. The unit
object of gr is 1 “ k and its shifts are 1ras “ kras. We identify Mras withMbkras via x ÞÑ xb1
where 1 P kras´a. Then σa : M Ñ Mras is the “identity map” Mk Q x ÞÑ x P Mrask´a of degree
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deg σa “ ´a. Write elements ofMras as mσa. When f : V Ñ X is a homogeneous map of certain
degree, the map f ras : V ras Ñ Xras is defined as f ras “ p´1qadeg fσ´afσa “ p´1qafσ´afσa. In
particular, the differential d : M Ñ Mr´1s in a dg-module M induces the differential dras :
Mras Ñ Mra´1s in Mras. The degree 0 isomorphisms σ´a ¨ pσab1q : pV bW qras Ñ pV rasqbW ,
pvbwqσa ÞÑ p´1qwavσabw, and σ´a ¨ p1bσaq : pV bW qras Ñ V bpW rasq, pvbwqσa ÞÑ vbwσa,
are graded natural. This means that for arbitrary homogeneous maps f : V Ñ X , g : W Ñ Y
the following squares commute:
pV rasq bW Ð
σ´a¨pσab1q
„
pV bW qras
σ´a¨p1bσaq
„
Ñ V b pW rasq
pXrasq b Y
pfrasqbg
Ó
Ð
σ´a¨pσab1q
„
pX b Y qras
pfbgqras
Ó
σ´a¨p1bσaq
„
Ñ X b pY rasq
fbpgrasq
Ó
Actually, the second isomorphism is “more natural” than the first one, not only because it does
not have a sign, but also because it suits better the right operator system of notations, accepted
in this paper. We often identify pV bW qras with V b pW rasq via σ´a ¨ p1b σaq.
We use some shorthand: XTą means XTą0 “ ‘ną0X
bn and XTě means XTě0 “ ‘ně0X
bn.
The reason to use right handed notation is illustrated here: this is what we write
V r1sTąr2sTąr´2sTąr2sTąr´3s.
And this is what we mean
pTąppTąppTąppTąpV r1sqqr2sqqr´2sqqr2sqqr´3s.
Very often (but not always) we shall write an object first and a functor operating on it second,
an argument first and a function second, etc.
Let K : C Ñ C be a comonad. The category of K-coalgebras is denoted CK. The following
lemma is well known.
1.1.4 Lemma. The forgetful functor CK Ñ C has the right adjoint K : CÑ CK: for any V P ObC
and any K-coalgebra pX, δq there are mutually inverse bijections
CpX, V q ÐÑ CKpX, V Kq,
f Ñ fˆ “ δ ¨ pfKq,
gˇ “ g ¨ ε Ð g.
This is generalized to multicategories in [BLM08, Lemma 5.3].
Besides the ground category V consider the strong symmetric Monoidal categoryW “ N-gr -V.
Objects ofW are N-graded objects pXkqkPN of V. The tensor product of a family pX
iqiPI of objects
of W is pbiPI
W
X iqk “ ‘řiPI ki“kbiPIV X iki. The structure isomorphisms λW (the associativity and the
symmetry) are induced by λV. The monoidal category W is closed with the inner hom WpX, Y q
given by WpX, Y qc “
ś
aPN VpXa, Ya`cq, c P N. The shifts in W ignore the lower degree, coming
from the functor Z
1r´s
Ñ V Ñ W, where the image of latter functor is concentrated in lower
degree 0. For instance, when V “ gr is the category of Z-graded k-modules, the category W
consists of N-Z-graded k-modules X “ pXknq
kPZ
nPN.
Chapter 2
Ordinary (co)operads
We describe our conventions for trees. This kind of trees is used to describe the monad algebras
over which are operads. Trees determine also certain colax Monoidal structure on the category
of collections in V. Coalgebras in this colax Monoidal category are precisely cooperads in V.
2.1. Trees A rooted tree t can be defined as a parent map Pt : V ptq Ñ V ptq, where V ptq is a
finite set (of vertices), such that | ImpP kt q| “ 1 for some k P N. The only element r P ImpP
k
t q is
called the root. An oriented graph without loops G is constructed out of P , whose set of vertices
is V ptq and arrows are v Ñ Ptpvq if vertex v is not the root. Since G is a connected graph, whose
number of edges is one less than the number of vertices, it is a tree. Thus the rooted tree is
oriented towards the root. The only oriented path connecting a vertex v with the root consists of
v, P pvq, P 2pvq, . . . , the root. This gives a partial ordering on the set of all vertices V ptq, namely,
u 4 v iff v lies on the oriented path connecting u with the root. For each vertex p P V ptq the
non-negative number |p| “ |P´1t ppqztrootu| of its children is called its arity.
An ordered (planar) rooted tree is a rooted tree with a chosen total ordering ď of the set of
incoming edges for each vertex. Up to an isotopy there is only one embedding of an ordered
rooted tree into the oriented plane with coordinates x, y, which agrees with the orientation and
such that each descendant vertex u is higher than its ancestor vertex v (u has bigger coordinate
y). Thus, smaller incoming edges are to the left of the bigger ones.
The set of staged trees strpmq consists of sequences in Osk
t “
`
tp0q
t1
Ñ tp1q
t2
Ñ tp2q
t3
Ñ . . . tpm´ 1q
tm
Ñ tpmq “ 1
˘
(2.1.1)
strpmq “ tt P Catprms,Oskq | tpmq “ 1u.
The number heightptq “ m ě 0 is called the height of t. In this presentation V ptq “ \mj“0tpjq, the
restriction of the parent map is Pt|tpjq “ tj`1 : tpjq Ñ tpj`1q for 0 ď j ď m´1, the root 1 P tpmq
is taken by Pt to itself. The ordering of t
´1
j piq is induced by that of tpj´1q. The set of all vertices
pV ptq,ďq “ tp0q\ă tp1q\ă ¨ ¨ ¨\ă tpm´ 1q\ă tpmq is lexicographically totally ordered. Thus the
root is the biggest element. The set of isomorphism classes of ordered rooted trees is in bijection
with the subset of staged trees consisting of sequences (2.1.1) such that tp0q is not empty.
Notice the following properties of the parent map Pt : pV ptq,ďq Ñ pV ptq,ďq:
(a) Pt is a non-decreasing map;
(b) x ď Ptx for all x P V ptq;
As a consequence of (b) u 4 v implies u ď v for all u, v P V ptq.
On the other hand, a rooted tree Pt : V ptq Ñ V ptq with totally ordered set V ptq where the
parent map satisfies conditions (a)–(b) admits a unique presentation as above staged tree. Thus,
the set of isomorphism classes of such Pt : pV ptq,ďq Ñ pV ptq,ďq is in bijection with the set of
staged trees (and with the set of isomorphism classes of ordered rooted trees). One more total
ordering P of the set V ptq of vertices of an ordered rooted tree t is defined as follows. For any
5
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two vertices u, v P V ptq either they are comparable with respect to 4 and we set u P v iff u 4 v,
or they are not 4-comparable. Then there are unique n,m P Ną0 such that P
npuq “ Pmpvq and
both P n´1puq ‰ Pm´1pvq are distinct from the root. We set u Ÿ v iff P n´1puq ă Pm´1pvq in the
set of descendants (incoming edges) of P npuq.
A rooted tree with inputs is a rooted tree t with a chosen subset Inpptq of the set Lptq of leaves,
vertices without incoming edges. For instance, a 1-vertex tree has one leaf – the root. It gives
rise to two rooted trees with inputs: τ r0s “ ‚ “ p1; Inp ‚ “ ∅q and θ0 “ ˝ “ p1; Inp ˝ “ 1q. The
set of internal vertices is defined as vptq “ V ptq ´ Inpptq. The subsets vptq and Inpptq of V ptq get
their induced canonical total ordering. For example, the picture
1 2 3
s
4 s s
5
6
s
7
describes an ordered rooted tree with inputs t with the root 7, nullary vertex (leaf) 2, unary
vertex 4, the set of leaves Lptq “ t1, 2, 3, 6u, the subset of inputs Inpptq “ t1, 3, 6u, non-input leaf 2
and the set of internal vertices vptq “ t2, 4, 5, 7u. Combination of the two structures described
above gives an ordered rooted tree with inputs. These coincide with the trees used by Leinster
[Lei03, Example 2.3.3, Definition E.1.3]. The definition used by Muro [Mur11a, Definition 3.4] of
planted planar tree with leaves coincides with ours up to different order P of vertices. The origin
of such version of trees comes from works of Kontsevich, e.g. [KM94, Section 6.6]. The notion is
brought to perfection by Borisov and Manin [BM08, Section 1.1]. In the spirit of their approach
we define a graph G drawn on the plane as a finite set F of flags (half-edges) equipped with an
involution j : F Ñ F and a bijection r : F Ñ F , the clock-wise rotation. Internal vertices of G
are orbits of r, edges are orbits of j: internal edges tf, jpfqu for f ‰ jpfq and tails for f “ jpfq.
A connected graph drawn on the plane is a planar tree if the number of internal vertices exceeds
by 1 the number of internal edges. A rooted planar tree is a planar tree with a distinguished tail,
the root tail drawn downwards. There is a bijection between the set of rooted planar trees G
defined in terms of flags and the set of ordered rooted trees with inputs t defined above. Notice
that for G and t corresponding to each other, the sets of internal vertices vpGq and vptq coincide
except for G “ s with | vpGq| “ 1 and t “ ˝ with vptq “ ∅. The sets of edges are related by
EpGq “ Eptq\tthe root tailu with the same exceptional pair sand ˝. All vertices of t are defined
as
V ptq “ vptq \ ttails f “ jpfq P F u ´ tthe root tailu.
When v P vpGq has the outgoing flag f and arity n, the set of incoming flags obtains the total
ordering rpfq ă r2pfq ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă rnpfq. Of course, rn`1pfq “ f .
For instance, G “
s
and t “ ‚ correspond to each other.
An ordered rooted tree with inputs can be conveniently presented as a uniquely determined
staged tree with inputs, which is a pair pt; Inp tq, where t is a staged tree and
Inp t Ă tp0q Y tpj, iq | 1 ď j ď m, i P tpjq, t´1j piq “ ∅u
is a subset of nullary vertices (leaves). For any ordered rooted tree with inputs t ‰ ˝ we have
Inp t “ P´1t vptqz vptq, for P
´1
t vptq “ V ptq.
A collection is a function f on the class of finite sets such that fpIq “ fpJq if I » J . It is
identified with the sequence f “ pfpnqqně0.
Let tr be the set of isomorphism classes of ordered rooted trees with inputs. It splits up,
tr “ \ně0 trpnq, in components trpnq “ tt P tr | | Inp t| “ nu. We view tr “ ptrpnqqně0 as a
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collection of sets, thus, for any finite set S the notation trpSq means trp|S|q. Also for any internal
vertex p the notation tr |p| means trp|p|q. For each tree t P tr there is an operation of substituting
trees into internal vertices:
It :
ź
pPvptq
tr |p| Ñ trpInp tq (2.1.2)
which takes a family ptpqpPvptq with | Inp tp| “ |p| to the tree Itptp | p P vptqq obtained from t by
replacing each internal vertex p P vptq with the tree tp. Namely, if t “ ˝, then I˝pq “ ˝. If t ‰ ˝,
then τ “ Itptp | p P vptqq has
V pτq “
ğ
pPvptq
V ptpq{ „, (2.1.3)
where the equivalence relation is generated by the following relation. Let v P vptq, v ‰ rootptq
and denote u “ Ptv ‰ v. Then rootptvq „ φupvq, where φu is the order preserving bijection
φu : pP
´1
t puqztrootptqu,ďq Ñ pInp tu,Pq. (2.1.4)
Equivalence classes of vertices are either single elements pp, xq, p P vptq, x P vptpqztrootptpqu, or
they are identified with maximal strings of consecutive vertices v ‰ Pv ‰ P 2v ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ Pmv such
that tPv “ tP 2v “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ tPmv “ ˝, m ě 0, and, moreover, tv ‰ ˝ or v R vptq. Maximal means
that either Pm`1v “ Pmv is the root of t, or tPm`1v ‰ ˝. If v P vptq, then rootptvq is equivalent
to the only vertex of tP kv for 1 ď k ď m and equivalent to φPm`1vpP
mvq if Pmv is not the root
of t. Moreover, no other vertex is equivalent to these. When v R vptq, the vertices of tP kv are
equivalent for 1 ď k ď m and equivalent to φPm`1vpP
mvq if Pmv is not the root of t.
Whenever a, b P V
`
Itptp | p P vptqq
˘
are two such equivalence classes, there is no more than one
triple pp, x, yq such that p P vptq, pp, xq P a, pp, yq P b. We set Pτa “ b iff Ptppxq “ y. This defines
τ “ Itptp | p P vptqq as an ordered rooted tree. Its root is the equivalence class of rootptrootptqq if
t ‰ ˝ (that is, if rootptq P vptq). Notice that the projection map
π :
ğ
pPpvptq,Pq
pV ptpq,Pq Ź pV pτq,Pq (2.1.5)
is non-decreasing, where the first set is lexicographically totally ordered (p Ÿ q for p, q P vptq
implies pp, xq Ÿ pq, yq for all x P vptpq, y P vptqq).
The set Inp τ of input vertices of τ by definition consists of single elements pu, xq, u P vptq,
x P Inp tuzφu
`
vptq X pP´1t uz rootptqq
˘
. Clearly, Inp τ Ă Lpτq and Inp τ “ V pτq ´ vpτq, where
vpτq “ v
`
Itptp | p P vptqq
˘
»
ğ
pPvptq
vptpq, (2.1.6)
This formula relies on vp˝q “ ∅. Moreover, for t ‰ ˝
Inp τ “ P´1τ vpτq ´ vpτq “
“ ğ
pPvptq
P´1tp vptpq
‰
´
“ ğ
pPvptq
vptpq
‰
“
“ ğ
pPvptq
Inp tp
‰
z
“ ğ
pPvptq
vptpq
‰ „
ÝÑ
ğ
pPvptq
P´1t p´ vptq “ P
´1
t vptq ´ vptq “ Inp t, (2.1.7)
where rSs means the set of equivalence classes containing elements of S. For t “ ˝ the equation
Inp τ “ Inp t holds, since τ “ ˝ as well. Since (2.1.5) is a non-decreasing map, so is pInp τ,Pq
„
ÝÑ
pInp t,Pq given by (2.1.7).
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2.1.1 Example. Consider trees
t “
1 s
2 s
3 s s4
s
5
, t1 “ s , t2 “ t3 “ ˝, t4 “
s s
s
, t5 “ s
s
.
Then
τ “ Itpt1, t2, t3, t4, t5q “
s s
s s
s
s
.
There is a monad J : SetN Ñ SetN, X “ pXpnqqně0 ÞÑ XJ ,
pXJqpnq “
ğ
tPtrpnq
ę
pPvptq
X|p|,
on the category of collections of sets. For any p P vptq the notation X|p| means Xp|p|q.
The unit i : Id Ñ J is given by the obvious isomorphism Xpnq Ñ
ś
pPvpτ rnsqX|p| into the
summand indexed by the n-corolla, τ rns
def
“ pnÑ 1; Inp τ rns “ nq for n ą 0 and τ r0s “ p1;∅q for
n “ 0. Notice that vpτ rnsq “ 1 for all n ě 0. The multiplication m : J2 Ñ J takes a summand
of
pXJ2qpnq “
ğ
tPtrpnq
ę
pPvptq
ğ
tpPtr |p|
ę
qPvptpq
X|q| »
ğ
tPtrpnq
ğ
ptpPtr |p|qpPvptq
ę
pp,qqP\rPvptq vptrq
X|q|
identically to the summand indexed by the tree Itptp | p P vptqq of XJ . This monad is described
by Leinster [Lei03, Example 4.1.11] as the monad substituting trees into vertices.
2.1.2 Definition. An operad in Set is an algebra over the monad J .
In detail, an operad is a collection of sets O “ pOpnqqně0, a multiplication map
µt :
ź
pPvptq
O|p| Ñ OpInp tq
for each t P tr such that for any corolla τ rns, n ě 0, the multiplication µτ rns : Opnq Ñ Opnq is the
identity map and for each tree t P tr and each family ptpqpPvptq with | Inp tp| “ |p| the following
equation holds ź
pPvptq
ź
qPvptpq
O|q|
ś
pPvptq µtp
Ñ
ź
pPvptq
O|p|
“ź
xPvpItptp|pPvptqqq
O|x|
≀
Ó
µItptp|pPvptqq
Ñ OpInp tq
µt
Ó
(2.1.8)
The monad J is also called the free operad monad.
Notice that the tree ˝ “ p1; Inp ˝ “ 1q with vp˝q “ ∅ gives in the image of η “ µ˝ : 1Ñ Op1q
a distinguished element 1O called the unit of the operad.
For instance, applying J to the terminal collection 1 “ p1qně0 we get tr “ 1J , which
automatically becomes an operad with the operation It as the multiplication. In particular,
I˝pq “ ˝ P trp1q is the unit of the operad tr.
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2.2. Operads An operad O in V is a collection of objects Opnq P ObV and multiplication
morphism for each tree t P tr
µOt : b
pPvptq
V
O|p| Ñ OpInp tq,
such that
b
pPvptq
V
b
qPvptpq
V
O|q|
b
pPvptq
V
µOtp
Ñb
pPvptq
V
O|p|
“
b
xPvpItptp|pPvptqqq
V
O|x|
≀
Ó
µO
Itptp|pPvptqq
Ñ OpInp tq
µOt
Ó
(2.2.1)
and for all n ě 0 the morphism µOτ rns “ ρOpnq : b
1
V
Opnq Ñ Opnq is the structural isomorphism.
A cooperad C in V (that is in the strong Cat-operad C “ pVqně0) is a collection of objects
Cpnq P ObV and comultiplication morphism for each tree t P tr
∆t : CpInp tq Ñ b
pPvptqC|p|,
which satisfies the coassociativity equation
CpInp tq
∆Itptp|pPvptqqÑ
â
xPvpItptp|pPvptqqq
C|x|
“â
pPvptq
C|p|
∆t
Ó
bpPvptq∆tp
Ñ
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
C|q|
≀
Ó
(2.2.2)
and the normalization condition
∆τ rns “ ρ
´1
Cpnq : Cpnq
„
Ñ b1
V
Cpnq for n ě 0. (2.2.3)
An arbitrary multiplication in an operad µOt , t P tr, can be presented as composition of several
such multiplications µOt1, where t
1 is taken from a proper subset of tr. On this way we come to
several equivalent definitions of an operad, e.g. from [MSS02].
First of all, we consider the set of staged trees str which we map to tr as follows. Staged tree t
from (2.1.1) is declared to have Inp t “ tp0q. Note that ˝ “ θ0 P str, but ‚ “ τ r0s R str, however,
p∅ Ñ 1q P str. The set str is partitioned into subsets strpn,mq of staged trees t of height m
with tp0q “ n. Whenever t P strpn,mq and for each k P tpjq, j ą 0, a tree tj,k P strp|pj, kq|, mjq,
|pj, kq| “ |t´1j pkq| is given, the substitution result τ “ Itptj,k | k P tpjq, j ą 0q is again a staged
tree of height
řm
j“1mj with tp0q “ n. In this situation µτ expresses via µt and µtj,k accordingly
to equation (2.2.1).
2.2.1 Proposition. An operad structure on a collection O P ObVN amounts to multiplications
µt, t P str, such that equation (2.2.1) holds for each family t P strpn,mq, tj,k P strp|pj, kq|, mjq,
k P tpjq, mj ě 0, j P m, and the normalization conditions µ∅Ñ1 “ ρOp0q : b
1
V
Op0q Ñ Op0q,
µτ rns “ ρOpnq : b
1
V
Opnq Ñ Opnq hold for n ą 0.
Proof. First of all, for an arbitrary t P strpn,mq there are two more staged trees t, t P strpn,m`1q
of the form
t “
`
tp0q “ tp0q
t1
id
Ñ tp1q “ tp0q
t2
t1
Ñ tp2q “ tp1q
t3
t2
Ñ . . .
tm`1
tm
Ñ tpm` 1q “ 1
˘
,
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where n unary vertices are added near leaves, and
t “
`
tp0q
t1
Ñ tp1q
t2
Ñ tp2q
t3
Ñ . . . tpm´ 1q
tm
Ñ tpmq “ 1
id
Ñ tpm` 1q “ 1
˘
,
where one unary vertex is added at the root. Consider families of staged trees p˝qpPtp1q\pt
ą
p qpPvptq
indexed by vptq and ptąp qpPvptq \ p˝qpPtpm`1q indexed by vptq. We have
It
`
p˝qpPtp1q \ pt
ą
p qpPvptq
˘
“ t “ It
`
ptąp qpPvptq \ p˝qpPtpm`1q
˘
.
Equation (2.2.1) says that“
bpPvptqO|p| » 1bn b
`
bpPvptqO|p|
˘ ηbnbid
Ñ Op1qbn b
`
bpPvptqO|p|
˘
» bpPvptqO|p|
µtÑ Opnq
‰
“ µt “
“
bpPvptqO|p| »
`
bpPvptqO|p|
˘
b 1
idbη
Ñ
`
bpPvptqO|p|
˘
b Op1q
» bpPvptqO|p|
µt
Ñ Opnq
‰
. (2.2.4)
Applying this equation several times we prove the following statement. Let τ P tr, Inp τ ‰ ∅.
There is a staged tree t P str and a subsetM Ă uptq such that τ is obtained from t by removing all
vertices from M together with the incoming edge. Formally, τ “ tM
def
“ It
`
ptąp qpPvptq´M , p˝qpPM
˘
.
The claim is that for fixed τ all compositions“
bpPvpτqO|p| » 1bM b
`
bpPvptq´MO|p|
˘ ηbMbid
Ñ Op1qbM b
`
bpPvptq´MO|p|
˘
» bpPvptqO|p|
µt
Ñ OpInp tq “ OpInp τq
‰
(2.2.5)
are equal due to described relations between µr for r P str (thus, compositions do not depend on
the choice of t and M). In fact, composition (2.2.5) can be transformed via (2.2.4) to such that
no element of M lies on the oriented path from a vertex p P vptq ´M to the root. Relations for
µtr imply that µτ must be equal to (2.2.5), and we take this expression as a definition of µτ .
When Inp r “ ∅, r P tr, hence, vprq “ V prq, we present r as a staged tree r1 in a unique
way as described after (2.1.1). We assign the staged tree p∅ Ñ r1q P str to r. Respectively,
we request that µr “ µ∅Ñr1 : b
pPvprq
V
O|p| Ñ Op0q. Notice that µ∅Ñ∅Ñ¨¨¨Ñ∅Ñr1 “ µ∅Ñr1 for an
arbitrary number l ě 1 of ∅’s preceding r1. This follows from equation (2.2.1) for t “ p∅Ñ ∅Ñ
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ ∅ Ñ r1q P str, m1 “ m2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ml´1 “ 0, ml “ ml`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ 1, tj,k “ τ |pj, k ´ lq| for
k ě l, j P rpk ´ lq. In fact, Itptp | p P vptqq “ p∅Ñ r
1q in this case.
In order to prove relation (2.2.1) for trees with inputs t, ptpq, Itptp | p P vptqq, we do the
following:
— Represent t as some t˜M , t˜ P str. The equation to prove is equivalent to the equation written
for t˜, p˝qpPM \ ptpqpPvptq, It˜
`
p˝qpPM \ ptpqpPvptq
˘
. Thus we may assume t P str without loss of
generality.
— For each 1 ď j ď heightptq represent tp P tr for p P tpjq as t˜
Mp
p , t˜p P str, in such a way that
heightpt˜pq “ mj does not depend on p P tpjq.
Then Itptp | p P vptqq P tr is represented as Itpt˜p | p P vptqq
M for M “ \pPvptqMp. Note that
Itpt˜p | p P vptqq P str. Simultaneously the required equation for µItptp|pPvptqq reduces to valid
equation for µItpt˜p|pPvptqq.
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2.2.2 Corollary. An operad is unambiguously specified by operations µt for all t P strp´, 2q
and for the only element t “ ˝ P strp1, 0q subject to associativity equation and two unital-
ity equations. The associativity equation is written for each t P strpn, 3q with the help of
t1 “
`
n
t1
Ñ tp1q
Ź
Ñ 1,n
˘
P strpn, 2q, t1p “ t
ą
p for p P tp1q, t
1
1 “
`
tp1q
t2
Ñ tp2q
Ź
ÝÑ
1, tp1q
˘
P strptp1q, 2q for 1 P 1 “ t1p2q and t2 “
`
n
t1¨t2
Ñ tp2q
Ź
ÝÑ 1,n
˘
P strpn, 2q, t2p “`
t´11 t
´1
2 p
t1|
Ñ t´12 p
Ź
Ñ tpu, t´11 t
´1
2 p
˘
P strp´, 2q for p P tp2q “ t2p1q, t21 “ τ rtp2qs for 1 P 1 “
t2p2q, namely,
b
pPvpt1q
V
b
qPvpt1pq
V
O|q|
b
pPvpt1q
V
µO
t1p
Ñb
pPvpt1q
V
O|p|
b
vPvptq
V
O|v|
≀
Ò
µOt Ñ OpInp tq
µO
t1
Ó
b
pPvpt2q
V
b
qPvpt2pq
V
O|q|
≀
Ó
b
pPvpt2q
V
µO
t2p
Ñb
pPvpt2q
V
O|p|
µO
t2
Ò
since
It1pt
1
p | p P vpt
1qq “ t “ It2pt
2
p | p P vpt
2qq.
The first unitality equation uses t “
`
n
Ź
Ñ 1
id
Ñ 1,n
˘
P strpn, 2q, t11 “ τ rns for 1
1 P tp1q,
t12 “ ˝ for 1
2 P tp2q. Then Itpτ rns, ˝q “ τ rns and“
Opnq » Opnq b 1
1bη
Ñ Opnq b Op1q
µt
Ñ Opnq
‰
“ 1.
The second unitality equation uses t “
`
n
id
Ñ n
Ź
Ñ 1,n
˘
P strpn, 2q, tp “ ˝ for p P tp1q “ n,
t1 “ τ rns for 1 P tp2q. Then Itpp˝qpPn, τ rnsq “ τ rns and“
Opnq » 1bn b Opnq
ηbnb1
Ñ Op1qbn b Opnq
µt
Ñ Opnq
‰
“ 1.
The proof is by induction on height of a staged tree similarly to [BLM08, Proposition 2.28].
Furthermore, if countable coproducts exist in V and bV commutes with countable coproducts,
the above corollary follows immediately from the mentioned proposition. In fact, the category
VN admits in this case a strong Monoidal structure dm : pVNqm Ñ VN`ä
jPm
Xj
˘
pnq “
ž
tPstrpn,mq
â
jPm
â
kPtpjq
Xj|pj, kq|, |pj, kq| “ |t
´1
j pkq|.
An operad A in the sense of Proposition 2.2.1 is exactly the same as an algebra A in pVN,dmq in the
sense of [BLM08, Definition 2.25], which presumes morphisms dmAÑ A in VN. Proposition 2.28
of [ibid.] says that such an algebra structure amounts to the binary multiplication d2AÑ A and
the unit d0AÑ A which satisfy the associativity and two unitality equations.
Another approach is sketched by Ginzburg and Kapranov in the symmetric case [GK94, 1.2]
and presented in detail by Muro for non-symmetric operads [Mur11a, Proposition 3.10].
We extend the notion of a right O-module to the following set-up. Let M “ pM,`, 0q be a
commutative monoid equipped with a morphism of monoids | ¨ | : M Ñ N, m ÞÑ |m|, such that
|m| “ 0 implies m “ 0 and for any n P N the set tm P M | |m| “ nu is finite. In particular, M is
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a Mo¨bius monoid (as defined e.g. in [LM10]). In this article we shall be interested in M “ 0 or
M “ N, occasionally in M “ Nn for n ą 1 with |pa1, . . . , anq| “
řn
i“1 ai. The monoidal category
pVN,dq acts on the category VM of M-graded objects (M is viewed as a discrete category with
the set of objects M). The monoidal action d : VM ˆ VN Ñ VM, P ÞÑ P d B, was denoted d0 in
[Lyu12]. For ℓ P M
pPdBqpℓq “
kě0, nrPMž
n1`¨¨¨`nk“ℓ
´ kâ
r“1
Ppnrq
¯
bBpkq.
When O is an operad in V, the functor ´d O : VM Ñ VM is a monad. Algebras over this monad
are called right O-modules. They are objects M of VM equipped with a unital associative action
α : M d OÑM . Algebras over an operad O are right O-modules with M “ 0. Right O-modules
in the monoidal category pVN,dq are right O-modules in the above sense for M “ N.
2.3. Operad Ahu8 Homotopy unital A8-algebras are algebras over the operad A
hu
8 , obtained
as follows.
1) The operad Asu8 is generated over A8 by a nullary degree 0 cycle 1
su subject to the following
relations:
p1b 1suqm2 “ 1, p1
su b 1qm2 “ 1, p1
ba b 1su b 1bcqma`1`c “ 0 if a` c ą 1.
2) There is a standard trivial cofibration and a homotopy isomorphism Asu8 ≻„Ñ A
su
8x1
su´i, jy “
Asu8xi, jy, where i, j are two nullary operations, deg i “ 0, deg j “ ´1, with id “ 0, jd “ 1
su ´ i.
3) A cofibrant replacement Ahu8 Ñ As1 of the operad of unital associative algebras is con-
structed as a dg-suboperad of Asu8xi, jy generated as a graded operad by i and n-ary operations of
degree 4´ n´ 2k
mn1;n2;...;nk “ p1
bn1 b jb 1bn2 b jb ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1bnk´1 b jb 1bnkqmn`k´1,
where n “
řk
q“1 nq, k ě 1, nq ě 0, n ` k ě 3. Notice that the graded operad A
hu
8 is free. See
[Lyu11, Section 1.11] for the proofs.
In order to construct its version – the operad Ahu8 :
1) Add to A8 a nullary degree ´1 cycle 1
su subject to the relations:
p1b 1suqb2 “ 1, p1
su b 1qb2 “ ´1, p1
ba b 1su b 1bcqba`1`c “ 0 if a` c ą 1.
The resulting operad is denoted Asu8.
2) Add to Asu8 two nullary operations i, j, deg i “ ´1, deg j “ ´2, with id “ 0, jd “ i ´ 1
su.
The standard trivial cofibration Asu8 ≻„Ñ A
su
8xi, jy is a homotopy isomorphism.
3) Ahu8 is a dg-suboperad of A
su
8xi, jy generated as a graded operad by i and n-ary operations
of degree 3´ 2k
bn1;n2;...;nk “ p1
bn1 b j b 1bn2 b jb ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1bnk´1 b jb 1bnkqbn`k´1,
where n “
řk
q“1 nq, k ě 1, nq ě 0, n` k ě 3.
Muro and Tonks presented this operad as an operad of cells for certain topological operad
[MT11]. Muro has studied this kind of operads in symmetric model monoidal categories [Mur11b].
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2.4. Cooperads The picture for cooperads is very much the same as for operads since one
passes from cooperads in V to operads in Vop just by considering the opposite category. Subtle
differences are explained below.
The concrete form of coassociativity equation for cooperads is presented here. A cooperad
C in the category V is a collection pCpnqqně0, Cpnq P ObV, together with coassociative comul-
tiplications ∆n1,...,nk : Cpn
1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq Ñ Cpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cpnkq b Cpkq and a two-sided counit
ε : Cp1q Ñ 1 P V. Coassociativity says that for any k P N, any pl1, . . . , lkq P N
k, an arbitrary
pij1, . . . , i
j
lj
q P Nlj for each 1 ď j ď k the following equation holds:
Cpnq
Cpi11q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cpi
1
l1
q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cpik1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cpi
k
lk
q b Cpl1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` lkq
∆
i1
1
,...,i1
l1
,...,ik
1
,...,ik
lk
Ñ
Cpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cpnkq b Cpkq
∆
n1,...,nk
Ó
“
Cpi11q b ... b Cpi
1
l1
q b ...b Cpik1q b ...b Cpi
k
lk
q b Cpl1q b ... b Cplkq b Cpkq
1b∆l1,...,lk
Ó
Cpi11q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cpi
1
l1
q b Cpl1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cpi
k
1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cpi
k
lk
q b Cplkq b Cpkq
∆
i1
1
,...,i1
l1
b¨¨¨b∆
ik
1
,...,ik
lk
b1
Ó
„
unshu
ffle
Ñ
(2.4.1)
where nj “ ij1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` i
j
lj
for each 1 ď j ď k and n “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk. Counitality means that
equations `
Cpnq
∆n
Ñ Cpnq b Cp1q
1bε
Ñ Cpnq
˘
“ 1, (2.4.2)`
Cpnq
∆n1Ñ Cp1qbn b Cpnq
εbnb1
Ñ Cpnq
˘
“ 1 (2.4.3)
hold for all n ě 0.
Let V be a finite set, let Iv be a set for each v P V and let Xα be a graded k-module for
each α P Iv. Fix an element β P
ś
vPV Iv, β “ pβpvqqvPV . Tensoring the projections prβpvq :ś
αPIv
Xα Ñ Xβpvq we get maps bvPV prβpvq : bvPV
ś
αPIv
Xα Ñ bvPVXβpvq. They are combined
into maps
ζ “
´â
vPV
prβpvq
¯
βP
ś
vPV Iv
:
â
vPV
ź
αPIv
Xα Ñ
ź
βP
ś
vPV Iv
â
vPV
Xβpvq.
A particular case of this morphism is
ζ : M b
ź
αPA
Xα Ñ
ź
αPA
M bXα. (2.4.4)
On the other hand, one can show that general ζ is a composition of direct products of morphisms
ζ of type (2.4.4).
2.4.1 Exercise. If k is concentrated in degree 0, V “ gr -k-mod and M is a free k-module, then
(2.4.4) is injective.
2.4.2 Warning. Consider k “ Z, M “ Q, A “ Ně2, Xn “ Z{nZ for n ě 2, all concentrated in
degree 0. ThenMbXn “ 0, hence,
ś
ně2MbXn “ 0. On the other hand,W “ QbZ
ś
ně2Z{nZ
contains Q-vector subspace of Qp generated by Zp for any prime p. In particular, W ‰ 0 and
ζ : W Ñ 0 is not injective.
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In terminology of [BLM08, Definition 2.5] a lax Monoidal category (or a represented mul-
ticategory) is the context for studying algebras. The same notion is called an oplax monoidal
category by R. Street and many other researchers. The context for studying coalgebras is called a
colax Monoidal category by [BLM08] (opposite to a represented multicategory) or a lax monoidal
category by R. Street et al. There is no such a discrepancy for (co)lax monoidal (Monoidal)
functors.
Recall that V possesses countable products. Aguiar and Mahajan suggest in [AM10, Ap-
pendix B.4.4] that VN has a colax Monoidal category structure. Let us describe all its ingredients
pVN, d¯I , λf , ρLq: ´ä
iPI
Xi
¯
pnq “
ź
tPstrpn,Iq
â
iPI
â
kPtpiq
Xipt
´1
i kq.
The valency of pi, kq P vptq is |pi, kq| “ |t´1i k|. For each singleton L “ tlu the natural transforma-
tion ρL : X Ñ d¯LX is the obvious isomorphism
ρLpnq : Xpnq Ñ
ź
t“τ rns
â
lPL
â
1P1
Xpnq.
For f : I Ñ J P O the natural transformation λf : pd¯jPJd¯iPf
´1jXiqpnq Ñ pd¯
iPIXiqpnq is given by
the composite
λf “
“ ź
tPstrpn,Jq
â
jPJ
â
kPtpjq
ź
k
j tPstrpt
´1
j k,f
´1jq
â
iPf´1j
â
lPkj tpiq
Xip
k
j t
´1
i lq
p
ś
tbjζq¨
ś
t ζÑ
ź
tPstrpn,Jq
ź
pkj tqP
ś
pj,kqPvptq strpt
´1
j k,f
´1jq
â
jPJ
â
kPtpjq
â
iPf´1j
â
lPkj tpiq
Xip
k
j t
´1
i lq
„
Ñ
ź
τPstrpn,Iq
â
iPI
â
pPτpiq
Xipτ
´1
i pq
‰
.
The second isomorphism takes the factor indexed by pt, pkj tqq to the isomorphic factor indexed by
τ “ It
`
k
j t | pj, kq P vptq
˘
. It is easy to prove (opposite to) equations (2.5.1), (2.5.2) and (2.5.4) of
[BLM08]. For instance, the latter equation between λ’s follows from the observation that movingś
to the left in two steps in the diagramś
bb
ś
bb
ś
bb Ñ
śś
bbbb
ś
bb
ś
bb
śś
bbbb
Ó
Ñ
śśś
bbbbbb
ÓÑ
amounts to moving them at once (along the diagonal arrow) since all three paths come from the
projections
ś
bb
ś
bb
ś
bb Ñ bbbbbb.
Denote ˚ the terminal object of V. The unit object 1 “ d¯∅ of pVN,dq is computed as
1pnq “
#
1V if n “ 1,
˚ if n ‰ 1.
Assume further that initial and terminal objects of V are isomorphic, hence, constitute the zero
object 0. Then there are isomorphisms
Y d¯1
ρ1d¯1
„
Ñ pd¯1Y qd¯pd¯∅q
λI .
C
„
Ñ d¯1Y
pρ1q´1
„
Ñ Y,
1d¯Y
1d¯ρ1
„
Ñ pd¯∅qd¯pd¯1Y q
λ . I
C
„
Ñ d¯1Y
pρ1q´1
„
Ñ Y.
(2.4.5)
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By [BLM08, Definition 2.25] a coalgebra in pVN, d¯Iq is a colax Monoidal functor C : p1,bq Ñ
pVN, d¯Iq from the one-morphism category 1. Equivalently, it is an object C of VN equipped with
a morphism ∆I : C Ñ d¯
IC for each I P ObO such that ∆L “ ρL for each singleton L and for
every map f : I Ñ J P O the following equation holds:
∆I “
`
C
∆J
Ñ d¯JC
d¯jPJ∆
f´1j
Ñ d¯jPJd¯f
´1jC
λf
Ñ d¯IC
˘
.
2.4.3 Remark. It is proven in [BLM08, Proposition 2.28] that a coalgebra structure of an object
C of pVN, d¯Iq amounts to comultiplication ∆ : C Ñ Cd¯C and counit ε : C Ñ 1 such that
counitality equations hold
`
C
∆
ÝÑ Cd¯C
1d¯ε
Ñ Cd¯1
„
ÝÑ C
˘
“ idC ,
`
C
∆
ÝÑ Cd¯C
εd¯1
Ñ 1d¯C
„
ÝÑ C
˘
“ idC ,
where isomorphisms are those of (2.4.5). Due to invertibility of ρ1 equations (2.27.4), (2.27.5) of
[BLM08] simplify to the above form. Futhermore, coassociativity equation holds:
“
C
∆
ÝÑ Cd¯C
1d¯∆
Ñ Cd¯pCd¯Cq
ρ1d¯ℓb
Ñ pd¯1Cqd¯pd¯t2,3upC,Cqq
λIV
ÝÝÑ Cd¯Cd¯C
‰
“
“
C
∆
ÝÑ Cd¯C
∆d¯ρt3u
Ñ pCd¯Cqd¯pd¯t3uCq
λVI
ÝÝÑ Cd¯Cd¯C
‰
.
Here b : t2, 3u Ñ t1, 2u is the only increasing bijection and the isomorphism
ℓb “
“
Ad¯B
def
“ d¯t1,2upA,Bq
ρt2ud¯ρt3u
Ñ pd¯t2uAqd¯pd¯t3uBq
λb
ÝÑ d¯t2,3upA,Bq
‰
from [BLM08, Proposition 2.12] is the obvious one (the indexing set is replaced with a bijective
one).
2.4.4 Proposition. A coalgebra in pVN, d¯Iq is the same as a cooperad.
Proof. The both structures on C P VN can be specified by a counit ε : Cp1q Ñ 1 and a comulti-
plication
∆ : Cpnq Ñ
ź
t“pn
f
ÝÑk ŹÝÑ1q
`
bjPkCpf´1jq
˘
b Cpkq “
kě0ź
pnjqPNk
`
bjPkCpnjq
˘
b Cpkq,
where nj “ |f´1j|. Counitality equations for coalgebra are precisely counitality equations (2.4.2),
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(2.4.3) for cooperad. Coassociativity equation for coalgebra takes the form”
Cpnq
∆
ÝÑ
ź
f :nÑl
`
bpPlCpf´1pq
˘
b Cplq
ś
1b∆
Ñ
ź
f :nÑl
`
bpPlCpf´1pq
˘
b
ź
g:lÑk
`
bjPkCpg´1jq
˘
b Cpkq
λIV
ÝÝÑ
ź
n
f
ÝÑl
g
ÝÑk
`
bpPlCpf´1pq
˘
b
`
bjPkCpg´1jq
˘
b Cpkq
ı
“
”
Cpnq
∆
ÝÑ
ź
h:nÑk
`
bjPkCph´1jq
˘
b Cpkq
ś
pb∆qb1
Ñź
h:nÑk
@
bjPk
ź
fj :h´1jÑlj
“
pbpPljCpf´1j pqq b Cpljq
‰D
b Cpkq
λVI
ÝÝÑ
ź
n
f
ÝÑl
g
ÝÑk
@
bjPk
“
pbpPg
´1jCpf´1j pqq b Cpg
´1jq
‰D
b Cpkq
unshuffle
„
Ñ
ź
n
f
ÝÑl
g
ÝÑk
`
bpPlCpf´1pq
˘
b
`
bjPkCpg´1jq
˘
b Cpkq
ı
.
Here at step λVI we change the indexing sets of products as follows. Given a family pljqjPk we
define l “
řk
j“1 lj and a map g : l Ñ k such that |g
´1j| “ lj. The map f : n Ñ l is the disjoint
union of maps pfjqjPk:
f “
ğ
jPk
fj : n “
ğ
jPk
h´1j Ñ
ğ
jPk
g´1j “ l.
Clearly, h “ f ¨ g. Denoting ijp “ |f
´1
j p|, n
j “ |h´1j| we identify the above equation with
(2.4.1).
Introduce a right colax Monoidal action d¯ : VMˆpVNqm Ñ VM, pX0, X1, . . . , Xmq ÞÑ d¯
iPrmsXi,´ä
iPrms
Xi
¯
pℓq “
n1`¨¨¨`ntp0q“ℓź
tPstrp´,mq, nPMtp0q
â
iPrms
Bâ
jPtp0q
X0pnjq,
´â
jPtpiq
Xipt
´1
i jq
¯m
i“1
F
.
The relevant structure is similar to that of pVN, d¯I , λf , ρLq.
2.4.5 Definition. Let C be a cooperad in V. A right C-comodule is a coaction morphism δr “
δ : N Ñ Nd¯C in VM such that`
N
δ
ÝÑ Nd¯C
1d¯ε
Ñ Nd¯1
„
ÝÑ N
˘
“ idN ,
“
N
δ
ÝÑ Nd¯C
1d¯∆
Ñ Nd¯pCd¯Cq
λIV
ÝÝÑ Nd¯Cd¯C
‰
“
“
N
δ
ÝÑ Nd¯C
δd¯1
Ñ pNd¯Cqd¯C
λVI
ÝÝÑ Nd¯Cd¯C
‰
.
In detail a right C-comodule N P VM is a family δn1,...,nk : Npn
1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
Npnkq b Cpkq of morphisms of V such that for all n P M“
Npnq
δn
Ñ Npnq b Cp1q
1bε
Ñ Npnq b 1
„
Ñ Npnq
‰
“ id (2.4.6)
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and for any k P N, any pl1, . . . , lkq P N
k, an arbitrary pij1, . . . , i
j
lj
q P Mlj for each 1 ď j ď k the
following equation holds:
Npnq
Npi11q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpi
1
l1
q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpik1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpi
k
lk
q b Cpl1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` lkq
δ
i1
1
,...,i1
l1
,...,ik
1
,...,ik
lk
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq
δ
n1,...,nk
Ó
“
Npi11q b ...bNpi
1
l1
q b ...bNpik1q b ...bNpi
k
lk
q b Cpl1q b ... b Cplkq b Cpkq
1b∆l1,...,lk
Ó
Npi11q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpi
1
l1
q b Cpl1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpi
k
1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpi
k
lk
q b Cplkq b Cpkq
δ
i1
1
,...,i1
l1
b¨¨¨bδ
ik
1
,...,ik
lk
b1
Ó
„
unshu
ffle
Ñ
(2.4.7)
where nj “ ij1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` i
j
lj
for each 1 ď j ď k and n “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk. A coalgebra over a cooperad
C is a right C-comodule with M “ 0.
2.5. Binary multiplications for operads Since we know by Corollary 2.2.2 that an operad
admits a classical definition, we may use an equivalent one with binary multiplications only.
Equivalence is well known, see e.g. [MSS02] or [Mur11a, Remark 2.6]. In particular the second
definition applies to the operad tr in Set. So we define grafting operation
Yi : trpnq ˆ trpmq Ñ trpn`m´ 1q, i P m, pt
1, tq ÞÑ pt1 \ tq{ „ “ t1 Yi t,
which glues together precisely two vertices – the root of t1 and the vertex i P Inp t » m. The
ordering of the set of incoming edges for each vertex is inherited from t1 and t and, by definition,
Inppt1 Yi tq “ Inp t
1 \ pInp t´ tiuq.
In particular, all trees with 2 internal vertices are of the form T px, y, zq “ τ rysYx`1 τ rx` 1` zs P
trpx` y ` zq, x, y, z ě 0. Thus,
T px, y, zq “
`
y
f
Ñ x` 1` z
Ź
Ñ 1, T p0q \ pT p1q ´ tx` 1uq
˘
, fpyq Ă tx` 1u.
The corresponding multiplications in an operad O
‚
x,y,z
“ µOT px,y,zq : Opyq b Opx` 1` zq Ñ Opx` y ` zq,
satisfy a system of identities:
(1)
“
Opx` 1` zq
ηb1
Ñ Op1q b Opx` 1` zq
‚
x,1,z
Ñ Opx` 1` zq
‰
“ id for x, z ě 0;
(2)
“
Opyq
1bη
Ñ Opyq b Op1q
‚
0,y,0
Ñ Opyq
‰
“ id for y ě 0;
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(3) for v, w, x, y, z ě 0
Opwq b Opyq b Opv ` 1` x` 1` zq
1b ‚
v`1`x,y,z
Ñ Opwq b Opv ` 1` x` y ` zq
Opyq b Opwq b Opv ` 1` x` 1` zq
p12q ≀
Ó
“
Opyq b Opv ` w ` x` 1` zq
1b ‚
v,w,x`1`zÓ ‚
v`w`x,y,z
Ñ Opv ` w ` x` y ` zq
‚
v,w,x`y`z
Ó
(2.5.1)
(4) for v, w, x, y, z ě 0
Opxq b Opw ` 1` yq b Opv ` 1` zq
1b ‚
v,w`1`y,z
Ñ Opxq b Opv ` w ` 1` y ` zq
“
Opw ` x` yq b Opv ` 1` zq
‚
w,x,y
b1
Ó ‚
v,w`x`y,z
Ñ Opv ` w ` x` y ` zq
‚
v`w,x,y`zÓ
(2.5.2)
Equation (3) is illustrated by an equation between trees with 3 vertices
v`w`x`y`z
v w x`y`z
s x y
sv`1`x z
v`1`x`1`z
s
“
v`w`x`y`z
v`w`x y z
w x s
sv x`1`z
v`1`x`1`z
s
(2.5.3)
Equation (4) describes two ways to collapse the tree
x
w s y
v s z
s
. (2.5.4)
Notice that for any collection O in V a system of operations η, ‚
x,y,z
that satisfies (1)–(4)
amounts to an operad structure. Furthermore, if η is not given and only (3), (4) are satisfied,
this datum is called a pseudo-operad [MSS02, Definition 1.18].
2.6. Binary comultiplications for cooperads Corresponding equations for cooperads are
obtained by replacing V with the opposite category. We list them for further reference.
(1)
“
Cpx` 1` zq
∆T px,1,zq
Ñ Cp1q b Cpx` 1` zq
εb1
Ñ Cpx` 1` zq
‰
“ id for x, z ě 0;
(2)
“
Cpyq
∆T p0,y,0q
Ñ Cpyq b Cp1q
1bε
Ñ Cpyq
‰
“ id for y ě 0;
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(3) for v, w, x, y, z ě 0
Cpv ` w ` x` y ` zq
∆T pv,w,x`y`zq
Ñ Cpwq b Cpv ` 1` x` y ` zq
“ Cpwq b Cpyq b Cpv ` 1` x` 1` zq
1b∆T pv`1`x,y,zq
Ó
Cpyq b Cpv ` w ` x` 1` zq
∆T pv`w`x,y,zq
Ó
1b∆T pv,w,x`1`zq
Ñ Cpyq b Cpwq b Cpv ` 1` x` 1` zq
≀ p12q
Ó
(2.6.1)
(4) for v, w, x, y, z ě 0
Cpv ` w ` x` y ` zq
∆T pv`w,x,y`zq
Ñ Cpxq b Cpv ` w ` 1` y ` zq
“
Cpw ` x` yq b Cpv ` 1` zq
∆T pv,w`x`y,zq
Ó
∆T pw,x,yqb1
Ñ Cpxq b Cpw ` 1` yq b Cpv ` 1` zq
1b∆T pv,w`1`y,zq
Ó
(2.6.2)
2.6.1 Proposition. The monoidal category pVN,dq is closed with the inner hom VNpM,Nq given
by
V
NpM,Nqpkq “
ź
pniqPNk
V
`
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq, Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq
˘
.
Proof. There is an isomorphism natural in M,N, P P ObVN
V
NpM d P,Nq “
ź
nPN
V
ˆ
kPNà
n1`¨¨¨`nk“n
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b P pkq, Npnq
˙
»
ź
kPN
ź
pniqPNk
V
`
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b P pkq, Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq
˘
»
ź
kPN
ź
pniqPNk
V
`
P pkq,VpMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq, Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkqq
˘
»
ź
kPN
V
`
P pkq,
ź
pniqPNk
VpMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq, Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkqq
˘
“ VNpP,VNpM,Nqq.
This proves the claim.
2.6.2 Corollary. EndM “ VNpM,Mq is an operad.
2.6.3 Corollary. Let M be an object of VN and let O be an operad in V. In assumptions of
Proposition 2.6.1 a structure of right O-module on M amounts to an operad morphism a : O Ñ
EndM , which is a mapping a P VN that takes the unit to the unit and satisfies for all x, y, z P N
the equation
Opyq b Opx` 1` zq
aba
Ñ End Mpyq b End Mpx` 1` zq
“
Opx` y ` zq
µT px,y,zq
Ó
a
Ñ EndMpx ` y ` zq
µT px,y,zq
Ó
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The last statement can be rewritten as follows. An O-module M amounts to a unital action
αn1,...,nk : Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Opkq Ñ Mpn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq, k, n1, . . . , nk P N, such that for all
w, x, y P N the equation holds“
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnw`x`yq b Opxq b Opw ` 1` yq
„
ÝÑ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnwq bMpnw`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnw`xq b Opxq
bMpnw`x`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnw`x`yq b Opw ` 1` yq
1bwbαnw`1,...,nw`xb1
bpy`1q
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnwq bMpnw`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nw`xq bMpnw`x`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnw`x`yq b Opw ` 1` yq
αn1,...,nw,nw`1`¨¨¨`nw`x,nw`x`1,...,nw`x`y
ÑMpn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nw`x`yq
‰
“
“
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnw`x`yq b Opxq b Opw ` 1` yq
1bpw`x`yqbµT pw,x,yq
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnw`x`yq b Opw ` x` yq
αn1,...,nw`x`y
ÑMpn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nw`x`yq
‰
. (2.6.3)
Actually, this description of right O-modules holds also for non-closed categories V. In fact,
any tree with more than one vertex can be presented as consecutive grafting of trees with two
vertices. Relation of type (2.5.3) holds automatically and another relation holds due to above
equation. Dually, one can describe right comodules over a cooperad C as a counital coaction
δn1,...,nk : Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Npnkq b Cpkq, k, n1, . . . , nk P N, such that for all
w, x, y P N the equation holds
“
Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nw`x`yq
δn1,...,nw,nw`1`¨¨¨`nw`x,nw`x`1,...,nw`x`y
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnwq bNpnw`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nw`xq bNpnw`x`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnw`x`yq b Cpw ` 1` yq
1bwbδnw`1,...,nw`xb1
bpy`1q
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnwq bNpnw`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnw`xq b Cpxq
bNpnw`x`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnw`x`yq b Cpw ` 1` yq
„
ÝÑ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnw`x`yq b Cpxq b Cpw ` 1` yq
‰
“
“
Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nw`x`yq
δn1,...,nw`x`y
Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnw`x`yq b Cpw ` x` yq
1bpw`x`yqb∆T pw,x,yq
Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnw`x`yq b Cpxq b Cpw ` 1` yq
‰
. (2.6.4)
Chapter 3
Free operads and cofree cooperads
We study cofree conilpotent non-counital cooperads, which amounts to considering coalgebras
over certain comonad given by sum over trees. We show also that the category of augmented
cooperads is equivalent to the category of non-counital cooperads.
3.1. Free operad Since countable coproducts exist in V and bV commutes with countable
coproducts we may consider one more monad J : VN Ñ VN, P “ pP pnqqně0 ÞÑ PJ ,
pPJqpnq “
ž
tPtrpnq
â
vPvptq
P |v|.
J -algebras are precisely operads in V. Equivalence of this definition of an operad and the con-
ventional one is also proven in [MSS02, Theorem 1.105].
3.1.1 Proposition. The forgetful functor U : Op Ñ VN from operads to collections has a left
adjoint functor
Fo : VN ⇆ Op : U,
where FopP q “ pPJ , m : PJ2 Ñ PJq is the free operad generated by P .
Follows from Lemma 1.1.4 applied to the comonad Jop : pVNqop Ñ pVNqop.
3.2. Cofree cooperads In order to have an explicit expression for cofree cooperads we restrict
their class to coalgebras over certain comonad. Denote by K : VN Ñ VN the endofunctor X “
pXpnqqně0 ÞÑ XK ,
pXKqpnq “
t‰ž˝
tPtrpnq
â
pPvptq
X|p|,
Notice that XJ “ 1 ‘ XK , where 1pnq “ 0 for n ‰ 1 and 1p1q “ 1 – the unit object of V.
The endofunctor K admits the following structure of a comonad. The map ∆ restricted to the
summand indexed by τ ‰ ˝ with | Inp τ | “ n
â
vPvpτq
X|v| Ñ
t‰ž˝
tPtrpnq
@p tp‰˝ž
ptpPtr |p|qpPvptq
â
pp,qqP\rPvptq vptrq
X|q| “ pXK2qpnq
is the sum of all canonical isomorphisms
bvPvpτqX|v|
„
Ñ bpp,qqP\rPvptq vptrq X|q|
to the summands indexed by pt, ptpqpPvptqq P \tPtrpnqz˝[pPvptqptr |p|z˝q such that τ “ Itptp | p P vptqq.
The number of such decompositions of τ is finite since vptpq ‰ ∅, see (2.1.6) and also (2.1.7).
In fact all such decompositions are obtained as follows. Partition the set vpτq into non-empty
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subsets vptpq, where p runs over some set vptq, thus vpτq “ \pPvptq vptpq. For each p P vptq it is
required that the full subgraph of τ with the set of vertices vptpq were a tree (and not a mere
forest). Denote by tp the subtree of τ with the set of vertices V ptpq “ P
´1
t pvptpqq Y vptpq whose
subset of internal vertices is vptpq. Thus Inp tp “ P
´1
t pvptpqqz vptpq. Glueing together all vertices
of τ belonging to same vptpq we obtain a graph which is necessarily a tree. Its set of vertices is
Inp τ \ vptq, and we denote it by t imposing Inp t “ Inp τ . Clearly, τ “ Itptp | p P vptqq and that
gives all such decompositions of τ .
Below we shall present K -coalgebras as a particular case of non-counital cooperads. The counit
e : K Ñ Id is given by the projection to the summand indexed by τ rns and the isomorphism
bpPvpτ rnsqX|p| “ b1Xpnq
ρ
ÝÑ Xpnq.
Define the linear tree of height m as
θm “
`
θmp0q “ 1Ñ 1Ñ 1Ñ . . . Ñ 1Ñ 1 “ θmpmq
˘
with Inp θm “ θmp0q “ 1.
The unit cooperad 1, 1p1q “ 1, 1pnq “ 0 for n ‰ 1, has the following comultiplication. For t
with Inp t » 1 the map ∆t : 1Ñ b
pPvptq
1|p| has non-zero target iff uptq “ vptq iff t “ θm for some
m ě 0 (including θ0 “ ˝). For t “ θm the map ∆θm : 1 Ñ b
pPm
1 is the isomorphism inverse to
the multiplication map 1bm Ñ 1.
Let us describe a way for obtaining new comonoids in a monoidal category pC,bq. The
following statement will be applied later. In this section we use it only as an illustration.
3.2.1 Proposition. Let P be a comonoid in pC,bq, let J P ObC. Suppose given morphisms
ε : J Ñ 1 and ϑ : J b P Ñ J b P b J . Then cooperations on J b P
∆˜ “
`
J b P
1b∆
Ñ J b P b P
ϑb1
Ñ J b P b J b P
˘
, (3.2.1)
ε˜ “
`
J b P
εbε
Ñ 1b 1 » 1
˘
(3.2.2)
turn J b P into a comonoid if and only if
J b P
1b∆
Ñ J b P b P
ϑb1
Ñ J b P b J b P
“
J b P b J
ϑ
Ó
1b∆b1
Ñ J b P b P b J
ϑb1b1
Ñ J b P b J b P b J
1b1bϑ
Ó
(3.2.3)
`
J b P
ϑ
Ñ J b P b J
1b1bε
Ñ J b P
˘
“ id, (3.2.4)`
J b P
ϑ
Ñ J b P b J
εbεb1
Ñ J
˘
“ 1b ε. (3.2.5)
Proof. Let us prove that the given equations suffice to turn pJ b P, ∆˜, ε˜q into a comonoid. Coas-
sociativity is proven below:
J b P
1b∆
Ñ J b P b P
ϑb1
Ñ J b P b J b P
“ “
J b P b P
1b∆
Ó
1b∆b1
Ñ J b P b P b P
1b1b∆
Ó
ϑb1b1
Ñ J b P b J b P b P
1b1b1b∆
Ó
“
J b P b J b P
ϑb1
Ó
1b∆b1b1
Ñ J b P b P b J b P
ϑb1b1b1
Ñ J b P b J b P b J b P
1b1bϑb1
Ó
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Counitality is proven as follows:`
J b P
∆˜
ÝÑ J b P b J b P
1b1bε˜
Ñ J b P
˘
“
`
J b P
ϑ
ÝÑ J b P b J
1b1bε
Ñ J b P
˘
“ id,`
J b P
∆˜
ÝÑ J b P b J b P
ε˜b1b1
Ñ J b P
˘
“
`
J b P
1b∆
Ñ J b P b P
ϑb1
Ñ J b P b J b P
εbεb1b1
Ñ J b P
˘
“
`
J b P
1b∆
Ñ J b P b P
1bεb1
Ñ J b P
˘
“ id .
Necessity of mentioned conditions is left to the reader.
Let us apply Proposition 3.2.1 to the monoidal category pC,bq “ pEndVN, ˝q, the comonad
P “ K and the endofunctor J : VN Ñ VN, XJ “ X ‘ 1, fJ “ f ‘ 11 (1 is concentrated in
arity 1). It does not apply literally, so in addition to the comonad
XK “
t‰ž˝
tPtr
â
pPvptq
X|p|
we introduce also the endofunctor
XKˆ “
t‰ź˝
tPtr
â
pPvptq
X|p|
with the obvious embedding ι : K Ñ֒ Kˆ . The last two endofunctors have companions
XK˝ “ XKJ “
ž
tPtr
â
pPvptq
X|p|,
XKˆ˝ “ XKˆJ “
ź
tPtr
â
pPvptq
X|p|, (3.2.6)
embedded via ι˝ “ ιJ : K˝ Ñ֒ Kˆ˝. The map ε : J Ñ Id required in Proposition 3.2.1 is the
projection prX : X ‘ 1 Ñ X . It seems that a map ϑ : K ¨ J Ñ JKJ with good properties can
not be defined. Instead we take the natural transformation
ϑX : XK˝ “ XKJ Ñ XJKˆJ “ XJKˆ˝, ϑX :
ž
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
X|v| Ñ
ź
tPtr
â
pPvptq
pX ‘ 1q|p|
defined as follows. For any pair of trees pτ, tq find all subsets N Ă uptq such that τ “ tN , where
tN means the tree t with unary vertices from N removed (and adjacent edges glued together),
vptN q “ vptq´N . More precisely, tN “ Itptp | p P vptqq, where tp “ τ |p| for p P vptq´N and tp “ ˝
for p P N . In particular, t∅ “ t. With any such N there is associated the obvious embeddingâ
vPvpτq
X|v|
„
Ñ
â
pPvptq
Y Nppq Ă Ñ
â
pPvptq
pX ‘ 1q|p|,
where
Y Nppq “
#
1, if p P N,
X|p|, if p P vptq ´N.
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The matrix entry of ϑX â
vPvpτq
X|v| Ñ
â
pPvptq
pX ‘ 1q|p|
is the sum of all such embeddings. In the particular case of pτ “ ˝, t “ θmq for m ě 0, the
summand 1 is sent by an obvious isomorphism to the summand 1bm corresponding to N “
upθmq “ m.
Equation (3.2.4) obtains the form
`
K˝ “ K ¨ J
ϑ
ÝÑ JKˆJ
εKˆJ
Ñ KˆJ “ Kˆ˝
˘
“ ι˝.
It holds because N “ ∅ implies τ “ t. The counit ε “ prτ rns : pXKqpnq Ñ Xpnq, n ě 0, extends
on three other endofunctors by the same projection
ε “ prτ rns : pXKˆqpnq Ñ Xpnq,
pε “ prτ rns : pXK˝qpnq Ñ Xpnqq “ pε ¨ ε : pXKJqpnq Ñ Xpnqq,
pε “ prτ rns : pXKˆ˝qpnq Ñ Xpnqq “ pε ¨ ε : pXKˆJqpnq Ñ Xpnqq,
cf. (3.2.2). Equation (3.2.5) takes the form`
pXKJqpnq
ϑ
ÝÑ pXJKˆ˝qpnq
ε
ÝÑ pXJqpnq
˘
“ εJ.
It obviously holds true for n ‰ 1. For n “ 1 we consider t “ τ r1s. The set upτ r1sq “ vpτ r1sq
consists of one element and either N “ ∅, τ “ τ r1s, or N “ upτ r1sq, τ “ ˝.
Let us define a natural transformation between two endofunctors of VN:
∆ˆX :
ź
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
X|v| Ñ
ź
tPtr
ź
ptpqP
ś
pPvptq tr |p|
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
X|q|,
“comultiplication”. Its component indexed by the collection of trees t P tr, ptpq P
ś
pPvptq tr |p| is
taken equal to ź
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
X|v|
prItptp|pPvptqq
Ñ
â
vPvpItptp|pPvptqqq
X|v|
„
ÝÑ
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
X|q|.
One expects a kind of comultiplication for K˝ to be given by (3.2.1) which in our case takes the
form
∆˜ “
`
XK˝ “ XKJ
∆J
ÑXKKJ
ϑ
Ñ XKJKˆJ “ XK˝Kˆ˝
˘
.
Comultiplications ∆˜ and ∆ˆ are related by the commutative diagram
XK˝ Ă
ι˝
ÑXKˆ˝ “““““““““““
ź
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
X|v|
“
XKKJ
∆J
Ó
ϑ
Ñ XK˝Kˆ˝ Ă
i
Ñ
∆˜
Ñ ź
tPtr
ź
ptpqP
ś
pPvptq tr |p|
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
X|q|
∆ˆ
Ó
(3.2.7)
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where the embedding i is
i “
´
XK˝Kˆ˝
ι˝Kˆ˝
ÑXKˆ˝Kˆ˝
ś
ζ
Ñ
ź
tPtr
ź
ptpqP
ś
pPvptq tr |p|
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
X|q|
¯
“
´ź
tPtr
â
pPvptq
ž
tpPtr |p|
â
qPvptpq
X|q|
„
ÝÑ
ź
tPtr
ž
ptpqP
ś
pPvptq tr |p|
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
X|q|
Ă
ś
ι˝
Ñ
ź
tPtr
ź
ptpqP
ś
pPvptq tr |p|
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
X|q|
¯
.
Take any collection of trees t P tr, tp P tr |p| for p P vptq. The only summand of XK˝
(and factor of XKˆ˝) taken by ∆ˆ to pt, ptpqq-indexed factor is indexed by Itptp | p P vptqq. The
left-bottom path composed with the projection to pt, ptpqq-indexed factor
ž
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
X|v|
∆J
Ñ
ž
θPtr
â
pPvpθq
tp‰˝ž
tpPtr |p|
â
qPvptpq
X|q|
ϑ
ÝÑ
ź
tPtr
â
pPvptq
ž
tpPtr |p|
â
qPvptpq
X|q|
„
ÝÑ
ź
tPtr
ž
ptpqP
ś
pPvptq tr |p|
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
X|q|
prt.ptpq
Ñ
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
X|q|
vanishes unless
τ “ Iθptp | p P vpθqq, tp ‰ ˝ @ p P vpθq, θ “ t
N , N “ tp P vptq | tp “ ˝u.
These data amount to two conditions:
τ “ Itptp | p P vptqq, N “ tp P vptq | tp “ ˝u,
which coincide with the previously obtained ones. Under these conditions the both obtained mapsâ
vPvpτq
X|v|
„
ÝÑ
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
X|q|
coincide, hence, diagram (3.2.7) is commutative.
The introduced comultiplication ∆ˆ for Kˆ˝ allows to define Kˆ˝-coalgebras. These are collections
C P VN equipped with the coaction δ : C Ñ CKˆ˝ such that`
C
δ
Ñ CKˆ˝
ε
Ñ C
˘
“ id, (3.2.8)
C Ă
δ
Ñ CKˆ˝ “““““““““““
ź
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
C|v|
“
CKˆ˝
δ
Ó
Ă
δKˆ ˝
Ñ CKˆ˝Kˆ˝
ś
ζ
Ñ
ź
tPtr
ź
ptpqP
ś
pPvptq tr |p|
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
C|q|
∆ˆ
Ó
(3.2.9)
The coaction δ can be presented as the family ∆t : CpInp tq Ñ b
pPvptqC|p|, t P tr. Counitality
equation (3.2.8) expands to`
Cpnq
p∆tq
Ñ
ź
tPtrpnq
â
pPvptq
C|p|
prτrns
Ñ
â
pP1
Cpnq
ρCpnq
„
Ñ Cpnq
˘
“ id,
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which coincides with (2.2.3), that is, ∆τ rns “ ρ
´1
Cpnq. Coassociativity equation (3.2.9) expands to
C Ă
p∆τ q
Ñ
ź
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
C|v|
“
ź
tPtr
ź
ptpqP
ś
pPvptq tr |p|
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
C|q|
∆ˆ
Ó
ź
tPtr
â
pPvptq
C|p|
p∆tq
Ó
X
ś
bp∆tpq
Ñ
ź
tPtr
â
pPvptq
ź
tpPtr |p|
â
qPvptpq
C|q|
ś
ζÒ
Its composition with the projection to the pt, ptpqq-indexed factor is precisely (2.2.2). Hence,
Kˆ˝-coalgebras are precisely cooperads.
Morphisms of Kˆ ˝-coalgebras are f : C Ñ D P V
N such that`
C
f
ÝÑ D Ă
p∆tq
Ñ DKˆ˝
˘
“
`
C Ă
p∆tq
Ñ CKˆ ˝
fKˆ˝
Ñ DKˆ˝
˘
.
That is, f agrees with comultiplication ∆t : CpInp tq Ñ b
pPvptqC|p| for each t P tr. Thus,
morphisms of Kˆ˝-coalgebras are precisely morphisms of cooperads.
All conditions of Proposition 3.2.1 are realized in our setting, although not on the nose. The
remaining one (3.2.3) takes the form of the following equation.
3.2.2 Lemma. The following diagram commutes
XK˝
ϑ
Ñ XJKˆ˝ ““““
ź
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
pXJq|v|
“
XKKJ
∆J
Ó
ϑ
Ñ XK˝Kˆ ˝
ϑKˆ ˝
Ñ
∆˜
Ñ
XJKˆ˝Kˆ˝
ś
ζ
Ñ
ź
tPtr
ź
ptpqP
ś
pPvptq tr |p|
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
pXJq|q|
∆ˆ
Ó
(3.2.10)
Proof. Compose this diagram with the embedding of the summand of the source XK˝ indexed
by t1 P tr and with the projection to the factor of the target indexed by t, ptpq P
ś
pPvptq tr |p|.
Then the top-right path is the sum of structural embeddings over all
M Ă u
`
Itptp | p P vptqq
˘
»
ž
pPvptq
uptpq
such that t1 “ Itptp | p P vptqq
M . Actually, M Ă uptq determines the direct summand of
bvPvpτqpX ‘1q|v|, namely, the factor indexed by v is X if v RM and 1 if v PM . The left-bottom
path takes the summand indexed by t1 as follows
â
xPvpt1q
X|x|
∆J
Ñ
ž
t2Ptr
â
yPvpt2q
t2y‰˝ž
t2yPtr |y|
â
zPvpt2yq
X|z|
ϑ
ÝÑ
ź
tPtr
â
pPvptq
ž
t2pPtr |p|
â
zPvpt2pq
X|z|
ś
bϑ
Ñ
ź
tPtr
â
pPvptq
ź
tpPtr |p|
â
qPvptpq
pXJq|q|
prt ¨bpprtp
Ñ
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
pXJq|q|.
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The matrix entries vanish unless t1 “ It2pt
2
y | y P vpt
2qq where t2y ‰ ˝, furthermore t
2 “ tN
where t2p “ ˝ iff p P N “ vptq ´ vpt
2q, at last, t2p “ t
Kp
p for Kp Ă uptpq under the condition that
the family pKpqpPvptq determines the direct summand of b
pPvptq bqPvptpq pX ‘ 1q|q|, namely, the
factor indexed by pp, qq is X if q R Kp and it is 1 if q P Kp. The direct summands coincide
iff M “
š
pPvptqKp, equivalently, Kp “ M X uptpq. Once M and pKpqpPvptq are given, the subset
N Ă uptq is determined unambiguously by ptpqpPvptq, namely, N “ tp P vptq | Kp “ vptpqu. Clearly,
p P N implies Kp “ uptpq “ vptpq, hence, tp “ θm for some m ě 0. In particular, N Ă uptq.
Finally, the both maps from the source summand to the direct summand of the target are the
obvious isomorphisms, hence, coincide. Commutativity of (3.2.10) is proven.
3.2.3 Definition. A non-counital cooperad (pseudo-cooperad) pC¯, ∆¯q consists of a collection C¯
in V, morphisms in V
∆¯t : C¯pInp tq Ñ b
pPvptqC¯|p| (3.2.11)
given for each tree t P tr z˝ such that ∆¯τ rns “ ρ
´1
C¯pnq
for all n ě 0 and coassociativity equation
(2.2.2) holds for ∆¯ for all pt, ptpqpPvptqq P \tPtrpnqz˝ [pPvptq ptr |p|z˝q. Morphisms of the category
nuCoop of non-counital cooperads are morphisms of collections that preserve the comultiplications
∆¯t.
3.2.4 Proposition. The category augCoop of augmented cooperads η : p1,∆q Ñ pC,∆q is
equivalent to the category nuCoop.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary augmented cooperad η : p1,∆q Ñ pC,∆q, which is a morphism of
cooperads. In particular, “
1
η
Ñ Cp1q
∆˝
Ñ 1
‰
“ ∆˝ “ id .
Define a collection C¯ by
C¯pnq “
#
Kerp∆˝ : Cp1q Ñ 1q, if n “ 1,
Cpnq, if n ‰ 1.
Thus, C “ 1‘ C¯. Notice that C¯ possesses comultiplication map
∆¯t “
“
C¯pInp tq Ă
in2
Ñ CpInp tq
∆t
Ñ bpPvptq C|p|
bpPvptq pr2Ñ bpPvptq C¯|p|
‰
(3.2.12)
for each t P tr, t ‰ ˝. Clearly, ∆¯τ rns “ idC¯pnq for all n ě 0 and coassociativity equation (2.2.2)
holds for ∆¯ for all pt, ptpqpPvptqq P \tPtrpnqz˝ [pPvptq ptr |p|z˝q. This gives a functor augCoop Ñ
nuCoop, C ÞÑ C¯.
Let us construct a functor nuCoop Ñ augCoop, C¯ ÞÑ 1 ‘ C¯ “ C. We have to define
comultiplications
∆t : CpInp tq “ p1‘ C¯qpInp tq Ñ
à
NĂuptq
â
pPvptq
Y Nppq “
â
pPvptq
C|p|,
where
Y Nppq “
#
1, if p P N,
C¯|p|, if p P vptq ´N.
The restriction of ∆t to 1pInp tq vanishes unless uptq “ vptq, that is, t “ θm for some m ě 0.
The restriction of ∆θm to 1p1q is the isomorphism from 1 to the direct summand 1
bvptq “ 1bm,
indexed by N “ uptq “ m.
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The restriction of ∆t to C¯pInp tq for an arbitrary t is given by the sum over N Ă uptq of maps
C¯pInp tq
∆¯
tNÑ bpPvpt
N q C¯|p|
„
Ñ bpPvptq Y Nppq Ă
inN
Ñ bpPvptq C|p|, (3.2.13)
where tN means the tree t with unary vertices from N removed. In the case N “ vptq, which
implies tN “ ˝, the first arrow is defined as ∆¯˝ “ 0.
Let us prove now coassociativity of ∆. Equation (2.2.2) involves the right vertical isomorphism,
which for C “ 1‘ C¯ identifies the summand indexed by M Ă upτq, τ “ Itptp | p P vptqq with the
summand indexed by pN, pKpqpPvptq´N q as in Lemma 3.2.2. Whiskering diagram (2.2.2) with the
projection to the latter summand we get the equation
C¯pInp tq
∆¯
τM ÑbxPvpτ
M qC¯|x|
“
bpPvpt
N qC¯|p|
∆¯
tN Ó
bpPvpt
N q∆¯
t
Kp
p
ÑbpPvpt
N q bqPvpt
Kp
p q C¯|q|
≀
Ó
which holds true due to isomorphism of trees τM “ ItN
`
t
Kp
p | p P vptNq
˘
. In fact,
vpτM q “ vpτq ´M “
` ğ
pPvptq
vptpq
˘
´
`ğ
pPN
uptpq
˘
´
` ğ
pPvptq´N
Kp
˘
“
ğ
pPvptq´N
`
vptpq ´Kp
˘
“
ğ
pPvptN q
v
`
tKpp
˘
“ v
`
ItN
`
tKpp | p P vpt
N q
˘˘
.
If upτq “ vpτq, one proves also equation (2.2.2) on the direct summand 1.
Clearly, the composition nuCoopÑ augCoopÑ nuCoop is isomorphic to the identity functor.
Moreover, the composition augCoopÑ nuCoopÑ augCoop is isomorphic to the identity functor
as well. In fact, given M Ă uptq write down equation (2.2.2) with the following data: t, tp “ t
ą
p
if p P vptq ´M and tp “ θ0 “ ˝ if p P M . Then τ “ Itptp | p P vptqq “ t
M , therefore,“
p1‘ C¯qpInp tq
∆t
Ñ bpPvptq p1‘ C¯q|p|
bpPvptqfppq
Ñ bpPvpt
M q p1‘ C¯q|p|
‰
“ ∆tM ,
where
fppq “
#
∆˝ “ pr1, if p PM,
∆tąp “ id, if p P vptq ´M.
Thus, corestriction of ∆t to the direct summand indexed byM is determined by ∆¯tM as above.
Summing up, an arbitrary non-counital cooperad is given by the maps
p∆¯tqt : C¯pnq Ñ
ź
tPtrpnqz˝
â
pPvptq
C¯|p|,
n ě 0, that satisfy the coassociativity equation and the normalization condition. K -coalgebras
are distinguished among them by the condition that the above map factorizes as
C¯pnq
ř
∆¯t
Ñ
à
tPtrpnqz˝
â
pPvptq
C¯|p| Ă Ñ
ź
tPtrpnqz˝
â
pPvptq
C¯|p|.
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In the case of graded k-modules this means that for any homogeneous element c P C¯pnq there
is only a finite number of trees t such that ∆¯tpcq ‰ 0. This gives the reason to call the non-
counital (resp. augmented) cooperads coming from K -coalgebras non-counital (resp. augmented)
conilpotent cooperads.
Due to Lemma 1.1.4 for any K -coalgebra B an arbitrary morphism f : B Ñ XK has the form
f “
`
B
δ
ÝÑ BK
fˇK
Ñ XK
˘
for certain fˇ : B Ñ X . Restriction of f : YK Ñ XK to summand
indexed by τ P trpnqz˝ is
f “
” â
vPvpτq
Y |v|
∆
ÝÑ
ž
tPtrpnqz˝
â
pPvptq
ž
tpPtr |p|z˝
â
qPvptpq
Y |q|
š
tbpfˇ|p|
Ñ
ž
tPtrpnqz˝
â
pPvptq
X|p|
ı
.
In particular, for f “ idX the map fˇ “ εK sends any summand indexed by b
qPvptpqX|q| to 0
unless tp “ τ |p|, in which case fˇ|p| “ ρ : b
1X|p| Ñ X|p|.
3.2.5 Remark. One can extract from the proof of Proposition 3.2.4 the following statement.
There is a functor
J : K -coalgÑ augCoop, C¯ ÞÑ
`
C¯J, C¯J
δJ
Ñ C¯KJ
ϑ
ÝÑ C¯JKˆ˝
˘
, f ÞÑ fJ.
Besides, this can be proven also directly. The fact that C¯J is a cooperad is the commutative
diagram
C¯J
δJ
Ñ C¯KJ
ϑ
Ñ C¯JKˆ˝ ““““
ź
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
pC¯Jq|v|
“ (3.2.10)
C¯KJ
δJ
Ó
δKJ
Ñ C¯KKJ
∆J
Ó
“
“
C¯JKˆ˝
ϑÓ
δJKˆ ˝
Ñ C¯KJKˆ ˝
ϑÓ
ϑKˆ ˝
Ñ C¯JKˆ˝Kˆ˝
ś
ζ
Ñ
ź
tPtr
ź
ptpqP
ś
pPvptq tr |p|
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
pC¯Jq|q|
∆ˆ
Ó
When f : C¯ Ñ D¯ P K -coalg, the explicit expression of the coaction implies that fJ : C¯J Ñ D¯J is
a morphism of cooperads. The category of K -coalgebras has a zero object (initial and final object)
0 “ 0K . Therefore, each cooperad C¯J for C¯ P K -coalg is equipped with a morphism of cooperads
η “ 0J “ in1 : 1 “ 0J Ñ C¯J “ C¯ ‘ 1, the augmentation. Clearly, for each f : C¯ Ñ D¯ P K -coalg
the morphism fJ preserves the augmentation.
3.2.6 Proposition. Let C be a graded cooperad and let X be a graded collection. Then the
map ψ : CooppC,XK˝q Ñ gr
NpC,Xq, ψpgq “
`
C
g
ÝÑ XK˝
ε
ÝÑ X
˘
, is injective and
Imψ “
 
f : C Ñ X P grN | @ c P Cpnq‚ Cardtt P trpnq | c.∆t.bpPvptq f |p| ‰ 0u ă 8
(
.
Proof. We have a commutative diagram
C
g
Ñ XK˝ Ă
ι˝
ÑXKˆ˝ ““““““““““
ź
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
X|v|
“ (3.2.7) “
CKˆ˝
δ
Ó
gKˆ˝
Ñ XK˝Kˆ˝
∆˜
Ó
Ă
i
Ñ
ź
tPtr
ź
ptpqP
ś
pPvptq tr |p|
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
X|q|
∆ˆ
Ó
(3.2.14)
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Fix an arbitrary collection t P tr, ptpq P
ś
pPvptq tr |p|. Compose this diagram with the projection
to the factor indexed by t, ptpq. It follows that”
CpInp tq
g¨prItptp|pPvptqq
Ñ
â
vPvpItptp|pPvptqqq
X|v|
„
ÝÑ
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
X|q|
ı
“
”
CpInp tq
∆t
Ñ
â
pPvptq
C|p|
bpPvptqg¨prtp
Ñ
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
X|q|
ı
. (3.2.15)
Consider the particular case of this equation, tp “ τ |p|. Then Itptp | p P vptqq “ t, vptpq “ 1,
g ¨ prτ |p| “ g ¨ ε “ ψpgq : C|p| Ñ X|p|. Hence,
g ¨ prt “
”
C
∆t
Ñ
â
pPvptq
C|p|
bpPvptqψpgq|p|
Ñ
â
pPvptq
X|p|
ı
. (3.2.16)
Thus g is expressed via ψpgq explicitly, and injectivity of ψ is proven.
Let us describe the image of ψ. Clearly, Imψ is contained in 
f : C Ñ X P grN | @ c P Cpnq‚ Cardtt P trpnq | c.∆t.bpPvptq f |p| ‰ 0u ă 8
(
.
On the other hand, an element f of the last set gives rise to a unique map g : C Ñ XK˝ P gr
N
with
g ¨ prt “
”
CpInp tq
∆t
Ñ
â
pPvptq
C|p|
bpPvptqf |p|
Ñ
â
pPvptq
X|p|
ı
. (3.2.17)
We have to prove that
C
g
Ñ XK˝
∆J
Ñ XKK˝
“
CKˆ˝
δÓ
gKˆ ˝
ÑXK˝Kˆ ˝
ϑÓ
Composing with the embedding i we represent the alleged equation as commutativity of the
exterior of diagram (3.2.14). As we already know, this is equivalent to equation (3.2.15) holding
for an arbitrary collection t P tr, ptpq P
ś
pPvptq tr |p|. Plugging (3.2.16) into (3.2.15) we get a
valid identity”
CpInp tq
∆Itptp|pPvptqqÑ
â
vPvpItptp|pPvptqqq
C|v|
bvf |v|
Ñ
â
vPvpItptp |pPvptqqq
X|v|
„
ÝÑ
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
X|q|
ı
“
”
CpInp tq
∆t
Ñ
â
pPvptq
C|p|
bpPvptq∆tp
Ñ
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
C|q|
bpPvptqbqPvptpqf |q|
Ñ
â
pPvptq
â
qPvptpq
X|q|
ı
due to (2.2.2).
At last, g ¨ prτ rns “ fpnq for all n P N. Hence, ψpgq “ f .
Chapter 4
Coderivations
Here we obtain explicit formulae for coderivations with values in cofree conilpotent cooperads and
the associated augmented cooperads. We view coderivations as infinitesimal homomorphisms. As
a warm-up we begin with derivations whose domain is a free operad.
The main example of a cooperad C is considered such that CobarC will be the operad of
homotopy unital A8-algebras.
4.1. Derivations Denote by D “ 1xpy{pp2q “ 1‘ 1p “ 1‘ 1ras the commutative algebra in
V generated by an element p of degree ´a. There is a functor ´ b D : V “ comm-1-bimod Ñ
VD “ comm-D-bimod, X ÞÑ X˜ “ X b D “ X ‘ Xras. This functor extends componentwise to
functors VM Ñ VMD , M ÞÑ M˜ “ M b D. The algebra D is coaugmented by the homomorphism
ε : D Ñ 1, p ÞÑ 0. The category VD is Monoidal, with the tensor product bD defined as the
coequalizer
M b DbN
right actionbN
Ñ
Mbleft action
ÑM bN ÑM bD N.
Actually we use this tensor product as well as VD itself only to write down some equations in
concise form. Using long, expanded from we could get rid of assumption that V has coequalizers.
Let φ : O Ñ P P OpV be a morphism of operads in V. A φ-infinitesimal morphism is a
morphism of operads φ˜ : O˜Ñ P˜ in VD such that`
O˜ “ Ob D
1bε
Ñ O
φ
ÝÑ P
˘
“
`
O˜
φ˜
Ñ P˜ “ Pb D
1bε
Ñ P
˘
.
Equivalently,
φ˜bD 1 “ φ : O˜bD 1 “ OÑ P˜bD 1 “ P.
The map φ˜ is determined by its restriction to O:
φ˜ “ φ` ξp : OÑ P‘ Pb p “ Pb D “ P˜,
where ξ : OÑ P is a homogeneous map of degree a. The degree 0 map φ˜ “ φ` ξp is a morphism
of operads iff ξ is a φ-derivation, that is,
Opn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Opnkq b Opkq
řk
i“0 φ
bibξbφbpk´iq
Ñ Ppn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Ppnkq b Ppkq
“
Opn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq
µ
Ó
ξ
Ñ Ppn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq
µ
Ó
(4.1.1)
for all k, n1, . . . , nk P N. In fact,
pφ` ξpqbDpk`1q “ φbpk`1q `
kÿ
i“0
φbi b ξpb φbpk´iq. (4.1.2)
An equivalent definition of φ-derivations using binary compositions in O is given e.g. by Vallette
[Val08, Section 4.7].
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4.1.1 Example. Let O be a graded operad. Then it admits an idO-derivation Opnq
‚ Q x ÞÑ
pn ´ 1qx P Opnq‚ of degree 0. In fact, for the multiplication m : Opn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Opnkq b Opkq Ñ
Opn1` ¨ ¨ ¨ `nkq the required identity reduces to n1´ 1` ¨ ¨ ¨ `nk ´ 1` k´ 1 “ n1` ¨ ¨ ¨ `nk ´ 1.
Furthermore, for an arbitrary element of the ground ring a P kp of degree p the map Opnqq Q x ÞÑ
pn´ 1qxa P Opnqq`p is an idO-derivation of degree p.
Let φ˜ “ φ ` ξp : O˜ Ñ P˜ be as above and let f : M Ñ N P VM be a φ-morphism of modules
over operads, that is, `
M d O
α
ÝÑM
f
ÝÑ N
˘
“
`
M d O
fdφ
Ñ N d P
α
ÝÑ N
˘
.
An pf ;φ, ξq-infinitesimal morphism of modules over operads is a φ˜-morphism of modules over
operads f˜ : M˜ “M b DÑ N˜ “ N b D such that
`
M˜ “M b D
1bε
ÑM
f
ÝÑ N
˘
“
`
M˜
f˜
ÝÑ N˜ “ N b D
1bε
Ñ N
˘
. (4.1.3)
Equivalently,
f˜ bD 1 “ f : M˜ bD 1 “M Ñ N˜ bD 1 “ N. (4.1.4)
The D-linear degree 0 map f˜ is determined by its restriction to M :
f˜ “ f ` rp : M Ñ N ‘N b p “ N b D “ N˜, (4.1.5)
where r : M Ñ N is a homogeneous map of degree a. The map f˜ is a morphism of modules over
operads iff r is an pf ;φ, ξq-derivation, that is,
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Opkq
řk
i“1 f
bpi´1qbrbfbpk´iqbφ`fbkbξ
Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Ppkq
“
Mpn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq
α
Ó
r
Ñ Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq
α
Ó
(4.1.6)
for all k, n1, . . . , nk P N. In fact,
pf ` rpqbDk bD pφ` ξpq “ f
bk b φ`
kÿ
i“1
fbpi´1q b rpb fbpk´iq b φ` fbk b ξp. (4.1.7)
The set of derivations pr; ξq, deg r “ deg ξ, over morphisms pf ;φq is a graded k-module.
4.1.2 Remark. Assume that f˜ “ f ` rp : M˜ Ñ N˜ is a morphism over φ˜ “ φ ` ξp : O˜Ñ P˜ and
g˜ “ g ` sp : N˜ Ñ L˜ is a morphism over ψ˜ “ ψ ` ηp : P˜ Ñ Q˜, deg r “ deg ξ “ deg s “ deg η “ a.
Composing these infinitesimal morphisms we see that f˜ g˜ “ fg ` pfs ` rgqp : M˜ Ñ L˜ is a
morphism over φ˜ψ˜ “ φψ ` pφη ` ξψqp : O˜Ñ Q˜. Assume in addition that a is odd and φη “ ξψ,
fs “ rg hold. Then ξη : O Ñ Q is a φψ-derivation. In fact, paste together two diagrams (4.1.1)
and useˆ kÿ
i“0
φbi b ξ b φbpk´iq
˙
¨
ˆ kÿ
j“0
ψbj b η b ψbpk´jq
˙
“
kÿ
i“0
pφψqbi b ξη b pφψqbpk´iq. (4.1.8)
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Furthermore, rs : M Ñ L is an pfg;φψ, ξηq-derivation. In fact, paste together two dia-
grams (4.1.6) and useˆ kÿ
i“1
fbpi´1q b r b fbpk´iq b φ` fbk b ξ
˙
¨
ˆ kÿ
j“1
gbpj´1q b sb gbpk´jq b ψ ` gbk b η
˙
“
kÿ
i“1
pfgqbpi´1q b rsb pfgqbpk´iq b φψ ` pfgqbk b ξη. (4.1.9)
The same conclusion is reached when deg r “ deg ξ “ a, deg s “ deg η “ b are odd and φη “ cξψ,
fs “ crg for c P kb´a, or ξψ “ c1φη, rg “ c1fs for c1 P ka´b. These reasonings are typically
applied when φ “ ψ “ idO, f “ g “ idM , η “ ξ is a derivation of O of odd degree a and s “ r is
a pidM ; idO, ξq-derivation of degree a. Then r
2 is a pidM ; idO, ξ
2q-derivation.
Introduce the tensoring monad
J : VM ˆOpV ÝÑ V
M ˆOpV,
pL,Oq ÞÝÑ pLd O,Oq,
pf : LÑM,φ : OÑ Pq ÞÝÑ pf d φ : Ld OÑM d P, φ : OÑ Pq.
The unit and the multiplication for this monad are induced by those of the operad. Algebras
over this monad are pairs pM,Oq where O is an operad in V and M P VM is a right O-module.
Morphisms of J-algebras are pairs pf : M Ñ N, φ : O Ñ Pq where φ is a morphism of operads
and f is a morphism of modules over φ. Denote by ModOp the category of right modules over
operads, equivalent to J-alg. The underlying functor U has a left adjoint F ,
F : VM ˆOpV ⇆ ModOp : U,
given by the same formulae as J, see Lemma 1.1.4. Note that F ¨ U “ J and U is monadic by
definition [BW05, Section 3].
In particular, any infinitesimal morphism f˜ “ f ` rp : L˜ d O˜ Ñ N˜ over φ˜ “ φ ` ξp : O˜ Ñ P˜
is determined by g˜ “ g ` sp “ fˇ ` rˇp “ p1b ηqf ` p1b ηqrp : L˜Ñ N˜ , namely,
f˜ “ f ` rp “
`
L˜d O˜
g˜dφ˜
Ñ N˜ d P˜
α
ÝÑ N˜
˘
“
`
Ld O
gdφ
Ñ N d P
α
ÝÑ N
˘
` rp,
r “
“
Lpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Lpnkq b Opkq
řk
i“1 g
bpi´1qbsbgbpk´iqbφ`gbkbξ
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Ppkq
α
ÝÑ Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq
‰
.
A general derivation r : Ld OÑ N has the above form.
4.2. Ground category change Let pF, φIq : pW,bI
W
, λf , ρq Ñ pV,bI
V
, λf , ρq be a colax
symmetric Monoidal gr-functor [BLM08, Definition 2.26], in particular, φI : FbiPI
W
Xi Ñ b
iPI
V
FXi
are natural transformations. In our notations ρ “ id : b1X ““““X in W and V. Assume that F
preserves countable coproducts. These data allow to define a natural transformation
W
N K ÑWN
V
N
FN
Ó
K
Ñ
γ
ð“
““
““
““
““
V
N
FN
Ó
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γ “
“
pFNKCqpnq “ F
ž
tPtrpnqz˝
b
pPvptq
W
C|p| Ð
„ ž
tPtrpnqz˝
F b
pPvptq
W
C|p|
š
t φ
vptq
Ñ
ž
tPtrpnqz˝
b
pPvptq
V
FC|p| “ pKFNCqpnq
‰
. (4.2.1)
The entwining transformation γ enjoys the following properties. Firstly,
W
N K ÑWN
γð““
““““
““
V
N
FN
Ó K
Ñ
εó
Id
Ñ
V
N
FN
Ó
“
W
N
K
Ñ
εó
Id
Ñ
W
N
“
V
N
FN
Ó
Id
Ñ VN
FN
Ó
(4.2.2)
This follows from equation φvpτ rnsq “ id since | vpτ rnsq| “ 1. Secondly,
W
N K ÑWN
V
N
FN
Ó
ð““““““
γ
W
N
∆
w
w
w
w K
Ñ
K Ñ
V
N
FN
Ó
V
N
FN
Ó
γ
ð
““
““
““
““
““
““
““
“
K
Ñ
K Ñ
“
W
N K ÑWN
V
N
FN
Ó
K
Ñ
γ
ð““
““““
““““
““““
““““
““
V
N
FN
Ó
V
N
∆
w
w
w
w
K
Ñ
K Ñ
(4.2.3)
This equation follows from the multiplicativity equation for φI [BLM08, Definition 2.26(ii)] written
for the map f : vpItptp | p P vptqqq » \pPvptq vptpq Ñ vptq P S – the canonical map to index set.
Notice that f´1p “ vptpq.
4.2.1 Exercise. Let δ : C Ñ KC be a K -coalgebra in WN. Deduce from equations (4.2.2), (4.2.3)
that
δ1 “
`
FNC
FNδ
Ñ FNKC
γ
ÑKFNC
˘
is a K -coalgebra in VN.
When C is a non-counital cooperad (a pseudo-cooperad), a right comodule over C is defined
as a family δn1,...,nk : Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Npnkq b Cpkq, k, n1, . . . , nk P N that
satisfies (2.6.4) only (without the counitality requirement). Morphisms of comodules over C are
maps M Ñ N compatible with coactions δn1,...,nk .
4.3. N-graded cooperads Recall that W “ N-gr -V is the category of N-graded objects
pXkqkPN of V. The tensor product of a family pX
iqiPI of objects of W is pb
iPI
W
X iqk “ ‘řiPI ki“kbiPIV
X iki. The structure isomorphisms λW (the associativity and the symmetry) are induced by λV.
Denote by WN`` the full subcategory of the category W
N containing collections P such that
P p0q0 “ 0 “ P p1q0. Denote by K -coalg`` (resp. nuCoop``) the full subcategory of the category
K -coalg (resp. nuCoop) consisting of K -coalgebras (resp. non-counital cooperads) C¯ in WN,
whose underlying collection lies in WN``.
Notice that pWN``qK Ă K -coalg``. In fact, let a collection X “ pXpnqkqn.kPN have Xp0q0 “
Xp1q0 “ 0. Then
pXKqp0q0 “
à
tPtrp0q
â
pPvptq
X|p|0 “ 0
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since t has at least one leaf p P vptq “ V ptq. For the same reason summands of
pXKqp1q0 “
t‰à˝
tPtrp1q
â
pPvptq
X|p|0
vanish unless 1 » Inp t “ Lptq. In this case t “ θm, m ą 0, hence, there is p P vptq, |p| “ 1, and
the corresponding summand vanishes as well.
4.3.1 Proposition. The full embedding K -coalg`` Ă Ñ nuCoop`` is an equivalence of cate-
gories.
Proof. Let C¯ be an object of nuCoop``. Family of comultiplications (3.2.11) in W takes in V the
form
p∆¯tqt : C¯pnqk Ñ
ź
tPtrpnqz˝
kpPNà
ř
pPvptq kp“k
â
pPvptq
C¯|p|kp. (4.3.1)
By assumption, C¯p0q0 “ C¯p1q0 “ 0. We claim that for any pair pn, kq P N
2 there is only a finite
number of trees t P trpnq for which there exists a family pkpqpPvptq P N
vptq such that
ř
pPvptq kp “ k
and p|p|, kpq ‰ p0, 0q, p1, 0q for all p P vptq. In fact, p P Lptq ´ Inp t or p P uptq implies kp ě 1.
Therefore,
| Inp t| “ n, |Lptq ´ Inp t| ` | uptq| ď k. (4.3.2)
Consequently,
|Lptq| ` | uptq| ď z ” n` k. (4.3.3)
The case of n “ k “ 0 being easy we may assume that z ą 0. The claim follows from the
statement that the number of ordered rooted trees (without a chosen subset Inp t Ă Lptq) which
satisfy restriction (4.3.3) is finite. Indeed, from each staged tree (2.1.1) of height m one can
produce another staged tree in Osk
Lptq “ X0
r1
Ź X1
r2
Ź . . .
rm
Ź Xm “ 1 (4.3.4)
by replacing leaves with unary vertices until all leaves move to X0. All rj are surjections and
there are no more than | uptq| bijections between them. Hence m ď |Lptq|´1`| uptq| ď z´1. Fix
m “ height t, l “ |Lptq|. The set of such trees t is embedded into the product SetpLptq, 1 `mq ˆ
ttrees (4.3.4)u. The function Lptq Ñ 1`m returns the level at which a leaf occurs in t. The
first factor has no more than zz elements. The number of surjections r1 starting at Lptq is
2|Lptq|´1 “ 2l´1. Similarly, the number of surjections rj is not bigger than 2
l´1. Therefore, the
number of sequences (4.3.4) is not greater than
zÿ
l“1
z´1ÿ
m“0
2pl´1qm ď z `
zÿ
l“2
2pl´1qpz´1q`1 ă 2pz´1q
2`2.
Consequently, the number of trees t satisfying (4.3.3) does not exceed zz2pz´1q
2`2. Thus, (4.3.1)
factors through ÿ
∆¯t : C¯pnqk Ñ
ž
tPtrpnqz˝
kpPNž
ř
pPvptq kp“k
â
pPvptq
C¯|p|kp
and C¯ has a structure of a K -coalgebra.
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4.3.2 Corollary. The underlying functor below has a right adjoint
U : nuCoop`` ⇆W
N
`` : Fc,
where FcpP q “ pPK ,∆ : PK Ñ PK2q is the cofree conilpotent non-counital cooperad generated
by P (actually, a cofree K -coalgebra).
Proof. Equivalence of K -coalg`` and nuCoop`` reduces the statement to Lemma 1.1.4 written
for the comonad K in WN``.
By definition, there is a symmetric Monoidal functor p‘, φIq : pW,bI
W
q Ñ pV,bI
V
q, ‘X “
‘kPNXk, for any family pX
iqiPI of objects of W
φI “
“à
kPN
à
ř
iPI ki“k
â
iPI
X iki
„
Ñ
à
pkiqiPIPNI
â
iPI
X iki
„
Ñ
â
iPI
à
kiPN
X iki
‰
is the natural morphism, invertible since we require bV to preserve countable direct sums. Thus,
we may construct γ as in (4.2.1) and conclude by Exercise 4.2.1 that any K -coalgebra δ : C Ñ
KC PWN induces a K -coalgebra in VN
δ1 “
`
‘NC
‘Nδ
Ñ ‘N KC
γ
ÑK ‘N C
˘
.
4.3.3 Proposition. Let W P ObW, X P ObWN``. Then non-counital XK -comodule structures
on W are in bijection with collections of degree 0 maps βn : W ÑW
bn bXpnq, n ě 0:
tW P XK-comodnuu ÝÑ tpβn : W ÑW
bn bXpnq PWqně0u (4.3.5)
pδn : W ÑW
bn b pXKqpnqqně0 ÞÝÑ βn “ xW
δnÝÑWbn b pXKqpnq
1bεK
ÑWbn bXpnqy.
Proof. Let us show that map (4.3.5) is injective. In fact, pδnqně0 is recovered from pβnqně0 due
to the following computation, valid for any t P trpnqz˝ given in form (2.1.1) of a staged tree with
some Inpptq Ă Lptq. For 0 ď j ď m denote
Inpj t “ tpjq X Inp t, Inpěj t “
mď
k“j
Inpk t.
Then@
W
δ
ÝÑWbn b pXKqpnq
1bprtÑWbn bbpPvptqX|p|
D
“
@
W
δ
ÝÑWbn b pXKqpnq
1b∆t
ÑWbn bbpPvptqpXKq|p|
1bbp prτ |p|
ÑWbn bbpPvptqX|p|
D
“
@
W
δ| root |
ÑWb| root | b pXKq| root |
bpPtpm´1qapb1¨»
Ñ
Wbtpm´2qYInpm´1 t b rbpPtpm´1qz Inp tpXKq|p|s b pXKq| root |
bpPtpm´2qapb1b1¨»
Ñ
Wbtpm´3qYInpěm´2 t b rbpPtpm´2qz Inp tpXKq|p|s b rbpPtpm´1qz Inp tpXKq|p|s b pXKq| root |
Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÑWbtp0qYInpě1 t bbjPmrbpPtpjqz Inp tpXKq|p|s “ Wb Inp t bbpPvptqpXKq|p|
1bbpPvptq prτ |p|
ÑWbn bbpPvptqX|p|
D
“
@
W
β| root |
ÑWb| root | bX| root |
bpPtpm´1qcpb1¨»
Ñ
Wbtpm´2qYInpm´1 t b rbpPtpm´1qz Inp tX|p|s bX| root |
bpPtpm´2qcpb1b1¨»
Ñ
Wbtpm´3qYInpěm´2 t b rbpPtpm´2qz Inp tX|p|s b rbpPtpm´1qz Inp tX|p|s bX| root |
Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÑWbtp0qYInpě1 t bbjPmrbpPtpjqz Inp tX|p|s “Wb Inp t bbpPvptqX|p|
D
,
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where ap “ δ|p|, cp “ β|p| if p R Inp t and ap “ cp “ id : W Ñ W if p P Inp t. The isomorphisms
are the expected permutations.
Based on the above the inverse to mapping (4.3.5) is defined as follows. Present t P trpnqz˝
as above. Given a collection βn : W ÑW
bn bXpnq, n ě 0, produce the following composition:
δt “
@
W
β| root |
ÑWb| root | bX| root |
bpPtpm´1qapb1¨»
Ñ
Wbtpm´2qYInpm´1 t b rbpPtpm´1qz Inp tX|p|s bX| root |
bpPtpm´2qapb1b1¨»
Ñ
Wbtpm´3qYInpěm´2 t b rbpPtpm´2qz Inp tX|p|s b rbpPtpm´1qz Inp tX|p|s bX| root |
Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÑWbtp0qYInpě1 t bbjPmrbpPtpjqz Inp tX|p|s “Wb Inp t bbpPvptqX|p|
D
,
In any degree k P N the map δt : Wk Ñ rW
b Inp tbbpPvptqX|p|sk vanishes unless the total number
of nullary and unary internal vertices does not exceed k, that is conditions (4.3.2) are satisfied.
It is shown in the proof of Proposition 4.3.1 that the number of such trees with fixed | Inp t| “ n
is finite. Therefore, the top horizontal arrow in
Wk
δn,k
Ñ
ź
tPtrpnqz˝
“
Wbn b
â
pPvptq
X|p|
‰
k
ž
tPtrpnqz˝
“
Wbn b
â
pPvptq
X|p|
‰
k
Y
Ò
D!δn,k Ñ
factorizes as shown through the coproduct. That gives the composition
δn “
@
W
δnÝÑ
ž
tPtrpnqz˝
Wbn b
â
pPvptq
X|p|
„
ÝÑWbn b
ž
tPtrpnqz˝
â
pPvptq
X|p| “Wbn b pXKqpnq
D
.
One can prove that these maps make W into a XK -comodule.
4.3.4 Remark. Let V be additive and let X1 PW
N
`, Xi PW
N
`` for 2 ď i ď m. Then the canonical
morphism (extension by zeroes)´ä
iPm
Xi
¯
pnq “
ž
tPstrpn,mq
â
iPm
â
jPtpiq
Xipt
´1
i jq Ñ
ź
tPstrpn,mq
â
iPm
â
jPtpiq
Xipt
´1
i jq “
´ä
iPm
Xi
¯
pnq
is an isomorphism. In fact, for each k ě 0 only trees t P strpn,mq that satisfy |LptqX
Ť
iě1 tpiq|`
| uptq X
Ť
iě2 tpiq| ď k contribute to the source and the target of
`
diPmXi
˘
pnqk Ñ
`
d¯iPmXi
˘
pnqk.
Together with | uptqX tp1q| ď |tp0q| this implies an estimate |Lptq| ` | uptq| ď 2|tp0q| ` k “ 2n` k,
cf. (4.3.3). The number of such trees is finite by the proof of Proposition 4.3.1, hence, this map
is an isomorphism.
Generalizing, let X0 PW
M
` , Xi PW
N
`` for 1 ď i ď m. Then the canonical morphism (extension
by zeroes)
´ä
iPrms
Xi
¯
pℓq “
n1`¨¨¨`ntp0q“ℓž
tPstrp´,mq, nPMtp0q
â
iPrms
Bâ
jPtp0q
X0pnjq,
´â
jPtpiq
Xipt
´1
i jq
¯m
i“1
F
Ñ
n1`¨¨¨`ntp0q“ℓź
tPstrp´,mq, nPMtp0q
â
iPrms
Bâ
jPtp0q
X0pnjq,
´â
jPtpiq
Xipt
´1
i jq
¯m
i“1
F
“
´ä
iPrms
Xi
¯
pℓq. (4.3.6)
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is an isomorphism for all ℓ P M. In fact, for each k ě 0 only pairs pt, pnjqjPtp0qq that satisfy
|tj P tp0q | nj “ 0u| ` |Lptq X
ď
iě1
tpiq| ` | uptq| ď k (4.3.7)
contribute to the source and the target of
`
diPrmsXi
˘
pnqk Ñ
`
d¯iPrmsXi
˘
pnqk. Define a new tree
t˜ P strp|n|, 1 ` mq, extending t at Inp t by a new floor of vertices of valency |n1|, . . . , |ntp0q|.
Thus, t˜pi ` 1q “ tpiq for 0 ď i ď m, t˜i`1 “ ti for 1 ď i ď m, |t˜
´1
1 pjq| “ |nj | for j P t˜p1q “ tp0q.
Inequality (4.3.7) can be written as |Lpt˜q X
Ť
iě1 t˜piq| ` | upt˜q X
Ť
iě2 t˜piq| ď k, which implies
|Lpt˜q| ` | upt˜q| ď 2|t˜p0q| ` k “ 2|n| ` k “ z as above. The number of such trees t˜ is finite, hence,
the number of suitable pairs pt, pnjqjPtp0qq is finite. Therefore, map (4.3.6) is an isomorphism.
4.4. Coderivations Let φ : B Ñ C P CoopV be a morphism of cooperads in V. A φ-infinites-
imal morphism is a morphism of cooperads φ˜ : B˜ Ñ C˜ in VD such that`
B˜ “ B b D
1bε
Ñ B
φ
ÝÑ C
˘
“
`
B˜
φ˜
ÝÑ C˜ “ C b D
1bε
Ñ C
˘
.
Equivalently,
φ˜bD 1 “ φ : B˜ bD 1 “ B Ñ C˜ bD 1 “ C.
The map φ˜ is determined by its restriction to B:
φ˜ “ φ` ξp : B Ñ C ‘ C b p “ C b D “ C˜,
where ξ : B Ñ C is a homogeneous map of degree a. The degree 0 map φ˜ “ φ` ξp is a morphism
of cooperads iff ξ is a φ-coderivation, that is,
Bpn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq
ξ
Ñ Cpn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq
“
Bpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bBpnkq bBpkq
∆
Ó řk
i“0 φ
bibξbφbpk´iq
Ñ Cpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cpnkq b Cpkq
∆
Ó
(4.4.1)
for all k, n1, . . . , nk P N, due to (4.1.2).
Let φ˜ “ φ` ξp : B˜ Ñ C˜ be as above and let f : M Ñ N P VM be a φ-morphism of comodules
over cooperads, that is,`
M
f
ÝÑ N
δ
ÝÑ Nd¯C
˘
“
`
M
δ
ÝÑMd¯B
fd¯φ
Ñ Nd¯C
˘
. (4.4.2)
An pf ;φ, ξq-infinitesimal morphism of comodules over cooperads is a φ˜-morphism of comodules
over cooperads f˜ : M˜ “ M b D Ñ N˜ “ N b D such that (4.1.3), equivalently, (4.1.4) holds.
The D-linear degree 0 map f˜ “ f ` rp is determined by its restriction to M , see (4.1.5), where
r : M Ñ N is a homogeneous map of degree a. The map f˜ is a morphism of comodules over
cooperads iff r is an pf ;φ, ξq-coderivation, that is,
Mpn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq
r
Ñ Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq
“
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq bBpkq
δ
Ó řk
i“1 f
bpi´1qbrbfbpk´iqbφ`fbkbξ
Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq
δ
Ó
for all k, n1, . . . , nk P N, due to (4.1.7). The set of coderivations pr; ξq, deg r “ deg ξ, over
morphisms pf ;φq is a graded k-module.
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4.4.1 Remark. Assume that f˜ “ f ` rp : L˜Ñ M˜ is a morphism over a morphism of cooperads
φ˜ “ φ ` ξp : A˜ Ñ B˜ and g˜ “ g ` sp : M˜ Ñ N˜ is a morphism over ψ˜ “ ψ ` ηp : B˜ Ñ C˜,
deg r “ deg ξ “ deg s “ deg η “ a. Composing these infinitesimal morphisms we see that
f˜ g˜ “ fg ` pfs ` rgqp : L˜ Ñ N˜ is a morphism over φ˜ψ˜ “ φψ ` pφη ` ξψqp : A˜ Ñ C˜. Assume
in addition that a is odd and φη “ ξψ, fs “ rg hold. Then ξη : A Ñ C is a φψ-coderivation
due to (4.1.8). Furthermore, rs : L Ñ N is an pfg;φψ, ξηq-coderivation due to (4.1.9). The
same conclusion is reached when deg r “ deg ξ “ a, deg s “ deg η “ b are odd and φη “ cξψ,
fs “ crg for c P kb´a, or ξψ “ c1φη, rg “ c1fs for c1 P ka´b. These reasonings are typically
applied when φ “ ψ “ idC , f “ g “ idN , η “ ξ is a coderivation of C of odd degree a and s “ r
is a pidN ; idC , ξq-coderivation of degree a. Then r
2 is a pidN ; idC , ξ
2q-coderivation.
Recall that WN`` denotes the full subcategory of the category W
N containing collections P
such that P p0q0 “ 0 “ P p1q0. Denote by augCoop`` the category of augmented cooperads C
in W with Ker ε P WN``. Such C are called connected. Denote by W
M
` the full subcategory
of the category WM containing objects P such that P p0q0 “ 0. Denote by comod`-C the full
subcategory of the category of right C-comodules which are contained in WM` . Such comodules
are called connected.
Introduce the tensoring comonad
K : WM` ˆ augCoop`` ÝÑW
M
` ˆ augCoop``,
pN,Cq ÞÝÑ pN d C,Cq,
pf : M Ñ N, φ : B Ñ Cq ÞÝÑ pf d φ : M dB Ñ N d C, φ : B Ñ Cq.
The counit and the comultiplication for this comonad are induced by those of the cooperad.
Coalgebras over this comonad are pairs pN,Cq where C is a connected cooperad inW andM PWM`
is a connected right C-comodule. Morphisms of K-coalgebras are pairs pf : M Ñ N, φ : B Ñ Cq
where φ is a morphism of cooperads and f is a morphism of comodules over φ, see (4.4.2), which
by Remark 4.3.4 is equivalent to`
M
f
ÝÑ N
δ
ÝÑ N d C
˘
“
`
M
δ
ÝÑM dB
fdφ
Ñ N d C
˘
.
Denote by comod`Coop`` the above category of comodules over cooperads equivalent to K-coalg.
The underlying functor U has a right adjoint F ,
U : comod`Coop`` ⇆W
M
` ˆ augCoop`` : F,
given by the same formulae as K, see Lemma 1.1.4. Note that F ¨ U “ K and U is comonadic by
definition. The adjunction bijection is
W
M
`pM,Nq ˆ augCoop``pB,Cq ÐÑ comod`Coop``ppM,Bq, pN d C,Cqq,
pg :M Ñ N, φ : B Ñ Cq Ñ pM
δ
ÝÑM dB
gdφ
Ñ N d C, φ : B Ñ Cq,
pM
f
ÝÑ N d C
1bε
Ñ N, φ : B Ñ Cq Ð pf :M Ñ N d C, φ : B Ñ Cq.
In particular, an infinitesimal morphism f˜ “ f ` rp : M˜ Ñ N˜ d C˜ over φ˜ “ φ ` ξp : B˜ Ñ C˜ is
determined by g˜ “ g ` sp : M˜ Ñ N˜ , namely,
f˜ “ f ` rp “
`
M˜
δ
ÝÑ M˜ d B˜
g˜dφ˜
Ñ N˜ d C˜
˘
“
`
M
δ
ÝÑM dB
gdφ
Ñ N d C
˘
` rp,
r “
“
Mpn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq
δ
ÝÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq bBpkqřk
i“1 g
bpi´1qbsbgbpk´iqbφ`gbkbξ
Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq
‰
.
(4.4.3)
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A general coderivation r : M Ñ N d C has the above form.
An infinitesimal φ-morphism is the same as an φ-coderivation in the sense of
4.4.2 Definition. Let φ : B Ñ C be a morphism of non-counital cooperads in gr. A φ-coderiva-
tion is a map ξ : B Ñ C of degree a such that for all trees t ‰ ˝
BpInp tq
∆t
ÑbpPvptqB|p|
“
CpInp tq
ξ
Ó
∆t
ÑbpPvptqC|p|
ř
x`1`z“|vptq| φ
bxbξbφbz
Ó
Since ∆t can be presented as composition of comultiplications ∆T px,y,zq tensored with 1, a
homogeneous map ξ : B Ñ C is a φ-coderivation iff for all x, y, z P N
Bpx` y ` zq
∆T px,y,zq
Ñ Bpyq bBpx` 1` zq
“
Cpx` y ` zq
ξ
Ó
∆T px,y,zq
Ñ Cpyq b Cpx` 1` zq
ξbφ`φbξ
Ó
4.4.3 Exercise. Let φ : B Ñ C be a morphism of non-counital cooperads in gr. Let dB : B Ñ B
(resp. dC : C Ñ C) be an idB-coderivation (resp. idC-coderivation) of degree a. Then φ ¨ dC ,
dB ¨ φ and ξ “ φ ¨ dC ´ dB ¨ φ : B Ñ C are φ-coderivations of degree a. Notice that when dB, dC
are differentials, then ξ “ 0 iff φ is a chain map.
For any K -coalgebra B and any morphism φ : B Ñ XK homogeneous φ-coderivations ξ are
in bijection with homogeneous maps ξˇ “
`
B
ξ
ÝÑ XK
εK
ÑX
˘
. They can be recovered via
ξ “
”
B
δ
ÝÑ BK “
ž
tPtr z˝
â
pPvptq
B|p|
š
t
ř
iPvptqb
pPvptqgippq
Ñ
ž
tPtr z˝
â
pPvptq
X|p|
ı
, (4.4.4)
where gippq “ φˇ if p ‰ i and gippq “ ξˇ if p “ i. In particular, idXK -coderivations ξ : XK Ñ XK
are recovered from ξˇ : XK Ñ X via
ξ “
”
XK “
ž
τPtr z˝
â
vPvpτq
X|v|
∆
ÝÑ
ž
tPtr z˝
â
pPvptq
ž
tpPtr |p|z˝
â
qPvptpq
X|q|
š
t
ř
iPvptqb
pPvptqgippq
Ñ
ž
tPtr z˝
â
pPvptq
X|p| “ XK
ı
, (4.4.5)
where gippq “ εK if p ‰ i and gippq “ ξˇ if p “ i.
4.5. Coderivations with values in “cofree” cooperads Recall that D “ 1xpy{pp2q,
deg p “ ´a and VD “ comm-D-bimod denotes the category of D-modules (commutative D-bi-
modules) with D-linear homomorphisms of degree 0. The tensor product bD and the associated
comonads in VD are still denoted b, K , K ˝, Kˆ , Kˆ˝ by abuse of notation. The homomorphism
ε : D Ñ 1, p ÞÑ 0, is denoted also mod p. The map 1 b ε : X b D Ñ X is denoted mod p as
well.
Let pC¯, δq be a K -coalgebra. The cooperad C “ C¯J “ C¯ ‘ 1 is associated with the non-
counital cooperad C¯. They are extended to cooperads C¯D “ C¯ b D and CD “ C b D over D.
Clearly, CD “ C¯D ‘ D. Let X P Ob gr
N and XD “ X b D.
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4.5.1 Proposition. The map
ψ :
 
g P CoopDpCD, XDK˝q | D g
1 : C¯ Ñ XK P K -coalg : g ” pg1 b Dq ‘ 1D mod p
(
Ñ
 
f P grNDpCD, XDq | inD ¨f ” 0 mod p
(
,
pg : CD Ñ XDK˝q ÞÑ pCD
g
ÝÑ XDK˝
ε
ÝÑ XDq,
is bijective.
Proof. Clearly, the composition f “ pCD
g
ÝÑ XDK ˝
ε
ÝÑ XDq taken modulo p satisfies inD ¨f ” 0.
Let us construct a candidate for the map inverse to ψ. Take a map f : CD Ñ XD such that
inD ¨f ” 0 mod p. Consider the composition`
C¯DK˝
ϑ
ÝÑ CDKˆ˝
fKˆ ˝
ÑXDKˆ˝
˘
“
”ž
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
C¯D|v|
ϑ
ÝÑ
ź
tPtr
â
yPvptq
pC¯D ‘ Dq|y|
ś
tPtrbyPvptqf |y|Ñ
ź
tPtr
â
yPvptq
XD|y|
ı
. (4.5.1)
For each tree t there is no more than one tensor factor, in which f is restricted to D, since each
such factor is a multiple of p. Fix a tree τ indexing a summand of the source. The relevant tree
t either coincides with τ or differs from τ by adding one unary vertex. The number of such trees
is finite. Therefore, (4.5.1) ends up in the submodule
š
tPtrbyPvptqXD|y| “ XDK˝ and there is a
unique D-linear mapping Qpfq such that`
C¯DK˝
Qpfq
ÑXDK ˝ Ă
ι˝
Ñ XDKˆ˝
˘
“
`
C¯DK˝
ϑ
ÝÑ CDKˆ˝
fKˆ˝
ÑXDKˆ˝
˘
. (4.5.2)
Define a map
φ :
 
f P grNDpCD, XDq | inD ¨f ” 0 mod p
(
Ñ CoopDpCD, XDK˝q,
φpfq “
`
C¯DJ
δJ
Ñ C¯DK˝
Qpfq
ÑXDK˝
˘
.
Let us verify that φpfq is indeed a homomorphism of cooperads. Clearly, δ : C¯D Ñ C¯DK is a
morphism of K -coalgebras and δJ is a morphism of cooperads. The property of Qpfq being a
morphism of cooperads is the left square in the following diagram
C¯DK˝
Qpfq
Ñ XDK˝ Ă
ι˝
Ñ XDKˆ˝ ““““
ź
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
XD|v|
(3.2.7) “
C¯DK ˝Kˆ˝
∆˜
Ó
QpfqKˆ ˝
ÑXDK˝Kˆ˝
∆˜
Ó
ι˝Kˆ˝
ÑXDKˆ˝Kˆ ˝
ś
ζ
Ñ
ź
tPtr
ź
ptyqP
ś
yPvptq tr |y|
â
yPvptq
â
qPvptyq
XD|q|
∆ˆ
Ó
Since i “ ι˝Kˆ˝ ¨
ś
ζ in the bottom row is an embedding, commutativity of the left square is
equivalent to commutativity of the exterior of the above diagram. Using definition (4.5.2) of
Qpfq we represent the equation in question as commutativity of
C¯DK ˝
ϑ
Ñ CDKˆ˝
fKˆ ˝
ÑXDKˆ˝ ““““
ź
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
XD|v|
C¯DK˝Kˆ˝
∆˜
Ó
ϑKˆ˝
Ñ CDKˆ ˝Kˆ˝
fKˆ˝Kˆ˝
Ñ XDKˆ˝Kˆ ˝
ś
ζ
Ñ
ź
tPtr
ź
ptyqP
ś
yPvptq tr |y|
â
yPvptq
â
qPvptyq
XD|q|
∆ˆ
Ó
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Naturality of the transformation
ś
ζ reduces the question to the diagram
C¯DK˝
ϑ
Ñ CDKˆ˝
fKˆ ˝
ÑXDKˆ˝
∆ˆ
Ñ
ź
tPtr
ź
ptyqP
ś
yPvptq tr |y|
â
yPvptq
â
qPvptyq
XD|q|
“ (3.2.10)
C¯DK˝Kˆ˝
∆˜
Ó
ϑKˆ˝
Ñ CDKˆ˝Kˆ˝
ś
ζ
Ñ
ź
tPtr
ź
ptyqP
ś
yPvptq tr |y|
â
yPvptq
â
qPvptyq
XD|q|
śś
bbf |q|Ò
∆ˆ
Ñ
which obviously commutes. Thus, Qpfq and φpfq are morphisms of cooperads.
Whenever f : CD Ñ XD P gr
N
D satisfies inD ¨f ” 0 mod p, it has the form f “ f
1 b D ` f 2p,
where f 1 “
`
C
pr
Ñ C¯
f¯
ÝÑ X
˘
for some f¯ P grN. Constructing a cooperad morphism g˜ from f 1bD
as in (3.2.16) we see that it has the form pg1 b DqJ , where g1 “
`
C¯
δ
ÝÑ C¯K
f¯K
Ñ XK
˘
P K -coalg.
In fact, the constructed cooperad morphism g˜ as well as g˜ “ pg1 b DqJ satisfies the equation
g˜ ¨ ε “ f 1 b D, therefore, the two morphisms coincide by injectivity of ψ.
4.5.2 Corollary. For any K -coalgebra C¯ and any K -coalgebra morphism h : C¯ Ñ XK homo-
geneous hJ-coderivations ξ : C Ñ XK˝ are in bijection with homogeneous maps ξˇ “
`
C¯
ξ
ÝÑ
XK˝
ε
Ñ X
˘
. They can be recovered as ξ “
`
C
δJ
ÝÑ C¯K˝
qpξˇq
Ñ XK˝
˘
, where`
C¯K˝
qpξˇq
ÑXK˝ Ă
ι˝
Ñ XKˆ˝
˘
“
”ž
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
C¯|v|
ϑ
ÝÑ
ź
tPtr
â
yPvptq
C|y|
ś
t
ř
iPvptqb
yPvptqfipyq
Ñ
ź
tPtr
â
yPvptq
X|y|
ı
,
where fipyq “
`
C|y|
pr
ÝÑ C¯|y|
h
ÝÑ pXKq|y|
ε
ÝÑ X|y|
˘
if y ‰ i and fipyq “ ξˇ|y| if y “ i.
In particular, for C¯ “ YK and a K -coalgebra morphism h “
`
YK
∆
ÝÑ Y KK
hˇK
ÑXK
˘
homogeneous hJ-coderivations ξ : YK ˝ Ñ XK˝ are in bijection with homogeneous maps ξˇ “`
Y K˝
ξ
ÝÑ XK˝
ε
ÑX
˘
. They can be recovered via`
Y K˝
ξ
ÝÑ XK˝ Ă
ι˝
Ñ XKˆ˝
˘
“
”ž
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
Y |v|
∆˜
ÝÑ
ź
tPtr
â
yPvptq
ž
tyPtr |y|
â
qPvptyq
Y |q|
ś
t
ř
iPvptqb
yPvptqfipyq
Ñ
ź
tPtr
â
yPvptq
X|y|
ı
,
where fipyq “
`
YK˝|y|
pr
ÝÑ YK|y|
hˇ
ÝÑ X|y|
˘
if y ‰ i and fipyq “ ξˇ|y| if y “ i.
Taking into account (3.2.7) we get
4.5.3 Corollary. Homogeneous idXK ˝-coderivations ξ : XK˝ Ñ XK˝ are in bijection with ho-
mogeneous maps ξˇ “ ξ ¨ ε : XK˝ Ñ X and are recovered as
ξ “
”ž
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
X|v|
∆¯
ÝÑ
ž
tPtr
ž
iPvptq
â
yPvptq
ž
tiiPtr |i|
â
qPvptiyq
X|q|
š
t
ř
iPvptqb
yPvptqfipyq
Ñ
ž
tPtr
â
yPvptq
X|y|
ı
,
where tiy “ τ |y| and fipyq “ id : bqPvpτ |y|qX|q| Ñ X|y| if y ‰ i, and fipiq “ ξˇ|i| :
š
tiiPtr |i|
bqPvpti
i
qX|q| Ñ
X|y| if y “ i, the component of ∆¯ indexed by t P tr, i P vptq, ptiiq P
ś
iPvptq tr |i| isž
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
X|v|
pr
Itpt
i
y |yPvptqq
Ñ
â
vPvpItptiy |yPvptqqq
X|v|
„
ÝÑ
â
yPvptq
â
qPvptiyq
X|q|.
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Thus, the image of ∆¯ extends over decompositions τ “ Itpt
i
y | y P vptqq such that t
i
y “ τ |y| for
y ‰ i P vptq. Of course, the number of such presentations of τ is finite. The coderivation ξ can
be split in two sums. The first is the sum ξ1 over all non-empty subsets vprq Ă vpτq which form
a connected subgraph of τ . Then t “ τ{r is the tree τ with all vertices of vprq contracted to one,
denoted i. By definition, the subtree r “ tii Ă τ has the set of internal vertices vprq and the set
of inputs Inpprq “ P´1τ pvprqqz vprq “ P
´1
t piq. The second is the sum ξ
2 over trees t differing from
τ by adding one unary vertex i with the associated tree tii “ ˝. Thus,
ξ1 “
”ž
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
X|v|
∆1
ÝÑ
ž
τPtr
vprq‰∅ž
subtree rĂτ
â
yPvpτ{rq
â
qPpvpτqÑvpτ{rqq´1pyq
X|q|
ř
byPvptqfτ pyq
Ñ
ž
tPtr
â
yPvptq
X|y|
ı
, (4.5.3)
where t “ τ{r, fτ pyq “ id if y ‰ rvprqs, and fτ pyq “ ξˇ|y| if y “ rvprqs,
ξ2 “
”ž
τPtr
â
vPvpτq
X|v|
∆2
ÝÑ
ž
tPtr
ž
iPvptq
â
yPvptq
â
qPvptiyq
X|q|
š
t
ř
ib
yPvptqgipyq
Ñ
ž
tPtr
â
yPvptq
X|y|
ı
, (4.5.4)
where tiy “ τ r|y|s and gipyq “ id if y ‰ i, and t
i
i “ ˝, gipiq “ ξˇ˝p1q : 1 Ñ Xp1q, ∆
2 takes a
summand indexed by τ to each summand indexed by pt, iq such that ttiu “ τ .
4.6. Infinitesimal comodule deformations Let C be a (non-counital) cooperad and let
δ : N Ñ Nd¯C be a (non-counital) C-comodule. An infinitesimal C-comodule deformation of N
is a C˜ “ C b D-comodule structure δ˜ : N˜ “ N b DÑ N˜d¯DC˜ lifting δ, that is,
δ˜ bD 1 “ δ : N˜ bD 1 “ N Ñ pN˜d¯DC˜q bD 1 “ Nd¯C.
The deformed comodule structure δ˜ splits up in two components
δ˜ “ δ ` rp : N Ñ Nd¯C ‘Nd¯C b 1p “ N˜d¯DC˜.
Thus, an infinitesimal C-comodule deformation is given by a family of degree a maps rn1,...,nk :
Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq, k, n1, . . . , nk P N, such that for all w, x, y P N
the equation holds
“
Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nw`x`yq
rn1,...,nw,nw`1`¨¨¨`nw`x,nw`x`1,...,nw`x`y
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnwq bNpnw`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nw`xq bNpnw`x`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnw`x`yq b Cpw ` 1` yq
1bwbδnw`1,...,nw`xb1
bpy`1q
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnwq bNpnw`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnw`xq b Cpxq
bNpnw`x`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnw`x`yq b Cpw ` 1` yq
„
ÝÑ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnw`x`yq b Cpxq b Cpw ` 1` yq
‰
`
“
Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nw`x`yq
δn1,...,nw,nw`1`¨¨¨`nw`x,nw`x`1,...,nw`x`y
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnwq bNpnw`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nw`xq bNpnw`x`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnw`x`yq b Cpw ` 1` yq
1bwbrnw`1,...,nw`xb1
bpy`1q
Ñ
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Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnwq bNpnw`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnw`xq b Cpxq
bNpnw`x`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnw`x`yq b Cpw ` 1` yq
„
ÝÑ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnw`x`yq b Cpxq b Cpw ` 1` yq
‰
“
“
Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nw`x`yq
rn1,...,nw`x`y
Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnw`x`yq b Cpw ` x` yq
1bpw`x`yqb∆T pw,x,yq
Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnw`x`yq b Cpxq b Cpw ` 1` yq
‰
.
see (2.6.4).
4.6.1 Exercise. In the above assumptions let dN : N Ñ N be a map of degree a and let
dC : C Ñ C be a coderivation of degree a. Then
rn1,...,nk “
“
Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq
δn1,...,nkÑ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkqřk
i“1 1
bpi´1qbdNb1
bpk´iqb1`1bkbdC
Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq
‰
´
“
Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq
dNÝÑ Npn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq
δn1,...,nkÑ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq
‰
is an infinitesimal C-comodule deformation. When pC, dCq is a dg-cooperad, then vanishing of
r tells precisely that dN is a pidN ; idC , dCq-coderivation. Actually, r is a general form of a trivial
infinitesimal C-comodule deformation. Hint: definition of r can be written as follows`
ND
1`dNp
Ñ N˜
δ`rp
Ñ N˜d¯DC˜
˘
“
`
ND
δ
ÝÑ NDd¯DCD
p1`dN pqd¯Dp1`dCpq
Ñ N˜d¯DC˜
˘
,
where ND “ N bD is the non-deformed comodule over the non-deformed cooperad CD “ C bD.
4.6.2 Example. Let C “ Y K˝ for Y P ObW
N
``. Then infinitesimal deformations of a C-comod-
ule N are in bijection with degree 0 maps b˜ : N˜ “ N b D Ñ N˜d¯DY˜ by Proposition 4.3.3, where
Y˜ “ Y b D. This map splits in two components
b˜ “ b` gp : N Ñ Nd¯Y ‘ pNd¯Y q b 1p “ N˜d¯DY˜ .
The first, fixed b, determines the C-comodule structure of N and the second, varying g : N Ñ
Nd¯Y of degree a, determines the infinitesimal deformation. In the above assumptions, an in-
finitesimal deformation is trivial (r “ 0) iff rˇ
def
“
`
N
r
ÝÑ Nd¯pYK˝q
1bεK˝Ñ Nd¯Y
˘
“ 0.
4.6.3 Proposition. For any non-counital cooperad pC,∆q and any homogeneous map ψ : C Ñ 1
of degree p (thus ψ P VpCp1q,1qp) the degree p map
ξ “ ∆T p0,n,0qp1b ψq ´
ÿ
e`1`f“n
∆T pe,1,fqpψ b 1q : Cpnq Ñ Cpnq
is an idC-coderivation.
Such ξ is called an inner coderivation.
Proof. The required identity
Cpa` b` cq
∆T pa,b,cq
Ñ Cpbq b Cpa` 1` cq
“
Cpa` b` cq
ξ
Ó
∆T pa,b,cq
Ñ Cpbq b Cpa` 1` cq
ξb1`1bξ
Ó
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for arbitrary a, b, c P N expands to“
Cpa` b` cq
∆T p0,a`b`c,0q
Ñ Cpa ` b` cq b Cp1q
∆T pa,b,cqbψ
Ñ Cpbq b Cpa ` 1` cq
‰
(4.6.1)
´
ÿ
k`1`j“a`b`c
“
Cpa` b` cq
∆T pk,1,jq
Ñ Cp1q b Cpa` b` cq
ψb∆T pa,b,cq
Ñ
Cpbq b Cpa` 1` cq
‰
(4.6.2)
“
“
Cpa` b` cq
∆T pa,b,cq
Ñ Cpbq b Cpa` 1` cq
∆T p0,b,0qb1
Ñ
Cpbq b Cp1q b Cpa` 1` cq
1bψb1
Ñ Cpbq b Cpa ` 1` cq
‰
(4.6.3)
´
ÿ
e`1`f“b
“
Cpa` b` cq
∆T pa,b,cq
Ñ Cpbq b Cpa` 1` cq
∆T pe,1,fqb1
Ñ
Cp1q b Cpbq b Cpa` 1` cq
ψb1b1
Ñ Cpbq b Cpa ` 1` cq
‰
(4.6.4)
`
“
Cpa` b` cq
∆T pa,b,cq
Ñ Cpbq b Cpa` 1` cq
1b∆T p0,a`1`c,0q
Ñ
Cpbq b Cpa ` 1` cq b Cp1q
1b1bψ
Ñ Cpbq b Cpa ` 1` cq
‰
(4.6.5)
´
ÿ
e`f“a`c
“
Cpa ` b` cq
∆T pa,b,cq
Ñ Cpbq b Cpa ` 1` cq
1b∆T pe,1,fq
Ñ
Cpbq b Cp1q b Cpa` 1` cq
1bψb1
Ñ Cpbq b Cpa ` 1` cq
‰
. (4.6.6)
Due to (2.6.2) with v “ z “ 0, w “ a, x “ b, y “ c we have (4.6.1)=(4.6.5). Due to (2.6.2) with
w “ y “ 0, v “ a, x “ b, z “ c (4.6.3) cancels against the summand of (4.6.6) indexed by e “ a,
f “ c. Due to (2.6.2) with v “ a, w “ e, x “ 1, y “ f , z “ c all summands of (4.6.4) cancel
against summands of (4.6.2) for which k ě a and j ě c, namely, k “ a ` e, j “ f ` c. The
summands of (4.6.2) with k ă a cancel against summands of (4.6.6) with e ă a due to (2.6.1)
with w “ 1, v “ e “ k, x “ a ´ 1 ´ v, y “ b, z “ c. The summands of (4.6.2) with f ă c cancel
against summands of (4.6.6) with j ă c due to (2.6.1) with w “ b, v “ a, x “ k ´ a ´ b, y “ 1,
z “ j “ f . The identity is proven.
4.7. Comonoids as cooperads We equip VN with the monoidal product d as in Sec-
tion 2.2.2. A comonoid pC,∆ : C Ñ C d C, ε : C Ñ 1q in pVN,dq is a cooperad in V. In
fact, components of the comultiplication
∆ : Cpnq Ñ
kě0à
n1`¨¨¨`nk“n
Cpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cpnkq b Cpkq “ pC d Cqpnq P V
satisfy coassociativity equation (2.4.1) and together with ε : Cp1q Ñ 1 P V counitality equations
(2.4.2), (2.4.3).
Assume that pC¯, ∆¯q is a K -coalgebra. Then C “ 1‘ C¯ is an augmented comonoid in pVN,dq.
In fact, for a height 2 staged tree t “
`
n
f
Ñ k
Ź
Ñ 1,n
˘
P strpn, 2q, ni “ |f
´1i|, i P k, the
value of ∆t is presented in (3.2.13) via ∆¯tN for N Ă uptq. For each c P C¯pnq there is an integer
M ą n such that ∆¯τ c “ 0 for τ “
`
m
g
Ñ l
Ź
Ñ 1, Inp τ
˘
P trp2q if m ą M or l ą M . Then
∆tc “ 0 if n ą 2M or k ąM , hence, the map
p∆n1,...,nkq
kPN
niPN,
řk
i“1 ni“n
: C¯pnq Ñ
kě0ź
n1`¨¨¨`nk“n
Cpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cpnkq b Cpkq
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factors through ‘kě0
n1`¨¨¨`nk“n
Cpn1qb¨ ¨ ¨bCpnkqbCpkq, equipping C with the comonoid structure.
Therefore, comonoids in pVN,dq is an intermediate notion between cooperads and K -coalgebras.
4.7.1 Example. Define the cooperad of partition-compositions P by
P pnq “
#
1fn, if n ą 0,
0, if n “ 0,
where deg fn “ 0. The comultiplication is given by the sum over partition-compositions of n
fn∆ “
l,i1,...,ilą0ÿ
i1`¨¨¨`il“n
pfi1 b fi2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b filq b fl P
à
i1`¨¨¨`il“n
P pi1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b P pilq b P plq.
Our term partition-composition stands for any ordered sequence pi1, . . . , ilq of positive integers
such that i1`¨ ¨ ¨` il “ n. In combinatorics such sequences are called compositions, but we prefer
to reserve the term to set theory and category theory use. The counit ε : P Ñ 1 is given by the
isomorphism ε : P p1q “ 1f1 Ñ 1, f1 ÞÑ 1. P -coalgebras are conilpotent non-counital coalgebras
in V.
Let V “ Z- gr -k-mod, then W “ N ˆ Z-gr -k-mod. The augmented cooperad P 1 “
ktf1, f2, . . . u “ kf1 ‘ P¯
1 in WN is concentrated in degree p0, 0q. The non-counital cooperad
P¯ 1 satisfies P¯ 1p0q “ P¯ 1p1q “ 0, P¯ 1pnq “ kfn for n ě 2. By Proposition 4.3.1 P¯
1 is a K -coalgebra.
Therefore, P¯ “ ‘P¯ 1 is a K -coalgebra as well. The comultiplication ∆¯tpfnq does not vanish iff
n » Inp t “ Lptq and uptq “ ∅. In that case ∆¯tpfnq “ b
pPvptqf|p|.
Proposition 3.2.1 gives a way for obtaining new comonoids in pVN,dq.
4.7.2 Example. A cooperad C of graded abelian groups comes from an Ahu8 -bimodule cooperad
F hu1 [Lyu11, Section 2.16], see further [Lyu12, Proposition 3.17]. Namely, if n ` t ą 0, t ě 0,
then Cpnq´2t are free abelian groups spanned by the generators fn0;n1;...;nt of F
hu
1 such that ni P N
for 0 ď i ď t and n “
řt
i“0 ni. If n “ p “ 0 or p ą 0 or p is odd, then Cpnq
p “ 0. Notice,
in particular, that Cp0q´2 “ Zf0;0 and the generator f0;0 is used in this article in place of v
distinguished in [Lyu11, Lyu12]. Notice that f0 does not appear among generators. Thus, C dC
is spanned by products ´ kâ
i“1
fni
0
;ni
1
;...;niqi
¯
b fk0;k1;...;kr P pC d Cqpnq
´2t, (4.7.1)
where k “
řr
j“0 kj, n “
řk
i“1
řqi
j“0 n
i
j , t “ r`
řk
i“1 qi. The counit is the isomorphism ε : Cp1q
0 “
Zf1 Ñ Z, f1 ÞÑ 1. The comultiplication in C coincides with that of F
hu
1 , computed on generators.
In order to describe the comultiplication we represent C as a product of collections. Define
an object J of grN
Jpnq “
$’&’%
Zj, if n “ 0,
Z, if n “ 1,
0, otherwise,
where deg j “ ´2.
The isomorphism of collections C
„
ÝÑ J d P is given by the formula
fn0;n1;...;nt ÞÑ p1
bn0 b j b 1bn1 b j b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1bnt´1 b jb 1bntq b fn`t, n “
tÿ
i“0
ni. (4.7.2)
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Let us prove that J d P has a structure of a cooperad. Apply Proposition 3.2.1 to our J d P in
gr over Z. Define
ϑ : J d P Ñ J d P d J, c ÞÑ cb 1` cβ,
cβ “
#
j, for c “ jb f1,
0, for other elements (4.7.2),
ε : J Ñ 1, j ÞÑ 0, 1 ÞÑ 1.
One can check easily equation (3.2.3) on elements 1bf1 and jbf1 of the source (use pjbf1qϑ “
jb f1 b 1` j in the latter case). Considering diagram (3.2.3) on elements a of type (4.7.2) with
n` t ą 1, we see that the right vertical arrow 1d 1dϑ does not include any summand 1d 1dβ.
Otherwise there should be a summand proportional to j b f1 in the right upper corner, which
can come only from j b f1 b f1 P J d P d P . Then the source element (in the left upper corner)
would be proportional to jb f1, which has n` t “ 1. Therefore, the element a is taken along the
diagram as in
a
1d∆
Ñ b
ϑd1
Ñ c
“
a b 1
ϑ
Ó
1d∆d1
Ñ bb 1
ϑd1d1
Ñ cb 1
1d1dϑ
Ó
Thus, equation (3.2.3) holds true. Equation (3.2.4) is obvious. Verification of equation (3.2.5) on
an element of the source reduces to three cases: 1b f1, jb f1 and (4.7.2) with n` t ą 1. Details
are left to the reader. Summing up, J d P » C is a cooperad.
In particular,
f0;0∆ “ f0;0 b f1 ` f0;0,
which agrees with the analogous computation for v in [Lyu11, Section 2.16]. The value of
fn0;n1;...;nt∆ is obtained [loc. cit.] from the expression
p1bn0 b j b 1bn1 b jb ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1bnt´1 b jb 1bntq
l,i1,...,ilą0ÿ
i1`¨¨¨`il“n`t
pfi1 b fi2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b filq b fl
as follows. Each factor fim absorbs j’s from the subinterval of arguments of fim in the first
parentheses and becomes f˚;˚;...;˚ in accordance with (4.7.2). An exception occurs when j is an
argument of f1. The subexpression jf1 is replaced not with f0;0 but with f0;0 ` jρ∅. The latter
summand means that j passes further to the right and becomes one of the arguments of fl. Several
such jρ∅ turn fl into f˚;˚;...;˚ as in (4.7.2). The resulting expression is fn0;n1;...;nt∆. For instance,
f0;1;0∆ is obtained from the following computation, where v is used as a shorthand for f0;0,
pjb 1b jqrpf1 b f1 b f1q b f3 ` pf2 b f1q b f2 ` pf1 b f2q b f2 ` f3 b f1s
ÞÑ rpv` jρ∅q b f1 b pv` jρ∅qs b f3 ` rf0;1 b pv` jρ∅qs b f2 ` rpv` jρ∅q b f1;0s b f2 ` f0;1;0 b f1
ÞÑ pv b f1 b vq b f3 ` pv b f1q b f2;0 ` pf1 b vq b f0;2 ` f1 b f0;1;0 ` pf0;1 b vq b f2 ` f0;1 b f1;0
` pv b f1;0q b f2 ` f1;0 b f0;1 ` f0;1;0 b f1 “ f0;1;0∆. (4.7.3)
Let V “ Z-gr -k-mod “ gr, W “ N ˆ Z- gr -k-mod. Consider the lifting of P , J , C to an
augmented cooperad C 1 “ J 1 d P 1 in W, where degNˆZpfn P P
1pnqq “ p0, 0q, degNˆZpj P J
1p0qq “
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p2, 0q, degNˆZp1 P J
1p1qq “ p0, 0q. The original degree in C is obtained as deg “ degZ´ degN.
Then C 1 “ kt1 b f1u ‘ C¯
1. The non-counital cooperad C¯ 1 “ pC¯ 1pnqmk q
mPZ
n,kPN is concentrated in
C¯ 1pnq02t spanned by fn0;n1;...;nt with
řt
i“0 ni “ n. The special cases are C¯
1p0q00 “ C¯
1p1q00 “ 0. By
Proposition 4.3.1 C¯ 1 is a K -coalgebra in WN. Therefore, C¯ “ ‘C¯ 1 is a K -coalgebra in VN.
Recall that a staged tree of height r is a finite sequence
X0
f1
ÑX1
f2
Ñ . . .
fr´1
ÑXr´1
fr
Ñ 1
of composable morphisms in the category O of finite ordinals and non-decreasing maps.
4.7.3 Example. The same C admits indexing of generators by trees of height 2
gn0;n1;...;nt “
s 2
s . . . . . . 1slomon
n0
lomon
n1
s
lomon
nt
0
, e.g. g0;0 “
s 2
1
0
.
In this isomorphic form we denote it C1. The isomorphism C Ñ C1 is given by fn0;n1;...;nt ÞÑ
gn0;n1;...;nt . Then C1 d C1 (resp. C
dp
1 ) has indexing of generators over Z by admissible (defined
below) trees of height 4 (resp. of height 2p). For instance, due to (4.7.3) g0;1;0∆ equals
r
r ∆ “
r
r
r r r
r
`
r
r
r r
r
`
r
r
r r
r
`
r
r
r
r
`
r
r
r r
r
`
r
r
r
r
`
r
r
r r
r
`
r
r
r
r
`
4r
3r
2r
1r
0
. (4.7.4)
Here the tree between the second and the fourth floor is gk0;k1;...;kr corresponding to the last factor
of (4.7.1). The forest between the ground floor and the second floor is
gn1
0
;n1
1
;...;n1q1
\ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ gnk
0
;nk
1
;...;nkqk
,
which corresponds to all but the last factors in (4.7.1). Roots of these trees (on the second floor)
coincide with lowest leaves of the upper tree (also on the second floor).
A staged tree of height r is admissible if
(i) r is even, r “ 2p, so the tree is a sequence
X0
f1
Ñ X1
f2
Ñ . . .
f2p´1
ÑX2p´1
f2p
Ñ 1;
(ii) all f2, f4, . . . , f2p are surjections;
(iii) if x P X2m´1 ´ Im f2m´1, then there is y P X2m´1 such that y ‰ x and f2mpyq “ f2mpxq.
An admissible tree belongs to pCdp1 qpnq
´2q iff its root is on the 2p-th floor, the number of leaves
on the ground floor is n, the number of downward angles whose vertices are on even floors is q.
For instance, n “ 1 and q “ 2 for all trees from (4.7.4).
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4.7.4 Example. The comonad T comes also from the following cooperad C2 over R “ Z, iso-
morphic to C » C1. We consider sequences
p; c1; c2; . . . ; ck´1; q (4.7.5)
where each semicolon ; is replaced either by comma , or by |. Integers c0 and ck are assumed to
be very large odd numbers. A sequence is admissible if
(a) at least one separating symbol ( , or | ) is present;
(b) for 1 ď i ď k if ci´1|ci, then mintci´1, ciu is even.
The sequence p, q is allowed, while p|q is not.
The free abelian group C2pnq
´2q is spanned by admissible sequences p; c1; c2; . . . ; ck´1; q, ci P
t1, 2u, such that the number of commas is n and the number of 2’s is q. Let us show that
pC2 d C2qpnq
´2q (resp. pCdp2 qpnq
´2q) is isomorphic to a free abelian group spanned by admissible
sequences p; c1; c2; . . . ; ck´1; q, ci P t1, 2, 3, 4u (resp. 1 ď ci ď 2p), such that the number of commas
is n and the number of even integers is q. The map Cdp1 Ñ C
dp
2 sends a tree to a sequence of
leaves written either as | if the leaf is above the ground floor or as , if the leaf is on the ground
floor. Between two neighbouring leaves it is written the maximal height on the shortest path
connecting the two leaves. For instance, (4.7.4) becomes
p|2, 2|q∆
“ p|2|3, 3|2|q ` p|2|3, 4|q ` p|4, 3|2|q ` p|4, 4|q ` p|2, 3|2|q ` p|2, 4|q ` p|2|3, 2|q ` p|4, 2|q ` p|2, 2|q.
Admissibility of the tree implies that for i-th leaf x P X2m´1 ´ Im f2m´1 one of the numbers ci´1,
ci is 2m and the other is not smaller. Hence, condition pbq is satisfied for the obtained sequence
(4.7.5).
The map in the other direction Cdp2 Ñ C
dp
1 is given by the following recipe. Given an
admissible sequence mark a point on the ground floor for each , in the sequence and a point on
the p2m ´ 1q-th floor for each occurrence of ci´1|ci if mintci´1, ciu “ 2m, 1 ď i ď k. Connect
each marked point with the root. Identify upper parts of paths from neighbouring marked points
(leaves) so that they merge at the prescribed height ci. The obtained tree is admissible. In fact,
it has no leaves on positive even floors. Any leaf of the tree is in a marked point x P X2m´1. Then
f2mpxq is a vertex of a downward angle, hence, the last admissibility condition is fulfilled for the
tree t. Clearly, the constructed maps Cdp1 Ø C
dp
2 are bijections, inverse to each other.
4.7.5 Proposition (S. Slobodianiuk). Comultiplication for C takes for C2 the form of (4.8.2).
4.8. Comonads Associate with a collection C P ObVN an endofunctor
K : VÑ V, V ÞÑ
à
nPN
V r1sbn b Cpnqr´1s “ VK.
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For any other collection C 1 and the associated functor K1 we have
VKK1 “
à
kPN
pVKr1sqbk b C 1pkqr´1s
»
à
kPN
à
n1,...,nkPN
A
biPk
`
V r1sbni b Cpniq
˘E
b C 1pkqr´1s
»
à
kPN
à
n1,...,nkPN
V r1sb
řk
i“1 ni b
B´ kâ
i“1 R
Cpniq
¯
b C 1pkq
F
r´1s
»
à
nPN
V r1sbn b pC d C 1qpnqr´1s.
This gives a monoidal functor Ω : pVN,dq Ñ pEndV, ¨q, C ÞÑ CΩ “ K. A comonoid C in pVN,dq
(which is automatically a cooperad in V) is sent by this functor to a comonoid K in pEndV, ¨q (a
comonad in V). The comultiplication in the comonad K is defined as
∆ “
´
VK “
à
nPN
V r1sbn b Cpnqr´1s
‘1b∆r´1s
Ñ
à
nPN
V r1sbn b pC d Cqpnqr´1s » V KK
¯
.
The counit is
ε “
`
V K
pr1,0
Ñ V b Cp1q0
1bε
Ñ V
˘
.
For instance, in Example 4.7.1 VK “ pV qpPΩq “ V r1sTąr´1s : V Ñ V is the comonad
governing A8-algebras, see [BLM08].
The category of coalgebras over the comonad K is fully embedded into the category of coalge-
bras over the cooperad C via the shift map pX, δ : X Ñ XKq ÞÑ
`
Xr1s, Xr1s
δr1s
Ñ
š
nPNXr1s
bnb
Cpnq Ñ֒
ś
nPNXr1s
bn b Cpnq
˘
.
4.8.1 Example. Now we describe the common comonad K obtained from the isomorphic coop-
erads of Examples 4.7.2–4.7.4. This is the functor T “ Tk : VÑ V, given by the expression
V T “ V r1sTěr2sTąr´3s a V r1sT 0r2sT 1r´3s
“
ką0à
pką1q_pn1ą0q
n1....,nkě0
V r1sT n11 r2s b
2
¨ ¨ ¨ b
2
V r1sT
nk´1
1 r2s b
2
V r1sT nk1 r´1s.
The summand V r1sT 0r2sT 1r´3s » kr´1s corresponding to k “ 1, n1 “ 0 is excluded from the
sum. A summand of V T has the form
X1 b
c1
¨ ¨ ¨ b
ck´2
Xk´1 b
ck´1
Xk, (4.8.1)
where ci P t1, 2u for 1 ď i ă k, c0 “ ck “ 7, and
(a) k ě 1;
(b) for 1 ď i ď k if Xi “ krbs, then mintci´1, ciu is even;
(c) for 1 ď i ă k either Xi “ V r2` p´1q
cis, or Xi “ kr1` p´1q
cis;
(d) either Xk “ V , or Xk “ kr´1s.
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These conditions can be simplified. For instance, factor krbs is separated from other factors only
by b indexed by 2. The conditions are put in this form in order to describe similarly T2 and T3.
Notice that condition (b) together with c0 “ ck “ 7 implies that the expression kr´1s, k “ 1, is
not a summand of V T.
The graded k-module V T2 Ă V r1sTě1 r2sT
ą
2 r´2sT
ě
3 r2sT
ą
4 r´3s also consists of summands (4.8.1)
that satisfy conditions (a)–(d), however, with ci P t1, 2, 3, 4u for 1 ď i ă k. Furthermore,
V T3 Ă V r1sTě1 r2sT
ą
2 r´2sT
ě
3 r2sT
ą
4 r´2sT
ě
5 r2sT
ą
6 r´3s
as well consists of summands (4.8.1) that satisfy conditions (a)–(d), although 1 ď ci ď 6 for
1 ď i ă k. The functor Tp is presented similarly, except that 1 ď ci ď 2p for 1 ď i ă k and
c0, ck ě 2p` 1 are any odd numbers.
Summand (4.8.1) is encoded also by sequence (4.7.5), where semicolon ; on i-th place is
replaced either by comma , iff Xi “ V r˚s, or by | iff Xi “ kr˚s. Condition (a) says that at least
one separating symbol ( , or | ) is present. Condition (b) requires for 1 ď i ď k and ci´1|ci that
mintci´1, ciu be even. Condition (c) and (d) prescribe how to recover (4.8.1) from (4.7.5).
Let us equip T with a structure of a comonad. The natural transformation ∆ : V T Ñ V T2
restricted to summand (4.7.5) with ci P t1, 2u is the sum of all obvious isomorphisms
p; c1; c2; . . . ; ck´1; q Ñ p; c1; c2; . . . ; ck´1; q (4.8.2)
where
(i) the value of all semicolons ; is preserved;
(ii) if ci “ 1, then ci “ 1 or 3;
(iii) if ci “ 2, then ci “ 2 or 2|3 or 3|2 or 3|2|3 or 4.
Of course, both source and target must be allowed by condition (b). In other terms, ∆ : V T Ñ
V T2 restricted to summand (4.8.1) with ci P t1, 2u is the sum of obvious isomorphisms with all
summands in which
(i) all original V ’s and k’s keep their places;
(ii) b
1
is replaced with b
1
or b
3
;
(iii) b
2
is replaced with b
2
or b
2
kb
3
or r´2s b
3
kr2sb
2
or r´2s b
3
kr2s b
2
kb
3
or b
4
.
This comultiplication is counital, the counit ε : V T Ñ V is the projection prV∅ of V T on the direct
summand V r1sT 1r2sT 1r´3s “ V .
4.8.2 Example. Let C “ P , then K “ PΩ “ r1sTąr´1s. Any coderivation of degree 1 of the
cofree K-coalgebra B “ V r1sTąr´1s is determined by a map bˇ : V r1sTą “ Br1s Ñ V r1s, that
is, by a family of morphisms bn : V r1s
bn Ñ V r1s, n ě 1 of degree 1. Recovering a coderivation
b : VKr1s Ñ V Kr1s we write its restriction to V r1sbn due to (4.4.3) as
b
ˇˇ
“
x,zě0, yą0ÿ
x`y`z“n
1bx b by b 1
bz : V r1sbn Ñ V r1sTą.
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The square b2 : V r1sTą Ñ V r1sTą is a coderivation of degree 2. Vanishing of b2 is equivalent to
the equation b2εTą “ 0 : V r1sT
ą Ñ V r1s, that is, to
x,zě0, yą0ÿ
x`y`z“n
p1bx b by b 1
bzq ¨ bx`1`z “ 0,
which is the defining equation for operations in an A8-algebra. We recover the well-known
fact that an A8-algebra can be defined as a cofree K-coalgebra V K equipped with a degree 1
coderivation b : V Kr1s Ñ V Kr1s whose square is zero.
Let C be a connected cooperad. Special case of (4.4.3) are pidNdC ; idC , 0q-coderivations ∇ :
NdC Ñ NdC forM “ 0, N PW` “W
0
`. They are determined by degree amaps ∇ˇ : NdC Ñ N
as follows:
∇ “
”à
ně0
Nbn b Cpnq
1b∆
Ñ
à
l,i1,...,ilě0
Nbpi1`¨¨¨`ilq b Cpi1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cpilq b Cplq
„
ÝÑ
à
l,i1,...,ilě0
Nbi1 b Cpi1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bN
bil b Cpilq b Cplq
‘l
řl
j“1 δ1i1bεb¨¨¨bij ∇ˇb¨¨¨bδ1ilbεb1
Ñ
à
lě0
Nbl b Cplq
ı
“
„à
ně0
Nbn b Cpnq
1b∆
Ñ
x`1`z“là
x`y`z“n
Nbn b Cp1qbx b Cpyq b Cp1qbz b Cplq
„
ÝÑ
l,x,y,zě0à
x`1`z“l
pN b Cp1qqbx b pNby b Cpyqq b pN b Cp1qqbz b Cplq
‘l
ř
p1bεqbxby∇ˇbp1bεqbzb1
Ñ
à
lě0
Nbl b Cplq

“
„à
ně0
Nbn b Cpnq
1b∆T px,y,zq
Ñ
x`1`z“là
x`y`z“n
Nbn b Cpyq b Cplq
„
ÝÑ
l,x,y,zě0à
x`1`z“l
Nbx b pNby b Cpyqq bNbz b Cplq
‘l
ř
1bxby∇ˇb1bzb1
Ñ
à
lě0
Nbl b Cplq

. (4.8.3)
Chapter 5
Curved operads and curved cooperads
The definitions of curved (co)operads given in this section are direct generalizations of defini-
tions of curved (co)algebras obtained in [Lyu13] in the process of transforming the definitions of
A8-(co)algebras. The reader is invited to consult [loc. cit.] for motivations. We define cobar and
bar constructions as functors between various categories of curved cooperads and curved operads.
5.1. Curved operads We discuss several versions of the category of curved operads.
5.1.1 Definition. A curved operad pO, m, d,m0, ηq is an operad pO, m, ηq in V equipped with an
idO-derivation d : O Ñ O of degree 1, and the curvature element m0 P Op1q
2 (a degree 2 map
m0 : 1Ñ O) such that for all n ě 0
d2 “
ÿ
x`1`z“n
pm0 b 1q ¨mT px,1,zq ´ p1bm0q ¨mT p0,n,0q
“
ÿ
x`1`z“n
m0 ‚
x,1,z
1´ 1 ‚
0,n,0
m0 : Opnq Ñ Opnq, (5.1.1)
m0d “ 0.
A morphism of curved operads f : O Ñ P is a pair pf1, f0q, where f1 : O Ñ P is a morphism of
graded operads and f0 P Pp1q
1 (that is, a map f0 : 1Ñ P of degree 1) such that for all n P N@
Opnq
f1ÝÑ Ppnq
d
ÝÑ Ppnq
D
`
@
Opnq
f1ÝÑ Ppnq
1bf0
Ñ Ppnq b Pp1q
mT p0,n,0q
Ñ Ppnq
D
(5.1.2)
´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
@
Opnq
f1ÝÑ Ppnq
f0b1
Ñ Pp1q b Ppnq
mT px,1,zq
Ñ Ppnq
D
“
@
Opnq
d
ÝÑ Opnq
f1ÝÑ Ppnq
D
,
@
1
m0ÝÝÑ Pp1q
D
´
@
1
f0ÝÑ Pp1q
d
ÝÑ Pp1q
D
´
@
1 “ 1b 1
f0bf0
Ñ Pp1q b Pp1q
mT p0,1,0q
Ñ Pp1q
D
“
@
1
m0ÝÝÑ Op1q
f1ÝÑ Pp1q
D
. (5.1.3)
The composition h : O Ñ Q of morphisms f : O Ñ P and g : P Ñ Q is h “ ph1 “ f1g1, h0 “
f0g1 ` g0q. The unit morphisms are pid, 0q. The category of such operads and their morphisms is
denoted cOp.
In the study of bar and cobar constructions for properads Vallette [Val07, Section 4] works with
(co)augmented properads and coproperads. Augmentation is assumed also in subsequent work
by Merkulov and Vallette [MV09]. As we shall see augmentation is not obligatory for operads.
5.1.2 Definition. A unit-complemented curved operad pO, m, d,m0, η, vq is a curved operad
pO, m, d,m0, ηq equipped with a degree 0 map of collections v : OÑ 1 (splitting of the unit) such
that
ηv “ 11.
A morphism of unit-complemented curved operads f : O Ñ P is a morphism in cOp ignoring
the splitting v of the unit. The corresponding category of such operads and their morphisms is
denoted ucOp.
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5.1.3 Definition. The subcategory UCCOp of ucOp consists of the same objects and its mor-
phisms f : OÑ P are pairs pf1, f0q P Mor ucOp such that
f0 “
`
1
f
ÝÑ 1
η
ÝÑ P
˘
for some f P k1, namely, for f “ f0v. Thus, morphisms in UCCOp are pairs pf1, fq that satisfy
the equations
f1d´ pn´ 1qf1f “ df1 : Opnq Ñ Ppnq, m
P
0 ´ f
2η “ mO0 f1.
The element f 2 “ ´f 2 P k2 vanishes in a graded strongly commutative ring k. By definition a
graded strongly commutative ring is a graded ring k such that ba “ p´1q|a|¨|b|ab for all homogeneous
elements a, b and c2 “ 0 for all elements c of odd degree. The composition h : OÑ Q of morphisms
f : OÑ P and g : PÑ Q is h “ ph1 “ f1g1, h “ g ` fq. The unit morphisms are pid, 0q.
5.1.4 Definition. The subcategory uccOp of UCCOp Ă ucOp consists of the same objects and
its morphisms are pairs pf, 0q P Mor ucOp. Thus, morphisms in uccOp are homomorphisms of
operads f : OÑ P that satisfy the equations
fd “ df : OÑ P, mP0 “ m
O
0 f.
An analogue of the above category for A8-algebras, namely Ar0,8r-algebras, is considered by
Nicola´s [Nic08]. He assumes that f0 “ 0.
5.1.5 Definition. A unit-complemented dg-operad is a unit-complemented curved operad pO, m, d, 0, η, vq
with m0 “ 0. Equivalently, it is a dg-operad pO, m, d, ηq with a degree 0 map v : OÑ 1 (splitting
of the unit) such that η ¨ v “ 11. Morphisms of such operads are morphisms of dg-operads. They
form a full subcategory of uccOp denoted ucdgOp.
5.1.6 Exercise. Applying equation (5.1.2) we get
d2f1 “ f1
“
d` p1b f0qmT p0,n,0q ´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
pf0 b 1qmT px,1,zq
‰2
.
On the other hand,
d2f1 “
ÿ
x`1`z“n
pm0 b 1qmT px,1,zqf1 ´ p1bm0qmT p0,n,0qf1
“ f1
“ ÿ
x`1`z“n
pm0f1 b 1qmT px,1,zq ´ p1bm0f1qmT p0,n,0q
‰
.
Show that (5.1.3) implies that these two expressions are identically equal to each other.
Clearly ηd “ 0 for any operad O P Ob cOp. It is technically convenient to represent the same
notions via operations in the shifted collection Or1s. We consider the binary multiplication b, the
map b1 and the element b0, all of degree 1, such that
bT px,y,zq “ ´pσ
´1 b σ´1qmT px,y,zqσ : Or1spyq b Or1spx` 1` zq Ñ Or1spx` y ` zq,
b1 “ ´σ
´1dσ : Or1spnq Ñ Or1spnq,
b0 “ m0σ : 1Ñ Or1sp1q.
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Also we consider the shifted unit η of degree ´1 and its splitting v of degree 1:
η “
`
1
η
Ñ O
σ
Ñ Or1s
˘
,
v “
`
Or1s
σ´1
Ñ O
v
Ñ 1
˘
.
These data satisfy the corresponding equations: signless versions of (2.5.1) and (2.5.2) for
bT p´,´,´q,
bT px,y,zqb1 ` p1b b1 ` b1 b 1qbT px,y,zq “ 0 : Or1spyq b Or1spx` 1` zq Ñ Or1spx` y ` zq,
b21 `
ÿ
x`1`z“n
pb0 b 1qbT px,1,zq ` p1b b0qbT p0,n,0q “ 0 : Or1spnq Ñ Or1spnq,
b0b1 “ 0, p1b ηqbT p0,n,0q “ 1 : Or1spnq Ñ Or1spnq,
pη b 1qbT px,1,zq “ ´1 : Or1spnq Ñ Or1spnq for x` 1` z “ n, ηb1 “ 0, ηv “ 11.
A morphism in cOp is the same as a pair, consisting of a degree 0 map f1 “ f1r1s “ σ
´1f1σ :
Or1s Ñ Pr1s P VN and an element f0 P Pp1qr1s
0 such that
f1 “
`
O
σ
Ñ Or1s
f1
Ñ Pr1s
σ´1
Ñ P
˘
,
f0 “
`
1
f0
Ñ Pr1s
σ´1
Ñ P
˘
.
The equations satisfied by shifted data of a morphism are
pf1 b f1qbT px,y,zq “ bT px,y,zqf1, b0 ` f0b1 ` pf0 b f0qbT p0,1,0q “ b0f1,
ηOf1 “ ηP, f1b1 ` pf1 b f0qbT p0,n,0q `
ÿ
x`1`z“n
pf0 b f1qbT px,1,zq “ b1f1.
A morphism in UCCOp is the same as a pair, consisting of a degree 0 map f1 “ f1r1s “
σ´1f1σ : Or1s Ñ Pr1s and an element f P k
1 which satisfy the equations
pf1 b f1qbT px,y,zq “ bT px,y,zqf1, ηf1 “ η, b
P
0 ´ f
2η “ bO0 f1,
f1b1 “ b1f1 ` pn´ 1qff1 : Or1spnq Ñ Pr1spnq.
5.1.7 Example. Let V be a graded k-module and let d “ dV : V Ñ V be a homogeneous map
of degree 1. Its square m0 “ ´d
2
V is a homogeneous map of degree 2. We claim that the graded
endomorphism operad pE, m, ηq, Epnq “ pEnd V qpnq “ HomkpV
bn, V q, admits a curved operad
structure pE, m, dE, m0, ηq, where for all f P Epnq
‚
pfqdE “ f ¨ dV ´ p´q
f
ÿ
x`1`z“n
p1bx b dV b 1
bzq ¨ f.
In fact, dE is an inner derivation of degree 1,
pfqd2
E
“ f ¨ d2V ´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
p1bx b d2V b 1
bzq ¨ f “ ´f ¨m0 `
ÿ
x`1`z“n
p1bx bm0 b 1
bzq ¨ f,
m0dE “ m0dV ´ dVm0 “ ´d
3
V ` d
3
V “ 0.
In order to become unit-complemented the operad E just requires a splitting of the unit v :
Endk V Ñ k, pidV qv “ 1. This exists, for instance, when V has a direct summand k,
`
k
i
ÝÑ V
p
ÝÑ
k
˘
“ 1k, namely, pfqv “ ifp.
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5.2. Curved cooperads We study several categories of curved cooperads.
5.2.1 Definition. A curved cooperad pC,∆, d, δ0, εq is a cooperad pC,∆, εq in V, equipped with
an idC-coderivation d : C Ñ C of degree 1 and the curvature functional δ0 : Cp1q Ñ 1 of degree 2
such that
d2 “ ∆T p0,n,0q ¨ p1b δ0q ´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
∆T px,1,zq ¨ pδ0 b 1q : Cpnq Ñ Cpnq, (5.2.1)
dδ0 “ 0 : Cp1q Ñ 1.
A morphism of curved cooperads is a pair pg1, g0q consisting of a morphism of cooperads
g1 : C Ñ D and a map g0 : Cp1q Ñ 1 of degree 1 such that for all n ě 0
dCg1 `
ÿ
x`1`z“n
∆T px,1,zqpg0 b g1q ´∆T p0,n,0qpg1 b g0q “ g1d
D : Cpnq Ñ Dpnq,
δC0 ´ d
Cg0 ´∆T p0,1,0qpg0 b g0q “ g1δ
D
0 : Cp1q Ñ 1. (5.2.2)
The composition h : C Ñ E of morphisms f : C Ñ D and g : D Ñ E is given by h1 “ f1g1,
h0 “ f0 ` f1g0. The unit morphism is pid, 0q. This category of curved cooperads and their
morphisms is denoted cCoop.
We verify that the composition defined above is indeed a morphism of cCoop:
dCf1g1 `
ÿ
x`1`z“n
∆T px,1,zqrpf0 ` f1g0q b f1g1s ´∆T p0,n,0qrpf1g1 b pf0 ` f1g0qs ´ f1g1d
E
“ rdCf1 `
ÿ
x`1`z“n
∆T px,1,zqpf0 b f1q ´∆T p0,n,0qpf1 b f0q ´ f1d
Dsg1
` f1rd
Dg1 `
ÿ
x`1`z“n
∆T px,1,zqpg0 b g1q ´∆T p0,n,0qpg1 b g0q ´ g1d
Es “ 0 : Cpnq Ñ Epnq,
δC0 ´ d
Cpf0 ` f1g0q ´∆T p0,1,0qrpf0 ` f1g0q b pf0 ` f1g0qs ´ f1g1δ
E
0
“ δC0 ´ d
Cf0 ´∆T p0,1,0qpf0 b f0q ´ f1δ
D
0 ` f1δ
D
0 ´ d
Cf1g0 `∆T p0,1,0qpf1 b f0qg0 ´∆T p0,1,0qpf0 b f1qg0
´ f1∆T p0,1,0qpg0 b g0q ´ f1g1δ
E
0 “ f1rδ
D
0 ´ d
Dg0 ´∆T p0,1,0qpg0 b g0q ´ g1δ
D
0 s “ 0 : Cp1q Ñ 1.
5.2.2 Definition. A counit-complemented curved cooperad pC,∆, d, δ0, ε,wq is a curved cooperad
pC,∆, d, δ0, εq equipped with a splitting of the counit w : 1 Ñ C P V, an element of Cp1q
0 such
that w ¨ ε “ 11. Morphisms of such cooperads are morphisms of curved cooperads (ignoring the
splitting). The category of counit-complemented curved cooperads is denoted ucCoop.
Denote pr “ prC “ 1 ´ εw : C Ñ C the projection along 1 whose image is C¯ “ Ker ε. The
projection prr´1s “ prCr´1s “ 1´ εw : Cr´1s Ñ Cr´1s is also denoted pr “ prC for the sake of
brevity.
5.2.3 Definition. A curved augmented cooperad is a counit-complemented cooperad pC,∆, d, δ0, ε,wq
such that w : 1 Ñ C is an augmentation (a homomorphism of cooperads) and the non-counital
cooperad pC¯, ∆¯q is conilpotent.
A morphism of curved augmented cooperads is a morphism of curved cooperads pg1, g0q where
g1 : C Ñ D is a morphism of augmented cooperads (preserves the augmentation). This category
of curved augmented cooperads and their morphisms is denoted CACoop.
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Being augmented a cooperad C has to satisfy
wε “ 11, w∆T p0,1,0q “ w b w, w∆T p1,0,0q “ w∆T p0,0,1q “ 0.
A morphism g1 of augmented cooperads satisfies wg1 “ w. Notice that on C¯
∆T p0,n,0q “ 1b w ` ∆¯T p0,n,0q, if n ‰ 1,
∆T p0,1,0q “ 1b w ` w b 1` ∆¯T p0,1,0q, if n “ 1,
∆T px,1,zq “ w b 1` ∆¯T px,1,zq, if x` z ‰ 0,
∆T px,y,zq “ ∆¯T px,y,zq, if x` z ‰ 0, y ‰ 1. (5.2.3)
5.2.4 Definition. Objects of the subcategory caCoop of CACoop are the same and morphisms
are pairs pg1, g0q P CACoop such that wg0 “ 0.
5.2.5 Definition. Augmented curved cooperads are defined as curved augmented cooperads
pC,∆, d, δ0, ε,wq with
wδ0 “ 0, wd “ 0. (5.2.4)
Such cooperads form a full subcategory of caCoop denoted acCoop.
Equations (5.2.4) can be reformulated in Positselski style [Pos11] as pw, 0q : 1 Ñ C being a
morphism in caCoop.
It is technically convenient to represent the same notions via (co)operations in a shifted col-
lection Cr´1s. We consider the binary comultiplication ξ, the map ξ1 and the functional ξ0, all
of degree 1, such that
ξT px,y,zq “ ´σ∆T px,y,zqpσ
´1 b σ´1q : Cr´1spx` y ` zq Ñ Cr´1spyq b Cr´1spx` 1` zq,
ξ1 “ ´σdσ
´1 : Cr´1spnq Ñ Cr´1spnq,
ξ0 “ σδ0 : Cr´1sp1q Ñ 1.
Also we consider the shifted counit ε of degree ´1 and the shifted augmentation w of degree 1:
ε “ σε : Cr´1s Ñ 1,
w “ wσ´1 : 1Ñ Cr´1sp1q.
These data satisfy the corresponding equations: signless versions of (2.6.1) and (2.6.2) for
ξT p´,´,´q,
ξ1ξT px,y,zq ` ξT px,y,zqp1b ξ1 ` ξ1 b 1q “ 0 :
Cr´1spx` y ` zq Ñ Cr´1spyq b Cr´1spx` 1` zq,
ξ21 ` ξT p0,n,0qp1b ξ0q `
ÿ
x`1`z“n
ξT px,1,zqpξ0 b 1q “ 0 : Cr´1spnq Ñ Cr´1spnq,
ξ1ε “ 0, ξ1ξ0 “ 0, ξT p0,n,0qp1b εq “ ´1 : Cr´1spnq Ñ Cr´1spnq,
wε “ 11, ξT px,1,zqpεb 1q “ 1 : Cr´1spnq Ñ Cr´1spnq for x` 1` z “ n.
A morphism C Ñ D in cCoop is the same as a pair pg1, g0q consisting of maps g1 “ σg1σ
´1 :
Cr´1s Ñ Dr´1s and g0 “ σg0 : Cr´1sp1q Ñ 1 of degree 0 such that
ξT px,y,zqpg1 b g1q “ g1ξT px,y,zq, g1ε
D “ εC ,
ξ1g1 `
ÿ
x`1`z“n
ξT px,1,zqpg0 b g1q ` ξT p0,n,0qpg1 b g0q “ g1ξ1 : Cr´1spnq Ñ Dr´1spnq,
ξC0 ` ξ1g0 ` ξT p0,1,0qpg0 b g0q “ g1ξ
D
0 : Cr´1sp1q Ñ 1. (5.2.5)
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A morphism of curved augmented cooperads pg1, g0q : C Ñ D P CACoop satisfies additional
equation wCg1 “ w
D. A morphism C Ñ D in caCoop satisfies one more equation: wg0 “ 0.
5.3. Cobar construction Let us construct a functor Cobar : ucCoop Ñ ucOp, the cobar
construction. Let C “ pC, ξ, ξ1, ξ0, ε,wq be a counit-complemented curved cooperad. Decompose
the idempotent 1 ´ εw : C Ñ C into a projection pr : C Ñ C¯ and an injection in : C¯ Ñ C so
that in pr “ 1C¯ . Clearly, C¯ “ Ker ε. The morphisms σ pr σ
´1 : Cr´1s Ñ C¯r´1s and σ inσ´1 :
C¯r´1s Ñ Cr´1s are also denoted pr and in by abuse of notations. They split the idempotent
1´ σεwσ´1 “ 1´ ε ¨w : Cr´1s Ñ Cr´1s and C¯r´1s “ Ker ε.
5.3.1 Proposition. There is a map Cobar : Ob ucCoop Ñ ObucOp, the cobar construction. It
takes a curved cooperad C “ pC, ξ, ξ1, ξ0, ε,wq to the operad CobarC “ C¯r´1sJ equipped with
its multiplication m, the unit η “ in˝ : 1 Ñ֒ C¯r´1sJ , the splitting v “ pr˝ : C¯r´1sJ Ñ 1,
the degree 1 derivation d “ ξ¯ : C¯r´1sJ Ñ C¯r´1sJ determined by its restriction dˇ : C¯r´1s Ñ
C¯r´1sJ , which is the sum of maps
ξ¯T px,y,zq “
@
C¯r´1spx` y ` zq Ă
in
Ñ Cr´1spx` y ` zq
ξT px,y,zq
Ñ
Cr´1spyq b Cr´1spx` 1` zq
prbpr
Ñ C¯r´1spyq b C¯r´1spx` 1` zq
D
,
ξ¯τ rns “
@
C¯r´1spnq Ă
in
Ñ Cr´1spnq
ξ1
Ñ Cr´1spnq
pr
Ñ C¯r´1spnq
D
,
ξ¯˝ “
@
C¯r´1sp1q Ă
in
Ñ Cr´1sp1q
ξ0
Ñ 1
D
over x, y, z, n P N. The curvature element mCobarC0 : 1Ñ C¯r´1sJ is
mCobarC0 “ ´wξ0 ´wξ1 pr´rpw bw `wξT p0,1,0qq `wξT p1,0,0q `wξT p0,0,1qspprb prq
P 1‘ C¯r´1sp1q ‘ C¯r´1sp1qb2 ‘ C¯r´1sp0q b C¯r´1sp2q ‘ C¯r´1sp0q b C¯r´1sp2q.
Proof. Notice that wξ1ε “ 0 since dC ¨ ε “ 0. For the same reason ξ1p1 ´ εwq “ ξ1. One finds
also
ξT px,y,zqr1b p1´ εwqs “ ξT px,y,zq ` δx`z,0 bw,
ξT px,y,zqrp1´ εwq b 1s “ ξT px,y,zq ´ δy,1w b 1,
ξT px,y,zqrp1´ εwq b p1´ εwqs “ ξT px,y,zq ` δx`z,0 bw ´ δy,1w b 1´ δx`z,0δy,1εw bw :
Cr´1spx` y ` zq Ñ Cr´1spyq b Cr´1spx` 1` zq.
Let us prove that so described CobarC is a unit-complemented curved operad. Both sides of
the equation
pdCobarCq2 “
ÿ
x`1`z“n
pmCobarC0 b 1q ¨m
CobarC
T px,1,zq ´ p1bm
CobarC
0 q ¨m
CobarC
T p0,n,0q :
C¯r´1sJpnq Ñ C¯r´1sJpnq (5.3.1)
are degree 2 derivations. In fact, the right hand side is an inner derivation (the notion dual to
inner coderivation; dualize Proposition 4.6.3). Equation (5.3.1) is equivalent to its restriction to
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generators C¯r´1spnq:
A
C¯r´1spnq
ξ¯t
ÝÑ
ž
tPtrpnq
â
yPvptq
C¯r´1s|y|
š
t
ř
ib
yPvptqfipyq
Ñ
ž
tPtrpnq
ž
iPvptq
â
yPvptq
â
qPvptiyq
C¯r´1s|q|
m
ÝÑ
ž
τPtrpnq
â
vPvpτq
C¯r´1s|v|
E
“
´
´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
1` 1
¯
pwξ0q
A
C¯r´1spnq
inτrns
Ñ
ž
τPtrpnq
â
vPvpτq
C¯r´1s|v|
E
´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
A
C¯r´1spnq
wξ1 prb1
Ñ C¯r´1sp1q b C¯r´1spnq
mCobarC
T px,1,zq
Ñ
ž
τPtrpnq
â
vPvpτq
C¯r´1s|v|
E
`
A
C¯r´1spnq
1bwξ1 pr
Ñ C¯r´1spnq b C¯r´1sp1q
mCobarC
T p0,n,0q
Ñ
ž
τPtrpnq
â
vPvpτq
C¯r´1s|v|
E
´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
A
C¯r´1spnq
pwbw`wξT p0,1,0qqpprb prqb1
Ñ
`
C¯r´1sp1q b C¯r´1sp1q
˘
b C¯r´1spnq
mCobarC
T px,1,zq
Ñ
ž
τPtrpnq
â
vPvpτq
C¯r´1s|v|
E
´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
A
C¯r´1spnq
wξT p1,0,0qpprbprqb1
Ñ
`
C¯r´1sp0q b C¯r´1sp2q
˘
b C¯r´1spnq
mCobarC
T px,1,zq
Ñ
ž
τPtrpnq
â
vPvpτq
C¯r´1s|v|
E
´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
A
C¯r´1spnq
wξT p0,0,1qpprbprqb1
Ñ
`
C¯r´1sp0q b C¯r´1sp2q
˘
b C¯r´1spnq
mCobarC
T px,1,zq
Ñ
ž
τPtrpnq
â
vPvpτq
C¯r´1s|v|
E
`
A
C¯r´1spnq
1bpwbw`wξT p0,1,0qqpprb prq
Ñ C¯r´1spnq b
`
C¯r´1sp1q b C¯r´1sp1q
˘
mCobarC
T p0,n,0q
Ñ
ž
τPtrpnq
â
vPvpτq
C¯r´1s|v|
E
`
A
C¯r´1spnq
1bwξT p1,0,0qpprbprq
Ñ C¯r´1spnq b
`
C¯r´1sp0q b C¯r´1sp2q
˘
mCobarC
T p0,n,0q
Ñ
ž
τPtrpnq
â
vPvpτq
C¯r´1s|v|
E
`
A
C¯r´1spnq
1bwξT p0,0,1qpprbprq
Ñ C¯r´1spnq b
`
C¯r´1sp0q b C¯r´1sp2q
˘
mCobarC
T p0,n,0q
Ñ
ž
τPtrpnq
â
vPvpτq
C¯r´1s|v|
E
, (5.3.2)
where tiy “ τ |y| and fipyq “ id if y ‰ i, and fipiq “ ξ¯tii , t
i
i P tr |i|, i P vptq. This family gives the
tree τ “ τ i “ Itpt
i
y | y P vptqq which indicates the summand of the target of the first composition.
Only summands with | vpτq| ď 3 can occur. Let us consider all possible τ case by case.
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The postcomposition of equation (5.3.2) with prτ for τ “ ˝ has the form@
C¯r´1sp1q
ξ¯τr1s
Ñ C¯r´1sp1q
ξ¯˝
Ñ 1
D
“ 0.
This holds true due to ξ1ξ0 “ 0.
The postcomposition of equation (5.3.2) with prτ for τ “ τ rns has the form@
C¯r´1spnq
ξ¯τrns
Ñ C¯r´1spnq
ξ¯τrns
Ñ C¯r´1spnq
D
`
ÿ
x`1`z“n
A
C¯r´1spnq
ξ¯T px,1,zq
Ñ C¯r´1sp1q b C¯r´1spnq
ξ¯˝b1
Ñ C¯r´1spnq
E
`
@
C¯r´1spnq
ξ¯T p0,n,0q
Ñ C¯r´1spnq b C¯r´1sp1q
1bξ¯˝
Ñ C¯r´1spnq
D
“ p´n` 1qpwξ0q idC¯r´1spnq .
Its validity follows from the identity
ξ21 `
ÿ
x`1`z“n
ξT px,1,zqpξ0 b 1q ´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
wξ0 ` ξT p0,n,0qp1b ξ0q `wξ0 “ p´n` 1qpwξ0q
precomposed with in and postcomposed with pr.
The postcomposition of equation (5.3.2) with prτ for τ “ T px, y, zq, n “ x ` y ` z, has the
form@
C¯r´1spnq
ξ¯τÝÑ C¯r´1spyq b C¯r´1spx` 1` zq
ξ¯τrysb1
Ñ C¯r´1spyq b C¯r´1spx` 1` zq
D
`
@
C¯r´1spnq
ξ¯τÝÑ C¯r´1spyq b C¯r´1spx` 1` zq
1bξ¯τrx`1`zs
Ñ C¯r´1spyq b C¯r´1spx` 1` zq
D
`
@
C¯r´1spnq
ξ¯τrns
Ñ C¯r´1spnq
ξ¯τÝÑ C¯r´1spyq b C¯r´1spx` 1` zq
D
“ ´δy,1
@
C¯r´1spnq
wξ1 prb1
Ñ C¯r´1sp1q b C¯r´1spnq
D
` δx`z,0
@
C¯r´1spnq
1bwξ1 pr
Ñ C¯r´1spnq b C¯r´1sp1q
D
.
This follows from the identity
ξτ pξ1 b 1q ´ δy,1wξ1 b 1` ξτ p1b ξ1q ` δx`z,0 bwξ1 ` ξ1ξτ “ ´δy,1wξ1 b 1` δx`z,0 bwξ1
The postcomposition of (5.3.2) with prτ for τ given by (2.5.4), n “ v ` w ` x` y ` z, is@
C¯r´1spnq
ξ¯T pv,w`x`y,zq
Ñ C¯r´1spw ` x` yq b C¯r´1spv ` 1` zq
ξ¯T pw,x,yqb1
Ñ C¯r´1spxq b C¯r´1spw ` 1` yq b C¯r´1spv ` 1` zq
D
`
@
C¯r´1spnq
ξ¯T pv`w,x,y`zq
Ñ C¯r´1spxq b C¯r´1spv ` w ` 1` y ` zq
1bξ¯T pv,w`1`y,zq
Ñ C¯r´1spxq b C¯r´1spw ` 1` yq b C¯r´1spv ` 1` zq
D
“ ´δw,0δx,1δy,0
@
C¯r´1spnq
pwbw`wξT p0,1,0qqpprbprqb1
Ñ C¯r´1sp1q b C¯r´1sp1q b C¯r´1spnq
D
´ δw,1δx,0δy,0
@
C¯r´1spnq
wξT p1,0,0qpprb prqb1
Ñ C¯r´1sp0q b C¯r´1sp2q b C¯r´1spnq
D
´ δw,0δx,0δy,1
@
C¯r´1spnq
wξT p0,0,1qpprb prqb1
Ñ C¯r´1sp0q b C¯r´1sp2q b C¯r´1spnq
D
` δv`w`y`z,0
@
C¯r´1spnq
1bpwbw`wξT p0,1,0qqpprbprq
Ñ C¯r´1spnq b C¯r´1sp1q b C¯r´1sp1q
D
.
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This follows from
pξT pv,w`x`y,zq´ δw`x`y,1wb 1qpξT pw,x,yqb 1q ` pξT pv`w,x,y`zq ` δv`w`y`z,0 bwqp1b ξT pv,w`1`y,zqq
“ ´δw,0δx,1δy,0wξT p0,1,0q b 1´ δw,1δx,0δy,0wξT p1,0,0q b 1
´ δw,0δx,0δy,1wξT p0,0,1q b 1` δv`w`y`z,01bwξT p0,1,0q
precomposed with in and postcomposed with prb prb pr, see (2.6.2).
The postcomposition of (5.3.2) with prτ for τ given by the second tree of (5.4.3), n “ v`w`
x` y ` z, is@
C¯r´1spnq
ξ¯T pv,w,x`y`zq
Ñ C¯r´1spwq b C¯r´1spv ` 1` x` y ` zq
1bξ¯T pv`1`x,y,zq
Ñ C¯r´1spwq b C¯r´1spyq b C¯r´1spv ` 1` x` 1` zq
p12q
„
Ñ C¯r´1spyq b C¯r´1spwq b C¯r´1spv ` 1` x` 1` zq
D
`
@
C¯r´1spnq
ξ¯T pv`w`x,y,zq
Ñ C¯r´1spyq b C¯r´1spv ` w ` x` 1` zq
1bξ¯T pv,w,x`1`zq
Ñ C¯r´1spyq b C¯r´1spwq b C¯r´1spv ` 1` x` 1` zq
D
“ δv`x`y`z,0
@
C¯r´1spnq
1bwξT p1,0,0qpprb prq
Ñ C¯r´1spnq b C¯r´1sp0q b C¯r´1sp2q
p12q
„
Ñ C¯r´1sp0q b C¯r´1spnq b C¯r´1sp2q
D
` δv`w`x`z,0
@
C¯r´1spnq
1bwξT p0,0,1qpprbprq
Ñ C¯r´1spnq b C¯r´1sp0q b C¯r´1sp2q
D
.
This follows from
pξT pv,w,x`y`zq ` δv`x`y`z,0 bwqp1b ξT pv`1`x,y,zqqp12q
` pξT pv`w`x,y,zq ` δv`w`x`z,0 bwqp1b ξT pv,w,x`1`zqq
“ δv`x`y`z,0p1bwξT p1,0,0qqp12q ` δv`w`x`z,0 bwξT p0,0,1q
precomposed with in and postcomposed with prb prb pr, taking into account (2.6.1).
Let us prove that mCobarC0 d
CobarC “ 0, that is,
@
1
w
ÝÑ Cr´1sp1q
ξ1 pr
Ñ C¯r´1sp1q
ξ¯˝ÝÑ 1
D
`
@
1
w
ÝÑ Cr´1sp1q
ξ1 pr
Ñ C¯r´1sp1q
ξ¯τr1s
ÝÝÑ C¯r´1sp1q
D
`
@
1
w
ÝÑ Cr´1sp1q
ξT p0,1,0q
Ñ Cr´1sp1q b Cr´1sp1q
prbpr ξ¯˝`pr ξ¯˝bpr
Ñ C¯r´1sp1q
D
T p0,1,0q
`
ÿ
x`y`z“1
@
1
w
ÝÑ Cr´1sp1q
ξ1 pr
Ñ C¯r´1sp1q
ξ¯T px,y,zq
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ C¯r´1spyq b C¯r´1spx` 1` zq
D
`
@
1
w
ÝÑ Cr´1sp1q
ξT p0,1,0q
Ñ Cr´1sp1q b Cr´1sp1q
prbpr ξ¯τr1s`pr ξ¯τr1sbpr
Ñ C¯r´1sp1q b C¯r´1sp1q
D
`
@
1
w
ÝÑ Cr´1sp1q
ξT p1,0,0q
Ñ Cr´1sp0q b Cr´1sp2q
prbpr ξ¯τr2s`pr ξ¯τr0sbpr
Ñ C¯r´1sp0q b C¯r´1sp2q
D
`
@
1
w
ÝÑ Cr´1sp1q
ξT p0,0,1q
Ñ Cr´1sp0q b Cr´1sp2q
prbpr ξ¯τr2s`pr ξ¯τr0sbpr
Ñ C¯r´1sp0q b C¯r´1sp2q
D
`
ÿ
x`y`z“1
@
1
w
ÝÑ Cr´1sp1q
ξT p0,1,0q
Ñ Cr´1sp1q b Cr´1sp1q
prb pr ξ¯T px,y,zq
Ñ C¯r´1sp1q b C¯r´1spyq b C¯r´1spx` 1` zq
D
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`
ÿ
x`y`z“1
@
1
w
ÝÑ Cr´1sp1q
ξT p0,1,0q
Ñ Cr´1sp1q b Cr´1sp1q
pr ξ¯T px,y,zqbpr
Ñ C¯r´1spyq b C¯r´1spx` 1` zq b C¯r´1sp1q
D
`
ÿ
x`y`z“2
@
1
w
ÝÑ Cr´1sp1q
ξT p1,0,0q
Ñ Cr´1sp0q b Cr´1sp2q
prb pr ξ¯T px,y,zq
Ñ C¯r´1sp0q b C¯r´1spyq b C¯r´1spx` 1` zq
D
`
ÿ
x`y`z“2
@
1
w
ÝÑ Cr´1sp1q
ξT p0,0,1q
Ñ Cr´1sp0q b Cr´1sp2q
prb pr ξ¯T px,y,zq
Ñ C¯r´1sp0q b C¯r´1spyq b C¯r´1spx` 1` zq
D
`
@
1
w
ÝÑ Cr´1sp1q
ξT p1,0,0q
Ñ Cr´1sp0q b Cr´1sp2q
pr ξ¯T p0,0,0qbpr
Ñ C¯r´1sp0q b C¯r´1sp1q b C¯r´1sp2q
D
`
@
1
w
ÝÑ Cr´1sp1q
ξT p0,0,1q
Ñ Cr´1sp0q b Cr´1sp2q
pr ξ¯T p0,0,0qbpr
Ñ C¯r´1sp0q b C¯r´1sp1q b C¯r´1sp2q
D
“ 0. (5.3.3)
The postcomposition of (5.3.3) with prτ for τ “ ˝ follows from ξ1ξ0 “ 0. The postcomposition
of (5.3.3) with prτ for τ “ τ r1s follows from ξ
2
1 ` ξT p0,1,0qp1b ξ0 ` ξ0 b 1q “ 0.
The postcomposition of (5.3.3) with prτ for τ “ T p0, 1, 0q follows from
wξ1ξT p0,1,0qpprb prq `wξT p0,1,0qr1b p1´ ε ¨wqξ1 ` p1´ ε ¨wqξ1 b 1spprb prq
“ pw bwqp1b ξ1 ` ξ1 b 1qpprb prq “ 0.
The postcomposition of (5.3.3) with prτ for τ “ T p1, 0, 0q follows from
ξ1ξT p1,0,0q ` ξT p1,0,0qp1b ξ1 ` ξ1 b 1q “ 0.
The postcomposition of (5.3.3) with prτ for τ “ T p0, 0, 1q follows from
ξ1ξT p0,0,1q ` ξT p0,0,1qp1b ξ1 ` ξ1 b 1q “ 0.
The postcomposition of (5.3.3) with prτ for τ “
r
r
r
follows from
ξT p1,0,0qp1b ξT p1,1,0qq ` ξT p1,0,0qpξT p0,0,0q b 1q “ 0.
This is equation (2.6.2) for v “ 1, w “ x “ y “ z “ 0.
The postcomposition of (5.3.3) with prτ for τ “
r
r
r
follows from
ξT p0,0,1qp1b ξT p0,1,1qq ` ξT p0,0,1qpξT p0,0,0q b 1q “ 0.
This is equation (2.6.2) for v “ w “ x “ y “ 0, z “ 1.
The postcomposition of (5.3.3) with prτ for τ “
r
r
r
follows from
ξT p1,0,0qp1b ξT p2,0,0qqp12q ` ξT p1,0,0qp1b ξT p1,0,1qq “ 0.
This is equation (2.6.1) for v “ 1, w “ x “ y “ z “ 0.
The postcomposition of (5.3.3) with prτ for τ “
r
r
r
follows from
ξT p0,0,1qp1b ξT p0,0,2qq ` ξT p0,0,1qp1b ξT p1,0,1qqp12q “ 0.
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This is equation (2.6.1) for v “ w “ x “ y “ 0, z “ 1.
The postcomposition of (5.3.3) with prτ for τ “
r
r
r
follows from
ξT p1,0,0qp1b ξT p0,0,2qq ` ξT p0,0,1qp1b ξT p2,0,0qqp12q “ 0.
This is equation (2.6.1) for v “ w “ 0, x “ 1, y “ z “ 0.
The postcomposition of (5.3.3) with prτ for τ “
r
r
r
follows from
wξT p0,1,0qr1b p1´ ε ¨wqξT p0,0,1qspprb prb prq `wξT p0,1,0qp1b ξT p1,1,0qqpprb prb prqp12q “ 0.
This follows from equation (2.6.1) for v “ w “ x “ 0, y “ 1, z “ 0.
The postcomposition of (5.3.3) with prτ for τ “ r
r
r
follows from
wξT p0,1,0qr1b p1´ ε ¨wqξT p1,0,0qspprb prb prqp12q `wξT p1,0,0qp1b ξT p0,1,1qqpprb prb prq “ 0.
This follows from equation (2.6.1) for v “ 0, w “ 1, x “ y “ z “ 0.
The postcomposition of (5.3.3) with prτ for τ “
r
r
r
follows from
wξT p0,1,0qrp1´ ε ¨wqξT p0,0,1q b 1spprb prb prq `wξT p0,0,1qp1b ξT p0,2,0qqpprb prb prq “ 0.
This follows from equation (2.6.2) for v “ w “ x “ 0, y “ 1, z “ 0.
The postcomposition of (5.3.3) with prτ for τ “
r
r
r
follows from
wξT p0,1,0qrp1´ ε ¨wqξT p1,0,0q b 1spprb prb prq `wξT p0,0,1qp1b ξT p0,2,0qqpprb prb prq “ 0.
This follows from equation (2.6.2) for v “ 0, w “ 1, x “ y “ z “ 0.
The postcomposition of (5.3.3) with prτ for τ “
r
r
r
follows from
wξT p0,1,0qr1b p1´ ε ¨wqξT p0,1,0qspprb prb prq
`wξT p0,1,0qrp1´ ε ¨wqξT p0,1,0q b 1spprb prb prq “ 0.
This follows from equation (2.6.2) for v “ w “ 0, x “ 1, y “ z “ 0.
Thus CobarC is a unit-complemented curved operad.
5.3.2 Proposition. The map from Proposition 5.3.1 is a functor Cobar : ucCoop Ñ ucOp, the
cobar construction. The functor takes a morphism g “ pg1, g0q : C Ñ D P ucCoop to
Cobar g “ f “ pf1, f0q : C¯r´1sJ Ñ D¯r´1sJ ,
where the restriction of the algebra homomorphism Cobar1 g “ f1 “ g¯ is the sum of maps
g¯1 “ g1
ˇˇ
“
`
C¯r´1s Ă
in
Ñ Cr´1s
g1
ÑDr´1s
pr
Ñ D¯r´1s
˘
,
g¯0 “ g
1
0 “
`
C¯r´1s Ă
in
Ñ Cr´1s
g0
Ñ 1
˘
,
and the degree 1 element is
Cobar0 g “ f0 “
`
1
w
Ñ Cr´1s
g0`g1
Ñ Dr´1sJ
prJ
Ñ D¯r´1sJ
˘
.
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Proof. Given a morphism g “ pg1, g0q : C Ñ D P ucCoop we check that
Cobar g “ f : C¯r´1sJ Ñ D¯r´1sJ
is a morphism of ucOp. All terms of equation (5.1.2) are g¯-derivations. Hence, the equation is
equivalent to its restriction to C¯r´1s:@
C¯r´1spnq Ă
in
Ñ Cr´1spnq
g1 pr
Ñ D¯r´1spnq
ξ¯˝`ξ¯τrns`
ř
x`y`z“n ξ¯T px,y,zq
Ñ D¯r´1sJpnq
D
`
@
C¯r´1spnq Ă
in
Ñ Cr´1spnq
g1 pr
Ñ D¯r´1spnq
1bw
Ñ D¯r´1spnq b Cr´1sp1q
1bpg0`g1 prq
Ñ D¯r´1spnq b p1‘ D¯r´1sp1qq Ă
inτrns ` inT p0,n,0q
Ñ D¯r´1sJpnq
D
´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
@
C¯r´1spnq Ă
in
Ñ Cr´1spnq
g1 pr
Ñ D¯r´1spnq
wb1
Ñ Cr´1sp1q b D¯r´1spnq
pg0`g1 prqb1
Ñ p1‘ D¯r´1sp1qq b D¯r´1spnq Ă
inτrns` inT px,1,zq
Ñ D¯r´1sJpnq
D
“ δn,1
@
C¯r´1spnq Ă
in
Ñ Cr´1spnq
ξ0ÝÑ 1 Ă
in˝
Ñ D¯r´1sJpnq
D
`
@
C¯r´1spnq Ă
in
Ñ Cr´1spnq
ξ1ÝÑ Cr´1spnq
g0`g1 pr
Ñ 1‘ D¯r´1spnq Ă
in˝` inτrns
Ñ D¯r´1sJpnq
D
`
ÿ
x`y`z“n
@
C¯r´1spnq Ă
in
Ñ Cr´1spnq
ξT px,y,zqppr inb pr inq
Ñ Cr´1spyq b Cr´1spx` 1` zq
pg0`g1 prqbpg0`g1 prq
Ñ p1‘ D¯r´1spyqq b p1‘ D¯r´1spx` 1` zqq Ñ֒ D¯r´1sJpnq
D
.
Let us expand this equation to individual summands:
δn,1 in g1ξ0 in˝` in g1ξ1 pr inτ rns`
ÿ
x`y`z“n
in g1ξT px,y,zqpprb prq inT px,y,zq
` in g1 pr inτ rnspwg0q ` pin g1 prbwg1 prq inT p0,n,0q´npwg0q in g1 pr inτ rns
´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
pwg1 prb in g1 prq inT px,1,zq
“ δn,1 in ξ0 in˝`δn,1 in ξ1g0 in˝` in ξ1g1 pr inτ rns`δn,1 in ξT p0,1,0qpg0 b g0q in˝
`
ÿ
x`1`z“n
in ξT px,1,zqpg0 b g1 prq inτ rns` in ξT p0,n,0qpg1 prbg0q inτ rns
`
ÿ
x`y`z“n
in ξT px,y,zqpg1 prbg1 prq inT px,y,zq`δn,1 in g0pwg0q in˝`δn,1 in g0wg1 pr inτ rns
` in g1 prpwg0q inτ rns`pin g1 prbwg1 prq inT p0,n,0q´δn,1pwg0q in g0 in˝
´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
pwg0q in g1 pr inτ rns´δn,1 in g0wg1 pr inτ rns´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
pwg1 prb in g1 prq inT px,1,zq
“ 0.
The summands starting with in and ending in the component indexed by ˝ cancel each other due
to identity
g1ξ0 “ ξ0 ` ξ1g0 ` ξT p0,1,0qpg0 b g0q ` g0pwg0q ´ pwg0qg0.
The summands starting with in and ending with pr inτ rns cancel each other due to identity
g1ξ1 ` g1pwg0q ´ npwg0qg1 “ ξ1g1 `
ÿ
x`1`z“n
ξT px,1,zqpg0 b g1q
` ξT p0,n,0qpg1 b g0q ` δn,1g0wg1 ` g1pwg0q ´ npwg0qg1 ´ δn,1g0wg1.
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The six remaining summands cancel each other for obvious reasons.
We also have to prove equation (5.1.3). In detail,
wξD0 in˝`wξ
D
1 pr inτ r1s`wξ
D
T p0,1,0qpprb prq inT p0,1,0q`wξ
D
T p1,0,0qpprb prq inT p1,0,0q
`wξDT p0,0,1qpprb prq inT p0,0,1q`pwg1 ´wqξ
D
0 in˝`pwg1 ´wqξ
D
1 pr inτ r1s
`
ÿ
x`y`z“1
pwg1 ´wqξ
D
T px,y,zqpprb prq inT px,y,zq`pwg0 bwg0q in˝`wg1 prpwg0q inτ r1s
` pwg0qwg1 pr inτ r1s`pwg1 prbwg1 prq inT p0,1,0q
“ wξC0 in˝`wξ
C
1 g0 in˝`wξ
C
1 g1 pr inτ r1s`pwξ
C
T p0,1,0q `w bwqˆ
ˆ rpg0 b g0q in˝`pg0 b g1 prq inτ r1s`pg1 prbg0q inτ r1s`pg1 prbg1 prq inT p0,1,0qs
`wξCT p1,0,0qpg1 prbg1 prq inT p1,0,0q`wξ
C
T p0,0,1qpg1 prbg1 prq inT p0,0,1q .
We have used here the following identities:
wξCT p0,1,0qrp1´ εwq b p1´ εwqs “ wξ
C
T p0,1,0q `w bw,
wg1 pr in “ wg1 ´w
D.
Using equations (5.2.5) we prove the above identity. Thus, Cobar g is a morphism of UCCOp.
The identity morphism g “ pid, 0q is mapped to the identity morphism Cobar g “ pid, 0q. Let
us verify that Cobar agrees with the composition. If h “
`
C
f
ÝÑ D
g
ÝÑ E
˘
in ucCoop, h1 “ f1g1,
h0 “ f0 ` f1g0, then
Cobar1 f ¨ Cobar1 g “ f¯ g¯ “ h¯ “ Cobar1 h.
In fact, on generators we have
f¯ g¯ “
@
C¯r´1s
inpf0,f1 prq
Ñ 1‘ D¯r´1s
`
1 0
in g0 in g1 prÑ˘ 1‘ E¯r´1s
D
“ pin f0 ` in f1 pr in g0, in f1 pr in g1 prq “ inpf0 ` f1g0, f1g1 prq “ inph0, h1 prq “ h¯.
Furthermore,
Cobar0 h “ Cobar0 f Cobar1 g ` Cobar0 g.
In fact,@
1
w
ÝÑ Cr´1s
ph0,h1 prq
Ñ 1‘ E¯r´1s
D
“
@
1
w
ÝÑ Cr´1s
pf0,f1 prq
Ñ 1‘ D¯r´1s
`
1 0
in g0 in g1 prÑ˘ 1‘ E¯r´1s
D
`
@
1
w
ÝÑ Dr´1s
pg0,g1 prq
Ñ 1‘ E¯r´1s
D
due to
wCpf0 ` f1 pr in g0, f1 pr in g1 prq `w
Dpg0, g1 prq
“ pwCpf0 ` f1g0q ´w
Dg0 `w
Dg0,w
Cf1g1 pr´w
Dg1 pr`w
Dg1 prq
“ wCpf0 ` f1g0, f1g1 prq “ w
Cph0, h1 prq.
The functor Cobar : ucCoopÑ ucOp is constructed.
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5.4. Bar construction Let us describe a functor Bar : UCCOpÑ CACoop, the bar construc-
tion. Let pO, m, d,m0, η, vq be a unit-complemented curved operad. Decompose the idempotent
1 ´ v ¨ η : O Ñ O into a projection pr : O Ñ O¯ and an injection in : O¯ Ñ O so that in pr “ 1O¯.
The morphisms σ´1 pr σ : Or1s Ñ O¯r1s and σ´1 in σ : O¯r1s Ñ Or1s are also denoted pr and in by
abuse of notations. They split the idempotent 1´v ¨η : Or1s Ñ Or1s. The source and the target
of pr and in can be recovered from the context.
5.4.1 Proposition. There is a map Bar : ObUCCOp Ñ ObCACoop. It assigns to a unit-
complemented curved operad O the graded cooperad BarO “ pO¯r1sK˝,∆T p´,´,´q, ε “ pr˝q corre-
sponding via Proposition 3.2.4 to the conilpotent non-counital graded cooperad pO¯r1sK , ∆¯T p´,´,´qq.
The splitting of the counit is wBarO “ in˝ : 1 Ñ֒ O¯r1sK˝, the degree 1 coderivation d
BarO “ b¯ :
O¯r1sK˝ Ñ O¯r1sK˝ corresponds via Corollary 4.5.3 to the map b˜ “ b¯ ¨ ε : O¯r1sK˝ Ñ O¯r1s, whose
non-vanishing components are
b¯T px,y,zq “
@
O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq Ă
inb in
Ñ Or1spyq b Or1spx` 1` zq
bT px,y,zq
Ñ Or1spx` y ` zq
pr
Ñ O¯r1spx` y ` zq
D
,
b¯τ rns “
@
O¯r1spnq Ă
in
Ñ Or1spnq
b1
Ñ Or1spnq
pr
Ñ O¯r1spnq
D
,
b¯˝ “
@
1
b0
Ñ Or1sp1q
pr
Ñ O¯r1sp1q
D
.
The curvature functional δBarO0 : O¯r1sK˝ Ñ 1 is
δBarO0 “ ´
`
O¯r1sK˝ Ă
inK˝
Ñ Or1sK˝
bˇ
Ñ Or1s
v
Ñ 1
˘
,
where the relevant non-vanishing components of bˇ are
bT px,y,zq : Or1spyq b Or1spx` 1` zq Ñ Or1sp1q, x` y ` z “ 1,
bτ r1s “ b1 : Or1sp1q Ñ Or1sp1q,
b˝ “ b0 : 1Ñ Or1sp1q.
Proof. Note that wBarO is a graded cooperad homomorphism and the cooperad O¯r1sK˝ “ O¯r1sK
is conilpotent. It is important also that
r1b p1´ vηqsbT px,y,zq “ bT px,y,zq ´ δx`z,0 b v,
rp1´ vηq b 1sbT px,y,zq “ bT px,y,zq ` δy,1v b 1,
rp1´ vηq b p1´ vηqsbT px,y,zq “ bT px,y,zq ´ δx`z,0 b v ` δy,1v b 1´ δx`z,0δy,1pv b vqη :
Or1spyq b Or1spx` 1` zq Ñ Or1spx` y ` zq.
Let us verify the necessary identities. Both sides of the equation
pdBarOq2 “ ∆T p0,n,0qp1b δ
BarO
0 q ´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
∆T px,1,zqpδ
BarO
0 b 1q : O¯r1sK˝pnq Ñ O¯r1sK˝pnq
are degree 2 coderivations. Due to Corollary 4.5.3 the equation is equivalent to its composition
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with prτ rns : O¯r1sK˝pnq Ñ O¯r1spnq. Taking into account (4.5.3) and (4.5.4), to
” ž
τPtrpnq
â
vPvpτq
O¯r1s|v|
∆1
ÝÑ
ž
τPtrpnq
vprq‰∅ž
subtree rĂτ
â
yPvpτ{rq
â
qPpvpτqÑvpτ{rqq´1pyq
O¯r1s|q|
ř
byPvptqfτ pyq
Ñ
ž
tPtrpnq
â
yPvptq
O¯r1s|y|
b˜
ÝÑ O¯r1spnq
ı
`
” ž
τPtrpnq
â
vPvpτq
O¯r1s|v|
∆2
ÝÑ
ž
tPtrpnq
ž
iPvptq
â
yPvptq
â
qPvptiyq
O¯r1s|q|
š
t
ř
ib
yPvptqgipyq
Ñ
ž
tPtrpnq
â
yPvptq
O¯r1s|y|
b˜
ÝÑ O¯r1spnq
ı
“
” ž
τPtrpnq
â
vPvpτq
O¯r1s|v|
∆T p0,n,0q
Ñ
τ rns ‚
0,n,0
θ“τž
θPtrp1q
O¯r1spnq b
â
vPvpθq
O¯r1s|v|
1bδBarO0 Ñ O¯r1spnq
ı
´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
” ž
τPtrpnq
â
vPvpτq
O¯r1s|v|
∆T px,1,zq
Ñ
θ ‚
x,1,z
τ rns“τž
θPtrp1q
´ â
vPvpθq
O¯r1s|v|
¯
b O¯r1spnq
δ
BarO
0
b1
Ñ O¯r1spnq
ı
,
(5.4.1)
where t “ τ{r, fτ pyq “ id if y ‰ rvprqs, and fτ pyq “ b¯r if y “ rvprqs; t
i
y “ τ r|y|s and gipyq “ id if
y ‰ i, and tii “ ˝, gipiq “ b¯˝ : 1Ñ O¯r1sp1q, ∆
2 takes a summand indexed by τ to each summand
indexed by pt, iq such that ttiu “ τ . Both hand sides vanish on all summands indexed by τ unless
τ has at most 3 internal vertices. Let us consider all possible τ separately.
For τ “ ˝ equation (5.4.1) reduces to
b¯˝ ¨ b¯τ r1s “ 0 : 1Ñ O¯r1sp1q,
which follows from the obvious equation b0p1´ v ¨ ηqb1 pr “ 0.
For τ “ τ rns equation (5.4.1) reduces to
@
O¯r1spnq
b¯τrns
ÝÝÝÑ O¯r1spnq
b¯τrns
ÝÝÝÑ O¯r1spnq
D
`
@
O¯r1spnq
1bb¯˝
Ñ O¯r1spnq b O¯r1sp1q
b¯T p0,n,0q
Ñ O¯r1spnq
D
`
ÿ
x`1`z“n
@
O¯r1spnq
b¯˝b1
Ñ O¯r1sp1q b O¯r1spnq
b¯T px,1,zq
Ñ O¯r1spnq
D
“ ´
@
O¯r1spnq
1bb˝
Ñ O¯r1spnq b Or1sp1q
1bv
Ñ O¯r1spnq
D
`
ÿ
x`1`z“n
@
O¯r1spnq
b˝b1
Ñ Or1sp1q b O¯r1spnq
vb1
Ñ O¯r1spnq
D
.
This equation follows from the computation
b1p1´ vηqb1 ` r1b b0p1´ vηqsbT p0,n,0q `
ÿ
x`1`z“n
rb0p1´ vηq b 1sbT px,1,zq
“ ´1b b0v `
ÿ
x`1`z“n
b0v b 1 : Or1spnq Ñ Or1spnq.
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Let x, y, z P N and n “ x` y ` z. For τ “ T px, y, zq equation (5.4.1) reduces to
@
O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
b¯τrysb1
Ñ O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
b¯τ
Ñ O¯r1spnq
D
`
@
O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
1bb¯τrx`1`zs
Ñ O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
b¯τ
Ñ O¯r1spnq
D
`
@
O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
b¯τ
Ñ O¯r1spnq
b¯τrns
Ñ O¯r1spnq
D
“ ´δx,0δz,0
@
O¯r1spnq b O¯r1sp1q
1bin b1v
Ñ O¯r1spnq
D
` δy,1
@
O¯r1sp1q b O¯r1spnq
in b1vb1
Ñ O¯r1spnq
D
.
This holds true due to valid identity:
rb1p1´ vηq b 1sbτ ` r1b b1p1´ vηqsbτ ` bτ p1´ vηqb1 “ b1v b 1´ 1b b1v
“ ´δx,0δz,0 b b1v ` δy,1b1v b 1 : Or1spyq b Or1spx` 1` zq Ñ Or1spnq,
precomposed with inb in and postcomposed with pr.
There are two types of trees τ with | vptq| “ 3. The tree from (2.5.4) is
τ “
`
x
f
ÝÑ w ` 1` y
g
ÝÑ v ` 1` z
Ź
ÝÑ 1, τp0q \ pτp1q ´ tw ` 1uq \ pτp2q ´ tv ` 1uq
˘
, (5.4.2)
where v, w, x, y, z P N, fpxq Ă tw ` 1u, gpw ` 1` yq “ tv ` 1u. Equation (5.4.1) takes the form
@
O¯r1spxq b O¯r1spw ` 1` yq b O¯r1spv ` 1` zq
b¯T pw,x,yqb1
Ñ
O¯r1spw ` x` yq b O¯r1spv ` 1` zq
b¯T pv,w`x`y,zq
Ñ O¯r1spv ` w ` x` y ` zq
D
`
@
O¯r1spxq b O¯r1spw ` 1` yq b O¯r1spv ` 1` zq
1bb¯T pv,w`1`y,zq
Ñ
O¯r1spxq b O¯r1spv ` w ` 1` y ` zq
b¯T pv`w,x,y`zq
Ñ O¯r1spv ` w ` x` y ` zq
D
“ ´χpv “ w “ y “ z “ 0q
@
O¯r1spxq b O¯r1sp1q b O¯r1sp1q
1bpinb inqbT p0,1,0qv
Ñ O¯r1spxq
D
` δw`y,0δx,1
@
O¯r1sp1q b O¯r1sp1q b O¯r1spv ` 1` zq
pinb inqbT p0,1,0qvb1
Ñ O¯r1spv ` 1` zq
D
` δx`y,0δw,1
@
O¯r1sp0q b O¯r1sp2q b O¯r1spv ` 1` zq
pinb inqbT p1,0,0qvb1
Ñ O¯r1spv ` 1` zq
D
` δw`x,0δy,1
@
O¯r1sp0q b O¯r1sp2q b O¯r1spv ` 1` zq
pinb inqbT p0,0,1qvb1
Ñ O¯r1spv ` 1` zq
D
.
Using equation (2.5.2) we deduce the above from the computation
rbT pw,x,yqp1´ v ¨ ηq b 1sbT pv,w`x`y,zq ` r1b bT pv,w`1`y,zqp1´ v ¨ ηqsbT pv`w,x,y`zq
“ δw`x`y,1bT pw,x,yqv b 1´ χpv “ w “ y “ z “ 0q b bT p0,1,0qv
“ χpw “ y “ 0qδx,1bT p0,1,0qv b 1` χpx “ y “ 0qδw,1bT p1,0,0qv b 1
` χpw “ x “ 0qδy,1bT p0,0,1qv b 1´ χpv “ w “ y “ z “ 0q b bT p0,1,0qv,
precomposed with inb inb in and postcomposed with pr.
The second type of a tree τ with | vptq| “ 3 depicted in (2.5.3) is
τ “
`
w ` y
f
ÝÑ v ` 1` x` 1` z
Ź
ÝÑ 1, τp0q \ pτp1q ´ tv ` 1, v ` 1` x` 1uq
˘
, (5.4.3)
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where v, w, x, y, z P N, fpiq “ v ` 1 if 1 ď i ď w and fpiq “ v ` 1 ` x ` 1 if w ă i ď w ` y.
Equation (5.4.1) takes the form:
@
O¯r1spwq b O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spv ` 1` x` 1` zq
1bb¯T pv`1`x,y,zq
Ñ
O¯r1spwq b O¯r1spv ` 1` x` y ` zq
b¯T pv,w,x`y`zq
Ñ O¯r1spv ` w ` x` y ` zq
D
`
@
O¯r1spwqb O¯r1spyqb O¯r1spv` 1`x` 1` zq
p12q
„
Ñ O¯r1spyqb O¯r1spwqb O¯r1spv` 1`x` 1` zq
1bb¯T pv,w,x`1`zq
Ñ O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spv ` w ` x` 1` zq
b¯T pv`w`x,y,zq
Ñ O¯r1spv ` w ` x` y ` zq
D
“ ´χpv “ x “ y “ z “ 0q
@
O¯r1spwq b O¯r1sp0q b O¯r1sp2q
1bpinb inqbT p1,0,0qv
Ñ O¯r1spwq
D
´ χpv “ w “ x “ z “ 0q
@
O¯r1sp0q b O¯r1spyq b O¯r1sp2q
p12q
„
Ñ
O¯r1spyq b O¯r1sp0q b O¯r1sp2q
1bpinb inqbT p0,0,1qv
Ñ O¯r1spyq
D
.
Using equation (2.5.1) we deduce the above from:
r1b bT pv`1`x,y,zqp1´ vηqsbT pv,w,x`y`zq ` p12qr1b bT pv,w,x`1`zqp1´ vηqsbT pv`w`x,y,zq
“ ´χpv “ x` y ` z “ 0q b bT p1,0,0qv ´ χpv ` w ` x “ z “ 0qp12qp1b bT p0,0,1qvq :
Or1spwq b Or1spyq b Or1spv ` 1` x` 1` zq Ñ Or1spv ` w ` x` y ` zq,
precomposed with inb inb in and postcomposed with pr.
One more identity to prove is
dBarOδBarO0 “ 0 : O¯r1sK˝p1q Ñ 1.
Taking into account (4.5.3) and (4.5.4) we rewrite this equation as
A ž
τPtrp1q
â
vPvpτq
O¯r1s|v|
∆1
ÝÑ
ž
τPtrp1q
vprq‰∅ž
subtree rĂτ
â
yPvpτ{rq
â
qPpvpτqÑvpτ{rqq´1pyq
O¯r1s|q|
ř
byPvptqfτ pyq
Ñ
ž
tPtrp1q
â
yPvptq
O¯r1s|y|
in
b vptq
btv
Ñ 1
E
`
A ž
τPtrp1q
â
vPvpτq
O¯r1s|v|
∆2
ÝÑ
ž
tPtrp1q
ž
iPvptq
â
yPvptq
â
qPvptiyq
O¯r1s|q|
š
t
ř
ib
yPvptqgipyq
Ñ
ž
tPtrp1q
â
yPvptq
O¯r1s|y|
in
b vptq
btv
Ñ 1
E
“ 0, (5.4.4)
where t “ τ{r, fτ pyq “ id if y ‰ rvprqs, and fτ pyq “ b¯r if y “ rvprqs; t
i
y “ τ r|y|s and gipyq “ id if
y ‰ i, and tii “ ˝, gipiq “ b¯˝ : 1Ñ O¯r1sp1q, ∆
2 takes a summand indexed by τ to each summand
indexed by pt, iq such that ttiu “ τ . The left hand side vanishes on all summands indexed by τ
unless τ has at most 3 internal vertices. Let us consider all possible τ separately.
For τ “ ˝ equation (5.4.4) reduces to
b¯˝ in bτ r1sv “ 0 : 1Ñ 1,
which follows from the obvious equation b0p1´ v ¨ ηqb1v “ 0.
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For τ “ τ r1s equation (5.4.4) reduces to
@
O¯r1sp1q
b¯τr1s
ÝÝÑ O¯r1sp1q
in bτr1sv
Ñ 1
D
`
@
O¯r1sp1q
1bb¯˝
Ñ O¯r1sp1q b O¯r1sp1q
pinb inqbT p0,1,0qv
Ñ 1
D
`
@
O¯r1sp1q
b¯˝b1
Ñ O¯r1sp1q b O¯r1sp1q
pinb inqbT p0,1,0qv
Ñ 1
D
“ 0.
This equation follows from the computation
b1p1´ vηqb1v ` r1b b0p1´ vηqsbT p0,1,0qv ` rb0p1´ vηq b 1sbT p0,1,0qv
“ ´pb0vqv ` pb0vqv “ 0 : Or1sp1q Ñ 1.
Let x, y, z P N satisfy x` y ` z “ 1. For τ “ T px, y, zq equation (5.4.4) reduces to@
O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
b¯τrysb1
Ñ O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
pinb inqbτv
Ñ 1
D
`
@
O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
1bb¯τrx`1`zs
Ñ O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
pinb inqbτv
Ñ 1
D
`
@
O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
b¯τ
Ñ O¯r1sp1q
pinb inqb1v
Ñ 1
D
“ 0.
This is satisfied as the computation shows:
pinb inq
`
rb1p1´ vηq b 1sbτv ` r1b b1p1´ vηqsbτv ` bτ p1´ vηqb1v
˘
“ pinb inqpb1v b v ´ v b b1vq “ 0´ 0 “ 0 : O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq Ñ 1.
Let v, w, x, y, z P N satisfy v`w` x` y` z “ 1. For tree (5.4.2) depicted in (2.5.4) equation
(5.4.4) takes the form@
O¯r1spxq b O¯r1spw ` 1` yq b O¯r1spv ` 1` zq
b¯T pw,x,yqb1
Ñ
O¯r1spw ` x` yq b O¯r1spv ` 1` zq
pinb inqbT pv,w`x`y,zqv
Ñ 1
D
`
@
O¯r1spxq b O¯r1spw ` 1` yq b O¯r1spv ` 1` zq
1bb¯T pv,w`1`y,zq
Ñ
O¯r1spxq b O¯r1spv ` w ` 1` y ` zq
pinb inqbT pv`w,x,y`zqv
Ñ 1
D
“ 0.
This equation follows from equation (2.5.2):
pin
b3
q
`
rbT pw,x,yqp1´ v ¨ ηq b 1sbT pv,w`x`y,zqv ` r1b bT pv,w`1`y,zqp1´ v ¨ ηqsbT pv`w,x,y`zqv
˘
“ pin
b3
qrδw`x`y,1bT pw,x,yqv b v ´ χpv “ w “ y “ z “ 0qv b bT p0,1,0qvs “ 0´ 0 “ 0 :
O¯r1spxq b O¯r1spw ` 1` yq b O¯r1spv ` 1` zq Ñ 1.
Keeping the assumption v ` w ` x ` y ` z “ 1 consider the tree τ from (5.4.3) depicted in
(2.5.3). Equation (5.4.4) on the summand indexed by τ takes the form@
O¯r1spwq b O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spv ` 1` x` 1` zq
1bb¯T pv`1`x,y,zq
Ñ
O¯r1spwq b O¯r1spv ` 1` x` y ` zq
pinb inqbT pv,w,x`y`zqv
Ñ 1
D
`
@
O¯r1spwqb O¯r1spyqb O¯r1spv` 1` x` 1` zq
p12q
„
Ñ O¯r1spyqb O¯r1spwqb O¯r1spv` 1` x` 1` zq
1bb¯T pv,w,x`1`zq
Ñ O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spv ` w ` x` 1` zq
pinb inqbT pv`w`x,y,zqv
Ñ 1
D
“ 0.
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Due to equation (2.5.1) the above holds true:
pin
b3
q
`
r1b bT pv`1`x,y,zqp1´ vηqsbT pv,w,x`y`zqv ` p12qr1b bT pv,w,x`1`zqp1´ vηqsbT pv`w`x,y,zqv
˘
“ ´pin
b3
qrχpv “ x` y ` z “ 0qv b bT p1,0,0qv ` χpv ` w ` x “ z “ 0qp12qpv b bT p0,0,1qvqs
“ 0 : O¯r1spwq b O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spv ` 1` x` 1` zq Ñ 1.
Thus the curved augmented cooperad BarO “ O¯r1sK˝ is constructed.
5.4.2 Proposition. There is a functor Bar : UCCOp Ñ CACoop, the bar construction. The
functor Bar assigns to a morphism f “ pf1, fq : OÑ P P UCCOp the morphism
Bar f “ g “ pg1, g0q : O¯r1sK˝ Ñ P¯r1sK˝,
where the graded cooperad morphism Bar1 f “ g1 “ f¯ “ f¯1K˝ comes from the map of degree 0
f¯1 “
`
O¯r1s Ă
in
Ñ Or1s
f1
Ñ Pr1s
pr
Ñ P¯r1s
˘
and the degree 1 functional is
Bar0 f “ g0 “
`
O¯r1sK˝p1q Ă
inK˝
Ñ Or1sK˝p1q
fˇ
Ñ Pr1sp1q
v
Ñ 1
˘
.
Here possibly non-vanishing components of fˇ are f1 and f0 “ fη : 1Ñ Pr1s.
Proof. Given a morphism f “ pf1, fq : OÑ P P UCCOp let us check that
Bar f “ g “ pBar1 f “ g1 “ f¯ “ f¯1K˝,Bar0 f “ g0 “ fˇvq : O¯r1sK˝ Ñ P¯r1sK˝
is indeed a morphism of CACoop. Notice that wBarOf¯ “ wBarP. It is required that
dBarOf¯ `
ÿ
x`1`z“n
∆T px,1,zqpg0 b f¯q ´∆T p0,n,0qpf¯ b g0q “ f¯d
BarP : O¯r1sK˝pnq Ñ P¯r1sK˝pnq.
All parts of this equation are f¯ -coderivations. By Corollary 4.5.2 the equation follows from its
composition with prτ rns: namely, for all τ P trpnqA â
vPvpτq
O¯r1s|v|
b¯τÝÑ O¯r1spnq
f¯1
Ñ P¯r1spnq
E
`
ÿ
x`1`z“n
t ‚
x,1,z
τ rns“τÿ
tPtrp1q
B´ â
vPvptq
O¯r1s|v|
¯
b O¯r1spnq
in
b vptq
ftvbf¯1
Ñ P¯r1spnq
F
´
τ rns ‚
0,n,0
t“τÿ
tPtrp1q
B
O¯r1spnq b
â
vPvptq
O¯r1s|v|
f¯1bin
b vptq
ftv
Ñ P¯r1spnq
F
“
A â
vPvpτq
O¯r1s|v|
bvpτqf¯1
Ñ
â
vPvpτq
P¯r1s|v|
b¯τ
Ñ P¯r1spnq
E
. (5.4.5)
Both hand sides vanish unless | vpτq| ď 2. Let us verify this equation case by case.
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When τ “ ˝, the equation says that@
1
b0ÝÑ Or1sp1q
pr
ÝÑ O¯r1sp1q
f¯1ÝÑ P¯r1sp1q
D
“
@
1
b0ÝÑ Pr1sp1q
pr
ÝÑ P¯r1sp1q
D
,
which follows from the computation
bO0 p1´ v
OηOqf1 pr “ pb
P
0 ´ f
2ηPq pr´bO0v
OηP pr “ bP0 pr .
When τ “ τ rns equation (5.4.5) claims that
@
O¯r1spnq
b¯τrns
Ñ O¯r1spnq
f¯1ÝÑ P¯r1spnq
D
`
ÿ
x`1`z“n
@
O¯r1spnq
f0vbf¯1
Ñ P¯r1spnq
D
´
@
O¯r1spnq
f¯1bf0v
Ñ P¯r1spnq
D
“
@
O¯r1spnq
f¯1ÝÑ P¯r1spnq
b¯τrns
Ñ P¯r1spnq
D
,
which follows from the obvious
b1p1´ vηqf1 pr`pn´ 1qff1 pr “ f1p1´ vηqb1 pr .
When τ “ T px, y, zq, n “ x` y ` z, equation (5.4.5) becomes
@
O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
b¯T px,y,zq
Ñ O¯r1spnq
f¯1ÝÑ P¯r1spnq
D
` δy,1
@
O¯r1sp1q b O¯r1spnq
in f1vbf¯1
Ñ P¯r1spnq
D
´ δx`z,0
@
O¯r1spnq b O¯r1sp1q
f¯1bin f1v
Ñ P¯r1spnq
D
“
@
O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
f¯1bf¯1
Ñ P¯r1spyq b P¯r1spx` 1` zq
b¯T px,y,zq
Ñ P¯r1spnq
D
,
which is proven by the computation:
bT px,y,zqp1´ vηqf1 pr`δy,1f1v b f1 pr´δx`z,0pf1 b f1vq pr
´ pf1 b f1qrp1´ vηq b p1´ vηqsbT px,y,zq pr
“ δy,1f1v b f1 pr´δx`z,0pf1 b f1vq pr´δy,1pf1 b f1qpv b 1q pr`δx`z,0pf1 b f1qp1b vq pr “ 0.
The second equation to verify
δBarO0 ´ d
BarOg0 ´∆T p0,1,0qpg0 b g0q “ f¯δ
BarP
0 : O¯r1sK˝p1q Ñ 1
takes on a summand indexed by τ with | Inp τ | “ 1 the form
´
A â
vPvpτq
O¯r1s|v|
in
b vpτq
bτ
Ñ Or1sp1q
v
ÝÑ 1
E
´
A â
vPvpτq
O¯r1s|v|
b¯τÝÑ O¯r1sp1q
in f1
Ñ Pr1sp1q
v
ÝÑ 1
E
´
t ‚
0,n,0
θ“τÿ
t,θPtrp1q
B â
vPvpτq
O¯r1s|v|
„
ÝÑ
´ â
qPvptq
O¯r1s|q|
¯
b
´ â
yPvpθq
O¯r1s|y|
¯
in
b vptq
ftvbin
b vpθq
fθvÑ 1b 1
F
“ ´
A â
vPvpτq
O¯r1s|v|
bvpτqf¯1
Ñ
â
vPvpτq
P¯r1s|v|
in
b vpτq
bτ
Ñ Pr1sp1q
v
ÝÑ 1
E
. (5.4.6)
Both hand sides vanish unless | vpτq| ď 2. Let us prove the equation case by case.
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When τ “ ˝, the equation becomes
´
@
1
b0ÝÑ Or1sp1q
v
ÝÑ 1
D
´
@
1
b¯0ÝÑ O¯r1sp1q
in f1
Ñ Pr1sp1q
v
ÝÑ 1
D
´
@
1 “ 1b 1
fbf
Ñ 1b 1 “ 1
D
“ ´
@
1
b0ÝÑ Pr1sp1q
v
ÝÑ 1
D
which follows from
´bO0v
O ´ bO0 p1´ v
OηOqf1v
P ´ f 2 “ ´bO0v
O ´ bP0v
P ` f 2ηPvP ` bO0v
O ´ f2 “ ´bP0v
P.
When τ “ τ r1s equation (5.4.6) is
´
@
O¯r1sp1q
in b1
Ñ Or1sp1q
v
ÝÑ 1
D
´
@
O¯r1sp1q
b¯1ÝÑ O¯r1sp1q
in f1
Ñ Pr1sp1q
v
ÝÑ 1
D
´
@
1b O¯r1sp1q
fbin f1v
Ñ 1b 1
D
´
@
O¯r1sp1q b 1
in f1vbf
Ñ 1b 1
D
“ ´
@
O¯r1sp1q
f¯1ÝÑ P¯r1sp1q
in b1
Ñ Pr1sp1q
v
ÝÑ 1
D
.
This follows from the computation
´ bO1v
O ´ bO1 p1´ v
OηOqf1v
P ´ fpf1vq ´ pf1vqf “ ´b
O
1 f1v
P ´ fpf1vq ` fpf1vq
“ ´f1b
P
1v
P “ ´f1p1´ v
PηPqbP1v
P.
When τ “ T px, y, zq, x` y ` z “ 1, equation (5.4.6) becomes
´
@
O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
pinb inqbT px,y,zq
Ñ Or1sp1q
v
ÝÑ 1
D
´
@
O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
b¯T px,y,zq
Ñ O¯r1sp1q
in f1
Ñ Pr1sp1q
v
ÝÑ 1
D
´ δy,1
@
O¯r1sp1q b O¯r1sp1q
in f1vbin f1v
Ñ 1b 1 “ 1
D
“ ´
@
O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
f¯1bf¯1
Ñ P¯r1spyq b P¯r1spx` 1` zq
pinb inqbT px,y,zq
Ñ Pr1sp1q
v
ÝÑ 1
D
.
This follows from the computation:
´ bT px,y,zqv
O ´ bT px,y,zqp1´ v
OηOqf1v
P ´ δy,1f1v
P b f1v
P
` pf1 b f1qrp1´ v
PηPq b p1´ vPηPqsbT px,y,zqv
P
“ ´pf1 b f1qbT px,y,zqv
P ´ δy,1f1v
P b f1v
P ` pf1 b f1qbT px,y,zqv
P
` δy,1f1v
P b f1v
P ` δx`z,0f1v
P b f1v
P ´ δx`z,0δy,1f1v
P b f1v
P “ 0.
The identity morphism f “ pid, 0q is mapped to the identity morphism Bar f “ pid, 0q. Let
us verify that Bar agrees with the composition. If h “ fg in UCCOp, h1 “ f1g1, h “ f ` g, then
h¯ “ h¯1K˝ “ f¯1K˝g¯1K˝ “ f¯ g¯, since
h¯1 “ in f1g1 pr “ in f1p1´ vηqg1 pr “ f¯1g¯1.
Furthermore,
Bar0 f ` pBar1 fqBar0 g “ Bar0 h,
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that is,
inK ˝fˇv ` f¯pinK˝qgˇv “ inK˝hˇv : O¯r1sK˝p1q Ñ 1.
In fact, this equation has to be verified on two summands only. For the summand indexed by
τ “ ˝ it reduces to f ` g “ h : 1Ñ 1, and for τ “ τ r1s to
in f1v ` f¯1 in g1v “ in f1v ` in f1p1´ vηqg1v “ in f1g1v : O¯r1sp1q Ñ 1.
The functor Bar : UCCOpÑ CACoop (the bar construction) is described.
5.5. Restrictions of bar and cobar constructions It is easy to see that the obtained func-
tors Bar and Cobar restrict to subcategories as the following diagram of functors and inclusions
of categories shows:
cCoop cOp
Cobar : ucCoop
Y
Ò
Ñ ucOp
Y
Ò
Cobar : CACoop
Y
Ò
ÐÑ UCCOp
Y
Ò
: Bar
Cobar : caCoop
Y
Ò
Ð Ñ uccOp
Y
Ò
: Bar
Cobar : acCoop
Y
Ò
ÐÑ ucdgOp
Y
Ò
: Bar
Squares of this diagram with the same direction of opposite edges commute.
Chapter 6
Twisting cochains
We use twisting cochains in order to prove that cobar and bar constructions are adjoint functors.
The remaining details are given of the example of an augmented curved cooperad C whose CobarC
is the operad of homotopy unital A8-algebras.
6.1. Definition and properties of twisting cochains
6.1.1 Definition. A degree 1 map θ : C Ñ O between a curved cooperad pC,wq and a curved
operad O that satisfies@
Cpnq
d
ÝÑ Cpnq
θ
ÝÑ Opnq
D
`
@
Cpnq
θ
ÝÑ Opnq
d
ÝÑ Opnq
D
`
ÿ
x`y`z“n
@
Cpnq
∆T px,y,zq
Ñ Cpyq b Cpx` 1` zq
θbθ
ÝÝÑ Opyq b Opx` 1` zq
‚
x,y,z
ÝÝÑ Opnq
D
“ δn,1
@
Cpnq
ε
ÝÑ 1
m0ÝÝÑ Opnq
D
` δn,1
@
Cpnq
δ0ÝÑ 1
η
ÝÑ Opnq
D
(6.1.1)
is called a twisting cochain, cf. Berger and Moerdijk [BM06, Section 8.5.3]. The summands
containing curvature are similar to that of Positselski [Pos11] for algebra and coalgebra case. The
set of twisting cochains is denoted TwpC,Aq.
Assume additionally that C is counit-complemented. The reason to consider twisting cochains
is given by the following diagram where the dashed arrow has to be constructed
cOppCobarC,Oq Ñ TwpC,Oq Ă Ñ VNpC,Oq1
OppC¯r´1sJ ,Oq ˆ Op1q1
Ó
X
i1
„
Ñ VNpC¯r´1s,Oq ˆ VNp1r´1s,Oq
i2
„
Ñ VNpCr´1s,Oq
σ´1¨´ ≀
Ò
(6.1.2)
The bijection i2 is due to direct sum decomposition C “ C¯ ‘ 1 and bijection i1 describes homo-
morphisms from a free algebra. A pair of morphisms of VN pˇf1 : C¯r´1s Ñ O, σf0 : 1r´1s Ñ Oq is
mapped to a degree 1 morphism
σ´1rpˇf1, σf0qi2s “ θ “
´
σ´1fˇ1
f0
¯
: C¯ ‘ 1Ñ O.
6.1.2 Proposition. There is unique bijection in place of dashed arrow in diagram (6.1.2) which
makes the diagram commutative.
Proof. Denote by f1 : C¯r´1sJ Ñ O morphism coming from fˇ1. We are going to show that system
of equations (5.1.2)–(5.1.3) on pf1, f0q is equivalent to equation (6.1.1) on
θ “
´
in θ
wθ
¯
“
´
σ´1fˇ1
f0
¯
.
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Three combinations of terms of (5.1.2) are f1-derivations C¯r´1sJ Ñ O, hence, the equation is
equivalent to its precomposition with in1 : C¯r´1s Ñ֒ C¯r´1sJ . System (5.1.2)–(5.1.3) becomes
fˇ1d
O ` pˇf1 b f0qm
O
T p0,n,0q ´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
pf0 b fˇ1qm
O
T px,1,zq “ dˇ
CobarCf1 : C¯r´1spnq Ñ Opnq,
mO0 ´ f0d
O ´ pf0 b f0qm
O
T p0,1,0q “ m
CobarC
0 f1 : 1Ñ Op1q.
(6.1.3)
In more detail equations (6.1.3) read
fˇ1d
O ` pˇf1 b f0qm
O
T p0,n,0q ´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
pf0 b fˇ1qm
O
T px,1,zq
“ δn,1ξ¯˝η
O ` ξ¯τ rnsfˇ1 `
ÿ
x`y`z“n
ξ¯T px,y,zqpˇf1 b fˇ1qm
O
T px,y,zq : C¯r´1spnq Ñ Opnq, (6.1.4a)
mO0 ´ f0d
O ´ pf0 b f0qm
O
T p0,1,0q “ ´wξ0η
O ´wξ1 pr fˇ1
´
ÿ
x`y`z“1
wξT px,y,zqppr fˇ1 b pr fˇ1qm
O
T px,y,zq : 1Ñ Op1q. (6.1.4b)
We have
θ “ ppr in`εwqθ “ pr σ´1fˇ1 ` εf0 : C Ñ O. (6.1.5)
Equation (6.1.1) can be rewritten as
´σθdO ` ξ1σθ ` ξ0η ` εm0 `
ÿ
x`y`z“n
ξT px,y,zqpσθ b σθqmT px,y,zq “ 0 : Cr´1s Ñ O.
Let us plug in it the expression σθ “ pr fˇ1 ` εf0 : Cr´1s Ñ O. The obtained equation is
´ pr fˇ1d
O ´ εf0d
O ` ξ1 pr fˇ1 ` ξ0η ` εm0 `
ÿ
x`y`z“n
ξT px,y,zqppr fˇ1 b pr fˇ1qmT px,y,zq
`
ÿ
x`1`z“n
pf0 b pr fˇ1qmT px,1,zq ´ ppr fˇ1 b f0qmT p0,n,0q ´ δn,1εpf0 b f0qmT p0,1,0q “ 0 :
Cr´1spnq Ñ Opnq. (6.1.6)
This equation is equivalent to the system of two equations obtained by precomposing (6.1.6) with
in : C¯r´1s Ñ֒ Cr´1s and w : 1 Ñ Cr´1sp1q. One verifies immediately that these two equations
are nothing else but (6.1.4a) and (6.1.4b).
Assume that C is a curved augmented cooperad and O is a unit-complemented curved operad.
We are going to close up the following diagram of sets
tθ P TwpC,Oq | wθ pr “ 0u Ð CACooppC,BarOq
tθ P VNpC,Oq1 | wθ pr “ 0u
Ó
X
nuCooppC¯, O¯r1sKq ˆ VNpC,1q1
Ó
X
tθσ P VNpC,Or1sq | wθσ pr “ 0u
´¨σ´1 ≀
Ò
V
NpC¯, O¯r1sq ˆ VNpC,1r1sq
≀ i3Ó
V
NpC¯,Or1sq ˆ VNp1,1r1sq
≀
Ò
Ð
„
V
NpC¯, O¯r1sq ˆ VNpC¯,1r1sq ˆ VNp1,1r1sq
≀
Ó
(6.1.7)
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Here we use that augCooppC, O¯r1sK˝q » nuCooppC¯, O¯r1sKq, isomorphism i3 is due to description
of morphisms to cofree conilpotent cooperad. The remaining isomorphisms come from decompo-
sitions C “ C¯ ‘ 1, O “ O¯ ‘ 1. A pair of morphisms of VN pgˇ1 : C¯ Ñ O¯r1s, g0σ : C Ñ 1r1sq is
mapped to a degree 1 map
θσ “
´
gˇ1 in g0σ
0 wg0σ
¯
: C¯ ‘ 1Ñ O¯r1s ‘ 1r1s, (6.1.8)
where the second column is g0σ.
6.1.3 Proposition. There is a unique top horizontal bijection in diagram (6.1.7) which makes
the diagram commutative.
Proof. Denote by g1 : C Ñ O¯r1sK˝ P augCoop and g¯1 : C¯ Ñ O¯r1sK P nuCoop morphisms coming
from gˇ1 : C¯ Ñ O¯r1s P V
N. Extend the latter notation to map
gˇ1 “ pr gˇ1 “
´
gˇ1
0
¯
: C “ C¯ ‘ 1Ñ O¯r1s.
Let us show that system of equations (5.2.2) on pg1, g0q rewritten with the use of Corollary 4.5.2
as
dC gˇ1 `
ÿ
x`1`z“n
∆T px,1,zqpg0 b gˇ1q ´∆T p0,n,0qpgˇ1 b g0q “ g1dˇ
BarO : Cpnq Ñ O¯r1spnq,
δC0 ´ d
Cg0 ´∆T p0,1,0qpg0 b g0q “ g1δ
BarO
0 : Cp1q Ñ 1, (6.1.9)
is equivalent to equation (6.1.1) for θ given by (6.1.8). Expanded form of (6.1.9) is
dC gˇ1 `
ÿ
x`1`z“n
∆T px,1,zqpg0 b gˇ1q ´∆T p0,n,0qpgˇ1 b g0q
“ δn,1ε
C b¯O0 ` gˇ1b¯τ rns `
ÿ
x`y`z“n
pr ∆¯T px,y,zqpgˇ1 b gˇ1qb¯T px,y,zq : Cpnq Ñ O¯r1spnq, (6.1.10)
δC0 ´ d
Cg0 ´∆T p0,1,0qpg0 b g0q
“ ´εCbO0v ´ gˇ1 in b
O
1v ´
ÿ
x`y`z“1
pr ∆¯T px,y,zqpgˇ1 inbgˇ1 inqbT px,y,zqv : Cp1q Ñ 1. (6.1.11)
Now let us plug in equation (6.1.1) the expression
θσ “ ppr in`εwqθσppr in`vηq “ pr gˇ1 in` pr in g0η ` εwg0η “ pr gˇ1 in`g0η : C Ñ Or1s,
rewriting the equation preliminarily as
´dθσ ` θσb1 `
ÿ
x`y`z“n
∆T px,y,zqpθσ b θσqbT px,y,zq ` δn,1εb0 ` δn,1δ0η “ 0 : Cpnq Ñ Or1spnq.
We get
´ d pr gˇ1 in´dg0η ` pr gˇ1 in b1 `
ÿ
x`y`z“n
∆T px,y,zqppr gˇ1 inb pr gˇ1 inqbT px,y,zq
`∆T p0,n,0qppr gˇ1 inbg0q ´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
∆T px,1,zqpg0 b pr gˇ1 inq
´ δn,1∆T p0,1,0qpg0 b g0qη ` δn,1εb0 ` δn,1δ0η “ 0 : Cpnq Ñ Or1spnq,
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Postcomposing this equation with pr : Or1spnq Ñ O¯r1spnq and with v : Or1sp1q Ñ 1 we get,
respectively, (6.1.10) and (6.1.11). For this identification we use the following computation:
pr ∆¯T px,y,zq “ pr in∆T px,y,zqpprb prq “ p1´ εwq∆T px,y,zqpprb prq
“ ∆T px,y,zqpprb prq ´ εχpx “ z “ 0, y “ 1qpw prbw prq “ ∆T px,y,zqpprb prq.
Thus, the required bijection is constructed.
6.1.4 Example. For any counit-complemented curved cooperad C there is a twisting cochain
θ “
`
C
pr
Ñ C¯
σ´1
Ñ C¯r´1s
ηJ
Ñ C¯r´1sJ “ CobarC
˘
,
corresponding to idCobarC P cOp, see diagram (6.1.2) with O “ CobarC.
For any unit-complemented curved operad O there is a twisting cochain
θ “
`
BarO “ O¯r1sK˝
εK˝Ñ O¯r1s
σ´1
Ñ O¯
in
Ñ O
˘
,
see diagram (6.1.7) with C “ BarO. It corresponds to idBarO P CACoop.
6.1.5 Proposition. The actions
cCooppC,Dq ˆ TwpD,Oq ÝÑ TwpC,Oq, pg, θq ÞÝÑ g á θ “ g1θ ` g0η,
TwpC,Oq ˆ cOppO,Pq ÝÑ TwpC,Pq, pθ, fq ÞÝÑ θ à f “ θf1 ` εf0
make Tw into a cCoop - cOp-bimodule, in other words into a functor Tw : cCoopop ˆ cOpÑ Set.
Proof. One easily verifies that g á θ and θ à f satisfy (6.1.1), both actions are associative and
pgá θq à f “ g á pθ à fq.
6.1.6 Proposition. Let C run over counit-complemented curved cooperads and let O run over
curved operads. The bijection of Proposition 6.1.2
cOppCobarC,Oq Ñ TwpC,Oq (6.1.12)
is an isomorphism of ucCoop-cOp-bimodules.
Proof. First of all, (6.1.12) is a homomorphism with respect to the right action of h P cOppO, Bq.
In fact, for an arbitrary f P cOppCobarC,Oqˆ
σ´1­pf ¨ hq1
pf ¨ hq0
˙
“
ˆ
σ´1 fˇ1h1
f0h1 ` h0
˙
“
ˆ
σ´1fˇ1
f0
˙
à h : C¯ ‘ 1Ñ O.
Secondly, (6.1.12) is a homomorphism with respect to the left action of j P ucCooppD,Cq,
that is, with the use of (6.1.5) for an arbitrary f P cOppCobarC,Oq
pr σ´1 ­rpCobar jqfs1 ` εrpCobar jqfs0 “ já ppr σ´1fˇ1 ` εf0q : D Ñ O. (6.1.13)
In fact, the left hand side is
pr σ´1 ­pCobar1 jqf1 ` εrpCobar0 jqf1 ` f0s
“ prσ´1 in j0η ` pr σ
´1 in j1 pr fˇ1 ` εrwj0η `wj1 pr fˇ1 ` f0s
“ p1´ εwqσ´1j0η ` p1´ εwqσ
´1j1 pr fˇ1 ` εwσ
´1j0η ` εwσ
´1j1 pr fˇ1 ` εf0
“ σ´1j0η ` σ
´1j1 pr fˇ1 ` j1εf0 “ j1 pr σ
´1fˇ1 ` j1εf0 ` j0η,
which is the right hand side of (6.1.13).
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6.1.7 Corollary. Let C run over curved augmented cooperads and let O run over unit-complemented
curved operads. Then bijection (6.1.12) restricts to isomorphisms
uccOppCobarC,Oq
„
Ñ tθ P TwpC,Oq | wθ “ 0u
UCCOppCobarC,Oq
Ó
X
„
Ñ tθ P TwpC,Oq | wθ pr “ 0u
Ó
X
of caCoop-uccOp-bimodules, resp. of CACoop-UCCOp-bimodules. When C runs over augmented
curved cooperads and O runs over unit-complemented dg-operads, the former isomorphism be-
comes an isomorphism of acCoop-ucdgOp-bimodules
ucdgOppCobarC,Oq
„
Ñ tθ P TwpC,Oq | wθ “ 0u.
Proof. Just notice that tθ P TwpC,Oq | wθ “ 0u is a caCoop-uccOp-subbimodule (resp. acCoop-
ucdgOp-subbimodule) of tθ P TwpC,Oq | wθ pr “ 0u.
6.1.8 Proposition. Let C run over curved augmented cooperads and let O run over unit-
complemented curved operads. The bijection of Proposition 6.1.3
tθ P TwpC,Oq | wθ pr “ 0u Ð
„
CACooppC,BarOq (6.1.14)
is an isomorphism of CACoop-UCCOp-bimodules.
Proof. First of all, (6.1.14) is a homomorphism with respect to the left action of j P CACooppD,Cq.
In fact, for an arbitrary pg1, g0q P CACooppC,BarOq the element j ¨ pg1, g0q “ pj1g1, j0 ` j1g0q is
mapped to `
j1gˇ1σ
´1 j0 ` j1g0
˘
“ já
`
gˇ1σ
´1 g0
˘
: C Ñ O¯‘ 1.
Secondly, (6.1.14) is a homomorphism with respect to the right action of h P UCCOppO,Pq.
That is, for an arbitrary g “ pg1, g0q P CACooppC,BarOq whose image in TwpC,Oq is θ “
pr gˇ1σ
´1 in`g0η we have
pr ­pg ¨ Bar hq1σ´1 in`pg ¨ Bar hq0η “ ppr gˇ1σ´1 in`g0ηq à h. (6.1.15)
In fact, noting that fˇ “ in f pr1 for f “ g1 Bar1 h we find
­pg1 Bar1 hq “ in g1 pr1 in h1 pr “ gˇ1 in h1 pr .
Therefore, the left hand side of (6.1.15) is
pr ­pg1 Bar1 hqσ´1 in`pg0 ` g1 Bar0 hqη
“ pr gˇ1 in h1 prσ
´1 in`g0η ` pr gˇ1 in h1vη ` εh0vη
“ pr gˇ1 in h1σ
´1p1´ vηq ` g0η ` pr gˇ1 in h1σ
´1vη ` εh0vη
“ pr gˇ1 in h1σ
´1 ` g0ηh1 ` εhηvη “ pr gˇ1σ
´1 in h1 ` g0ηh1 ` εh0,
which is the right hand side of (6.1.15).
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6.1.9 Corollary. Let C run over curved augmented cooperads and let O run over unit-complemented
curved operads. Then bijection (6.1.14) restricts to an isomorphism
tθ P TwpC,Oq | wθ “ 0u Ð
„
caCooppC,BarOq
of caCoop-uccOp-bimodules. Furthermore, when C runs over augmented curved cooperads and
O runs over unit-complemented dg-operads, the above bijection is an isomorphism
tθ P TwpC,Oq | wθ “ 0u Ð
„
acCooppC,BarOq
of acCoop-ucdgOp-bimodules.
6.1.10 Theorem. The rows of the following diagram give rise to bar-cobar adjunctions
Cobar : CACoopÐÑ UCCOp : Bar
Cobar : caCoop
Y
Ò
Ð Ñ uccOp
Y
Ò
: Bar
Cobar : acCoop
Y
Ò
ÐÑ ucdgOp
Y
Ò
: Bar
Proof. Follows from Corollary 6.1.7, Proposition 6.1.8 and Corollary 6.1.9.
6.1.11 Example. Let C “ pC,∆, εq denote the gr-cooperad over k “ Z from Example 4.7.2.
It admits a non-trivial augmented curved cooperad structure pC, dC “ 0, δ0,wq. Namely, δ0 :
Cp1q´2 “ Ztfn0;n1 | n0, n1 P Nu Ñ Z is given by
pf0;1qδ0 “ ´1, pf1;0qδ0 “ 1, pfn0;n1qδ0 “ 0 in other cases.
The augmentation w : ZÑ Cp1q0 is the bijection taking 1 to f1. This augmented curved cooperad
coincides with the one constructed by Hirsh and Mille`s [HM12, Lemma 6.1.7].
We have to check that for all elements c “ fn0;n1;...;nt P C¯pnq
´2t, n “
řt
i“0 ni, we have
c∆T p0,n,0qp1b δ0q “
ÿ
x`1`z“n
c∆T px,1,zqpδ0 b 1q. (6.1.16)
If t “ 0 both sides vanish. If t ą 0, then the left hand side is computed as
p1bn0 b jb 1bn1 b j b ¨ ¨ ¨ b j b 1bntq b pf1 b fn0`¨¨¨`nt`t´1 ` fn0`¨¨¨`nt`t´1 b f1q b f2
ÞÑ δn0,0fn1;...;nt b f0;1δ0 ` δnt,0fn0;...;nt´1 b f1;0δ0
“ δn0,0fn1;...;nt ´ δnt,0fn0;...;nt´1 “ fn0;n1;...;nt∆T p0,n,0qp1b δ0q.
The right hand side of (6.1.16) is computed as
p1bn0 b j b 1bn1 b jb ¨ ¨ ¨ b jb 1bntq b
ÿ
a`2`b“n0`¨¨¨`nt`t
pfba1 b f2 b f
bb
1 q b fa`1`b
ÞÑ
tÿ
i“1
χpni´1 ą 0qpf
bpn0`¨¨¨`ni´1´1q
1 b f1;0 b f
bpni`¨¨¨`ntq
1 q b fn0;...;ni´1`ni;...;nt
`
tÿ
i“1
χpni ą 0qpf
bpn0`¨¨¨`ni´1q
1 b f0;1 b f
bp´1`ni`¨¨¨`ntq
1 q b fn0;...;ni´1`ni;...;nt
ÞÑ ´
tÿ
i“1
χpni´1 ą 0qfn0;...;ni´1`ni;...;nt `
tÿ
i“1
χpni ą 0qfn0;...;ni´1`ni;...;nt
“
ÿ
x`1`z“n
fn0;n1;...;nt∆T px,1,zqpδ0 b 1q.
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Here for any condition P the value χpP q “ 1 if P holds true and χpP q “ 0 otherwise. The right
hand side can be also written as
´
tÿ
i“1
p1´ δni´1,0qfn0;...;ni´1`ni;...;nt `
tÿ
i“1
p1´ δni,0qfn0;...;ni´1`ni;...;nt
“
t´1ÿ
k“0
δnk ,0fn0;...;xnk;...;nt ´
tÿ
i“1
δni,0fn0;...;xni;...;nt “ δn0,0fn1;...;nt ´ δnt,0fn0;...;nt´1,
where indices under p´ are omitted. This coincides with the left hand side. Obviously, wδ0 “
pf1qδ0 “ 0. Thus, C is an augmented curved cooperad.
Let us show that for the above augmented curved cooperad C the unit-complemented dg-op-
erad CobarC “ C¯r´1sJ is isomorphic to Ahu8 . This is already proven by Hirsh and Mille`s
[HM12, Theorem 6.1.8]. In fact, the graded operad C¯r´1sJ is freely generated by fn0;n1;...;ntσ
´1 P
C¯r´1spnq1´2t, n “
řt
i“0 ni, either n` t ą 1 or t “ 1, n0 “ n1 “ 0. These elements are mapped to
generators bn0;n1;...;nt P A
hu
8 pnq
1´2t if n` t ą 1 and f0;0σ
´1 is mapped to i, which we denote also by
b0;0 P A
hu
8 p0q
´1 for uniformity. This establishes an isomorphism of graded operads C¯r´1sJ
„
ÝÑ Ahu8 ,
since the latter is freely generated by all bn0;n1;...;nt including b0;0. Let us verify that under this
identification the differentials in C¯r´1sJ and Ahu8 coincide.
The differential in C¯r´1sJ is given by
pfn0;n1;...;ntσ
´1qd “ fn0;n1;...;ntδ0 ´
ÿ
x`y`z“n
fn0;n1;...;nt∆¯T px,y,zqpσ
´1
‚
x,y,z
σ´1q.
In presentation C » J d P of Example 4.7.2 the element fn0;n1;...;nt∆ P pC d Cqpnq is
k,i1,...,iką0ÿ
i1`¨¨¨`ik“n`t
rp1bn0 b j b 1bn1 b jb ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1bnt´1 b jb 1bntq b pfi1 b fi2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fikqsϑb fk.
Only certain summands of its expansion will contribute to ∆¯T p , , q. All of them appear in
rp1bn0 b jb 1bn1 b j b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1bnt´1 b jb 1bntq b f
bpn`tq
1 qsϑb fn`t
`
rą1, a`cą0ÿ
a`r`c“n`t
rp1bn0 b j b 1bn1 b jb ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1bnt´1 b jb 1bntq b pfba1 b fr b f
bc
1 qsϑb fa`1`c.
Namely, f0;0σ
´1d “ 0 and if n ` t ą 1, then
ř
x`y`z“n fn0;n1;...;nt∆¯T px,y,zq is the sum of
tÿ
i“1
p1bpn0`¨¨¨`ni´1q b f0;0 b 1
bpni`¨¨¨`ntqq b fn0;...;ni´2;ni´1`1`ni;ni`1;...;nt (6.1.17)
and of terms of
rą1, a`cą0ÿ
a`r`c“n`t
p1bn0 b jb 1bn1 b j b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1bnt´1 b jb 1bntq b p1ba b fr b 1
bcq b fa`1`c (6.1.18)
transformed by moving all j’s on first a and last c positions to fa`1`c. The remaining j’s are
absorbed by fr.
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On the other hand, b0;0d “ 0 and if n ` t ą 1, then
bn0;n1;...;ntd “ rp1
bn0 b jb 1bn1 b jb ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1bnt´1 b j b 1bntqbn`tsd
“
tÿ
i“1
p1bn0 b jb ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1bni´1 b 1su b 1bni b ¨ ¨ ¨ b jb 1bntqbn`t (6.1.19)
´
tÿ
i“1
p1bpn0`¨¨¨`ni´1q b b0;0 b 1
bpni`¨¨¨`ntqq b bn0;...;ni´2;ni´1`1`ni;ni`1;...;nt (6.1.20)
´
rą1, a`cą0ÿ
a`r`c“n`t
p1bn0 b j b 1bn1 b j b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1bnt´1 b jb 1bntq b p1ba b br b 1
bcq b ba`1`c, (6.1.21)
where each summand of the last sum is transformed via the same pattern as above: all j’s on first
a and last c positions are moved to ba`1`c and the remaining j’s are absorbed by br.
One verifies immediately that (6.1.19) equals fn0;n1;...;ntδ0. In fact, both vanish unless n`t “ 2
and it remains to consider the cases of b2, b0;1, b1;0, b0;0;0 separately. For instance, in the case of
b0;0;0 we have
p1su b jqb2 ` pj b 1
suqb2 “ ´j ` j “ 0.
Sum (6.1.20) agrees with (6.1.17) and transformed sums (6.1.18) and (6.1.21) also agree.
Expanding (6.1.21) we find that for n` t ą 1
bn0;n1;...;ntd “ fn0;n1;...;ntδ0
´
tÿ
i“1
p1bpn0`¨¨¨`ni´1q b b0;0 b 1
bpni`¨¨¨`ntqq b bn0;...;ni´2;ni´1`1`ni;ni`1;...;nt
´
p,qě0ÿ
1ďiďt´1
ni´p´qě2
p1bpn0`¨¨¨`ni´1`pq b bni´p´q b 1
bpq`ni`1`¨¨¨`ntqq b bn0;...;ni´1;p`1`q;ni`1;...;nt
´
0ďi,kďt`1
k´ią1ÿ2
0ďpďni
0ďqďnk´1
p1bpn0`¨¨¨`ni´1`pq b bni´p;ni`1;...;nk´1´q b 1
bpq`nk`¨¨¨`ntqq b bn0;...;ni´1;p`1`q;nk;...;nt .
Here 2 reminds that two kinds of terms are not included in the sum: one corresponding to i “ k´2,
p “ ni, q “ nk´1 (b0;0 would appear in the place of the first b), another with i “ 0, k “ t ` 1,
p “ 0 “ q (b1 would appear for the last b).
6.2. Curved coalgebras over curved cooperads
6.2.1 Definition. A curved comodule N over a curved cooperad C is a triple pN, dN , δq, consisting
of a plain right C-comodule pN, δ : N Ñ Nd¯Cq P VM and a linear map d “ dN : N Ñ N of
degree 1 (an pidN ; idC , dCq-coderivation) such that
N
δ
Ñ Nd¯C
“
N
1`dNp
Ó
δ
Ñ Nd¯C
p1`dN pqd¯p1`dCpq
Ó
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d2N “
@
Npnq
δn
Ñ Npnq b Cp1q
1bδ0
Ñ Npnq
D
. (6.2.1)
Morphism f : N Ñ K of curved comodules over a curved cooperad C is a morphism of plain
C-comodules commuting with derivations:
fdK “ dNf.
The category of curved comodules over C is denoted comod-C.
A curved coalgebra over a curved augmented cooperad C is a curved comodule pV, dV , δq
with M “ 0. It consists of an object V , map d “ dV : V Ñ V of degree 1 and a family
δ “ pδl : V Ñ V
bl b Cplqqlě0 coinciding with a coaction δ : V Ñ V d¯C. The category of curved
coalgebras over C is denoted C-cCoalg.
Notice that both sides of equation (6.2.1) are pidN ; idC , d
2
Cq-coderivations. For the left hand
side this follows from Remark 4.4.1. For the right hand side this is proven by the following
computation which uses (2.4.7) for l1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ lk “ 1 and for l1 “ k P N
1. For any n1, . . . , nk P M
and n “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk we haveÿ
x`1`z“k
@
Npnq
δn1,...,nkÑ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq
1bxbδnx`1 p1bδ0qb1
bz`1
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnx`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq
D
`
@
Npnq
δn1,...,nkÑ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq
1bkbd2CÑ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq
D
“
ÿ
x`1`z“k
@
Npnq
δn1,...,nkÑ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq
1bkb∆T px,1,zq
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cp1q b Cpkq
1bkbδ0b1
Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq
D
`
@
Npnq
δn1,...,nkÑ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq
1bkbd2CÑ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq
D
“
@
Npnq
δn1,...,nkÑ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq
1bkb∆T p0,k,0q
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq b Cp1q
1bpk`1qbδ0
Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq
D
“
@
Npnq
δnÝÑ Npnq b Cp1q
1bδ0
Ñ Npnq
δn1,...,nkÑ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq
D
.
Produce from a connected curved augmented cooperad C the augmented comonad K “ KC
in W` “ W
0
`, M “ 0. The category of K-coalgebras W`K contains the full subcategory W
f
`K of
cofree K-coalgebras. They are of the form pVK,∆ : VK Ñ V KKq for V P ObW, equivalently,
of the form pV r1s d Cr´1s, 1 d ∆r´1s : V r1s d Cr´1s Ñ V r1s d C d Cr´1sq. According to
Lemma 1.1.4 the k-module of morphisms is
W
f
`KpV K,WKq »W`pV K,W q.
We could take for N P WN` an arbitrary collection, but for simplicity we take N “ V r1s
concentrated in zero arity for V P W`, M “ 0. Consider an pidNdC ; idC , dCq-coderivation ∇ :
N d C Ñ N d C of degree 1, see Section 4.4. It can be presented as ∇ “ 1N d dC ` b, where b
is an pidNdC ; idC , 0q-coderivation. The latter is determined by a degree 1 map bˇ : N d C Ñ N
through the equation
1` bp “
`
N d C
1Nd∆
Ñ N d C d C
p1Ndε`bˇpqd1C
Ñ N d C
˘
.
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As shown in (4.8.3) the restriction of b to n-th summand is given by
b “
B
V r1sbn b Cpnq
p1b∆T px,y,zqq
Ñ
x`1`z“là
x`y`z“n
V r1sbn b Cpyq b Cplq
„
ÝÑ
x`1`z“là
x`y`z“n
V r1sbx b pV r1sby b Cpyqq b V r1sbz b Cplq
ř
1bxby bˇb1bzb1
Ñ
à
lě0
V r1sbl b Cplq
F
. (6.2.2)
The degree 1 maps ibˇ : V r1s
bibCpiq Ñ V r1s induces by closedness ofW degree 1 maps bˇi : Cpiq Ñ
WpV r1sbi, V r1sq. They combine to a map of collections b “ pσbˇiqiPN : Cr´1s Ñ EndpV r1sq in W
preserving the degree. Equivalently, V r1s is an algebra over the free operad generated by Cr´1s:
there is an action α : Cr´1sFoÑ EndpV r1sq.
Due to Remark 4.4.1 ∇2 is an pidNdC ; idC , d
2
Cq-coderivation of degree 2. Hence, the difference
∇
2 ´ 1N d d
2
C is an pidNdC ; idC , 0q-coderivation of degree 2. Another pidNdC ; idC , 0q-coderivation
δˆ0 of degree 2 is determined by δ0 from the infinitesimal morphism of comodules
1` δˆ0p “
`
N d C
1Nd∆
Ñ N d C d C
1Ndpε`δ0pqd1C
Ñ N d C
˘
,
deg p “ ´2. The comodule morphism property is obvious from the diagram
N d C
1Nd∆
Ñ N d C d C
1Ndpε`δ0pqd1C
Ñ N d C
“ “
N d C d C
1d∆
Ó
1Nd∆d1C
Ñ N d C d C d C
1d1d∆
Ó
1Ndpε`δ0pqd1Cd1C
Ñ N d C d C
1d∆
Ó
Thus the restriction of inner coderivation δˆ0 to n-th summand is given by
δˆ0 “
@
V r1sbn b Cpnq
1b
ř
x`1`z“n∆T px,1,zq
Ñ V r1sbn b Cp1q b Cpnq
1bδ0b1
Ñ V r1sbn b Cpnq
D
.
6.2.2 Proposition. Let V P WN` and let C be a connected curved augmented cooperad. The
following are equivalent:
1) A degree 0 map b “ pσbˇiqiPN : Cr´1s Ñ EndpV r1sq such that ∇ “ 1 d dC ` b : V r1s d C Ñ
V r1s d C satisfies the equation
∇
2 ´ 1d d2C “ δˆ0, (6.2.3)
where b is given by (6.2.2).
2) A collection of degree 1 maps ibˇ : V r1s
bi b Cpiq Ñ V r1s that determines b via (6.2.2) and
satisfies
δn,1
@
V r1sbnbCpnq
1bδ0
Ñ V r1s
D
“
@
V r1sbnbCpnq
1bd`b
Ñ ‘lě0V r1s
blbCplq
pl bˇqÝÝÑ V r1s
D
. (6.2.4)
3) A curved C-coalgebra pV r1s d C,∇ : V r1s d C Ñ V r1s d Cq, cofree as a C-coalgebra.
Proof. The both hand sides of (6.2.3) are pidV r1sdC ; idC , 0q-coderivations. Hence, this equation is
equivalent to ∇2εK “ δn,11 b δ0 : V r1s
bn b Cpnq Ñ V r1s. In detail this is (6.2.4). Thus, 1) and
2) are equivalent.
We have
1d d2C ` δˆ0 “ ∆T p0,n,0q ¨ p1b δ0q : V r1s
bn b Cpnq Ñ V r1sbn b Cpnq
due to (5.2.1). Therefore, (6.2.3) is equivalent to (6.2.1) for N “ V r1s d C, thus, 1) and 3) are
equivalent.
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Using (4.8.3) we rewrite (6.2.4) as a system of equations for arbitrary n P N:
δn,1
@
Cpnq
δ0ÝÑ 1
1˙V r1s
Ñ VpV r1s, V r1sq
D
“
@
Cpnq
d
ÝÑ Cpnq n
bˇ
ÝÑ VpV r1sbn, V r1sq
D
`
B
Cpnq
∆T px,y,zq
Ñ
x`1`z“là
x`y`z“n
Cpyq b Cplq
‘bˇybbˇl
Ñ
x`1`z“là
x`y`z“n
VpV r1sby, V r1sq b VpV r1sbl, V r1sq
‚
x,y,z
Ñ VpV r1sbn, V r1sq
F
, (6.2.5)
where ‚
x,y,z
is the binary multiplication in the operad EndpV r1sq. Similar binary multiplications
can be used in the definition of an arbitrary operad, in particular, for Cr´1sFo. The composite
b “
`
C
σ´1
Ñ Cr´1s Ñ֒ Cr´1sFo
˘
allows to write down a map
Dpnq “ ´
@
Cpnq
δ0ÝÑ 1
η
ÝÑ Cr´1sFopnq
D
`
@
Cpnq
d
ÝÑ Cpnq
bpnq
ÝÝÑ Cr´1sFopnq
D
`
A
Cpnq
∆T px,y,zq
Ñ
à
x`y`z“n
Cpyq b Cpx` 1` zq
‘bpyqbbpx`1`zq
Ñ
à
x`y`z“n
Cr´1sFopyq b Cr´1sFopx` 1` zq
‚
x,y,z
Ñ Cr´1sFopnq
E
.
Its image consists of “elements”, whose action in V r1s vanishes. Define an operad in V as the
quotient O˜ “ Cr´1sFo{pImDq over the ideal generated by ImDpnq for all n ě 0. Clearly, a
curved cofree K-coalgebra is the same as an O˜-algebra in V.
Now let us use the augmentation of C. The identity
`
1
w
ÝÑ C
ε
ÝÑ 1
˘
“ id implies that
C “ 1 ‘ C¯ for the collection C¯ “ Ker ε. The map b : Cr´1s Ñ EndpV r1sq, restricts to
a map 1p1q
w
ÝÑ Cp1q
b
ÝÑ WpV r1s, V r1sq, which by closedness is equivalent to a degree 1 map
d : V r1s Ñ V r1s. The map d satisfies the equation d2 “ wδ0 ´ pwdCqbˇ1, which is just (6.2.5)
applied to w. There is also restriction b “ b| : C¯r´1s Ñ EndpV r1sq and the canonical degree 1
map
b “
`
C¯
σ´1
Ñ C¯r´1s Ñ֒ C¯r´1sFo
˘
.
6.2.3 Proposition. There is a functor from the category of curved cofree C-coalgebras to cate-
gory CobarC-cAlg of curved CobarC-algebras,`
V r1s,b : Cr´1s Ñ EndpV r1sq
˘
ÞÑ
`
V r1s, pwσ´1qb, α : CobarC Ñ EndpV r1sq
˘
.
Proof. A coderivation b in VK amounts to a degree 1 map d “ wb : V r1s Ñ V r1s such that
d2 “ wδ0 ´ pwdCqbˇ1 and an action C¯r´1sFo Ñ EndpV r1sq. Equation (6.2.3) or equivalently
vanishing of ImD in EndpV r1sq can be written as chain property for the action map α:
Cr´1spnq
α
ÑWpV r1sbn, V r1sq
Cr´1sFopnq
d
Ó
α
ÑWpV r1sbn, V r1sq
r´,ds
Ó
(6.2.6)
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where rf,ds “ fd´ p´1qf
ř
x`1`z“np1
bx b db 1bzqf is the usual commutator for an “element”
f : X ÑWpV r1sbn, V r1sq and
d “ ‚d´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
d ‚
x,1,z
´ σDpnq (6.2.7)
“ ‚d´
ÿ
x`1`z“n
d ‚
x,1,z
` σδ0 ´ σdσ
´1 ´
ÿ
x`y`z“n
σ∆T px,y,zqpσ
´1
‚
x,y,z
σ´1q,
where d “ wσ´1 P Cp1qr´1s1 is the composition 1
w
ÝÑ Cp1q
σ´1
ÝÝÑ Cp1qr´1s, and ‚
x,y,z
means the
multiplication in Cr´1sFo:
‚
x,y,z
: Cr´1sFopyq b Cr´1sFopx` 1` zq Ñ Cr´1sFopx` y ` zq.
For instance,
dd “ d‚d` d‚d` wδ0 ´ wdCσ
´1 ´ d‚d “ d‚d` wδ0 ´ wdCσ
´1.
Due to (5.2.3) the restriction of the derivation d to C¯pnqr´1s has its image in C¯r´1sFopnq. In
fact, σdσ´1 takes C¯pnqr´1s to itself. Summands of (6.2.7) containing d cancel against summands
of ∆T px,y,zq containing w. Thus,
d “ σδ0 ´ σdCσ
´1 ´
ÿ
x`y`z“n
σ∆¯T px,y,zqpσ
´1
‚
x,y,z
σ´1q
“ ξ0 ` ξ1 `
ÿ
x`y`z“n
ξ¯T px,y,zq inT px,y,zq : C¯pnqr´1s Ñ C¯r´1sFopnq. (6.2.8)
Equip V r1s with the differential wb. Then (6.2.6) shows that
`
V r1s,wb, α : CobarC Ñ
EndpV r1sq
˘
is a CobarC-algebra.
Clearly, morphisms of curved cofree C-coalgebras are taken to morphisms of curved CobarC-
algebras.
6.3. Curved algebras over curved operads
6.3.1 Definition. A curved module M over a curved operad O is a triple pM, dM , αq, consisting
of a plain right O-module pM,α : M d O Ñ Mq P VM and a map d “ dM : M Ñ M of degree 1
(an pidM ; idO, dOq-derivation) such that
M d O
α
ÑM
“
M d O
p1`dMpqdp1`dOpq
Ó
α
ÑM
1`dMp
Ó
p1M bm
O
0 qα` d
2
M “ 0 :Mpnq ÑMpnq. (6.3.1)
Morphism f : M Ñ L of curved modules over a curved operad O is a morphism of plain O-modules
commuting with derivations:
fdL “ dMf.
The category of curved modules over O is denoted mod-O.
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A curved O-algebra is a curved O-module with M “ 0. Equivalently, it is a triple pV, d, αq,
consisting of an object V , a map d “ dV : V Ñ V of degree 1 and a morphism pα, 0q : O Ñ
EndpV, dq P cOp, where curved structure of EndpV, dq is that of Example 5.1.7. Thus, α is an
action and
αdEnd V “ dOα, p1V bm
O
0 qα ` d
2
V “ 0.
The category of curved algebras over O is denoted O-cAlg.
Dually to Section 6.2 one can prove that the both terms of equation (6.3.1) are pidM ; idO, d
2
O
q-
derivations.
Recall that pW,bq denotes the symmetric monoidal category VN of N-graded objects X “
pXnqnPN of V equipped with the usual tensor product pXbY qm “ ‘k`l“mXkbYl. The symmetry
in W is induced by that of V.
Let us describe another side of the bar construction: unit-complemented curved operad O “
p1‘ O¯, dq in W with O¯ PWN`` is taken to augmented curved cooperad C “ p1‘ C¯, dq in W with
C¯ P WN``. Start with a unit-complemented curved operad O in W. Produce the monad J “ JO
in W:
VJ “
à
nPN
V r´1sbn b Opnqr1s.
A J-algebra consists of
`
A, α “ pαn : Ar´1s
bnbOpnqr1s Ñ Aqně0
˘
. The category of algebras
over the monad J is isomorphic to the category of algebras over the operad O via the shift map
pA, αq ÞÑ
`
Ar´1s, pαnr´1s : Ar´1s
bn b Opnq Ñ Ar´1sqně0
˘
. The category of J-algebras WJ
contains the full subcategory WJf of free J-algebras. They are of the form pVJ, m : V JJ Ñ VJq
for V P ObW, equivalently, of the form pV r´1sdOr1s, 1dµr1s : V r´1sdOdOr1s Ñ V r´1sdOr1sq.
According to Lemma 1.1.4 the module of morphisms is
W
J
f pVJ,WJq »WpV,WJq.
More generally, the following bijections are inverse to each other:
WpV,Aq ÐÑ WJpVJ, Aq,
f Ñ fˆ “
`
VJ
fJ
Ñ AJ
α
Ñ A
˘
,
gˇ “ ηJ ¨ g Ð g.
Consider an pidV Jr´1s; idO, dq-derivation ∇ : V Jr´1s Ñ V Jr´1s, V P W, see (4.1.6). An
example of such derivation is 1Ndd “ 1bd, given by 1
bnbd : V r´1sbnbOpnq Ñ V r´1sbnbOpnq,
n ě 0. Here the collection N is V r´1s concentrated in arity 0. The difference of two such
coderivations b “ ∇ ´ 1 b d is an pidV Jr´1s; idO, 0q-derivation. Furthermore, ∇
2 and 1 b d2 are
pidV Jr´1s; idO, d
2q-derivations of degree 2. Hence, ∇2 ´ 1 b d2 is an pidV Jr´1s; idO, 0q-derivation
of degree 2. Another pidV Jr´1s; idO, 0q-derivation mˆ0 of degree 2 is determined by m0 from the
infinitesimal morphism of modules
1` mˆ0p “
`
N d O
1Ndpη`m0pqd1OÑ N d Od O
1Ndm
Ñ N d O
˘
, (6.3.2)
deg p “ ´2. The module morphism property is obvious from
N d Od O
1Ndpη`m0pqd1Od1OÑ N d Od Od O
1Ndmd1OÑ N d Od O
“ “
N d O
1dm
Ó
1Ndpη`m0pqd1O Ñ N d Od O
1d1dm
Ó
1Ndm
Ñ N d O
1dm
Ó
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6.3.2 Proposition. Let V PW and let O be a unit-complemented curved operad. The following
data are equivalent:
1) An pidVJr´1s; idO, 0q-derivation b : V Jr´1s Ñ V Jr´1s of degree 1 which satisfies the equation
p1b d` bq2 ´ 1b d2 ` mˆ0 “ 0 : VJr´1s Ñ VJr´1s (6.3.3)
where mˆ0 is given by (6.3.2).
2) An pidV Jr´1s; idO, 0q-derivation b : VJr´1s Ñ VJr´1s of degree 1 which satisfies the equations,
n P N,
ηJr´1sbp1b d` bq ` δn,11bm0 “ 0 : V r´1s Ñ V r´1s
bn b Opnq. (6.3.4)
3) A curved O-algebra pV r´1s d O, 1d d` b : V r´1s d OÑ V r´1s d Oq, free as an O-algebra.
Proof. Equivalence of 1) and 2) is due to freeness of V J.
Properties 1) and 3) are equivalent since
mˆ0 ´ 1d d
2 “ p1bmO0 qα : V r´1s d OÑ V r´1s d O
thanks to (5.1.1).
6.3.3 Proposition. Let O be a unit-complemented curved operad in W with O¯ P WN``. Then
there is a functor
pVJ, 1b d` b : V Jr´1s Ñ VJr´1sq ÞÑ pV r´1s, δ : V r´1s Ñ V r´1s d O¯r1sK˝q
from the category of curved free O-algebras to category BarpO, m,´d,m0, η, vq-cCoalg of curved
BarpO, m,´d,m0, η, vq-coalgebras.
Proof. A derivation b determines a sequence of degree 1 maps nbˇ : V r´1s Ñ V r´1s
bn b Opnq,
n P N. Equivalently, it determines a sequence of degree 0 maps@
V r´1s
n bˇ
Ñ V r´1sbn b Opnq
1bσ
Ñ V r´1sbn b Opnqr1s
D
.
Namely, an equation dual to (4.8.3) holds:
b “
B
VJr´1s “
à
ně0
V r´1sbn b Opnq
‘n
ř
1bxby bˇb1bzb1
Ñ
x`1`z“nà
x,y,zě0
V r´1sbx b V r´1sby b Opyq b V r´1sbz b Opnq
„
ÝÑ
à
x,y,zě0
V r´1sbpx`y`zq b Opyq b Opx` 1` zq
p1b ‚
x,y,z
q
Ñ
à
lě0
V r´1sbl b Oplq “ VJr´1s
F
.
The sequence nbˇ splits into two parts: a map d “ ´1bˇp1 b vq : V r´1s Ñ V r´1s and a sequence
nbˇ “ nbˇp1 b prq : V r´1s Ñ V r´1s
bn b O¯pnq, n P N. Assume that O¯ P WN``. The corresponding
sequence of degree 0 maps
bpnq “
@
V r´1s
n bˇ
Ñ V r´1sbn b O¯pnq
1bσ
Ñ V r´1sbn b O¯r1spnq
D
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is equivalent to a non-counital O¯r1sK-coalgebra structure pV r´1s, pδ¯nqnPNq due to Proposi-
tion 4.3.3, hence, to a counital O¯r1sK˝-coalgebra structure pV r´1s, pδnqnPNq, δ1 “ pδ¯1, idq :
V r´1s Ñ pV r´1s b O¯r1sKp1qq ‘ V r´1s, δn “ δ¯n for n ‰ 1.
Impose on b restriction (6.3.3), or equivalently (6.3.4). This means that the equations hold:@
V r´1s
pnbˇq
Ñ ‘ně0 V r´1s
bn b Opnq
1bd`b
Ñ ‘lě0 V r´1s
bl b Oplq
D
`
@
V r´1s
1bm0
Ñ V r´1s b Op1q Ă Ñ ‘lě0 V r´1s
bl b Oplq
D
“ 0.
It is expanded to
´
@
V r´1s
1bm0
Ñ V r´1s b Op1q Ă Ñ ‘lě0 V r´1s
bl b Oplq
D
“
A
V r´1s
plbˇqÑ
à
lě0
V r´1sbl b Oplq
1bd
Ñ
à
lě0
V r´1sbl b Oplq
E
`
B
V r´1s
pnbˇq
Ñ
à
ně0
V r´1sbn b Opnq
‘n
ř
1bxby bˇb1bzb1
Ñ
x`1`z“nà
x,y,zě0
V r´1sbx b V r´1sby b Opyq b V r´1sbz b Opnq
„
ÝÑ
l“x`y`zà
x,y,zě0
V r´1sbpx`y`zq b Opyq b Opx` 1` zq
p1b ‚
x,y,z
q
Ñ
à
lě0
V r´1sbl b Oplq
F
“
A
V r´1s
plbˇqÑ
à
lě0
V r´1sbl b O¯plq
1bd
Ñ
à
lě0
V r´1sbl b Oplq
E
`
B
V r´1s
pnbˇq
Ñ
à
ně0
V r´1sbn b O¯pnq
‘n
ř
1bxby bˇb1bzb1
Ñ
x`1`z“nà
x,y,zě0
V r´1sbx b V r´1sby b O¯pyq b V r´1sbz b O¯pnq
„
ÝÑ
l“x`y`zà
x,y,zě0
V r´1sbpx`y`zq b O¯pyq b O¯px` 1` zq
p1b ‚
x,y,z
q
Ñ
à
lě0
V r´1sbl b Oplq
F
`
@
V r´1s
d
Ñ V r´1s
dbη
Ñ V r´1s b Op1q Ă Ñ ‘lě0 V r´1s
bl b Oplq
D
´
A
V r´1s
d
Ñ V r´1s
plbˇqÑ
à
lě0
V r´1sbl b O¯plq
E
´
A
V r´1s
plbˇqÑ
à
lě0
V r´1sbl b O¯plq
‘l
ř
1bxbdb1bzb1
Ñ
à
lě0
V r´1sbl b O¯plq
E
.
One of the equations obtained by postcomposing with 1b v says that@
V r´1s
1bm0
Ñ V r´1s b Op1q
1bv
Ñ V r´1s
D
`
A
V r´1s
1 bˇ
Ñ V r´1s b O¯p1q
1bd
Ñ V r´1s b Op1q
1bv
Ñ V r´1s
E
`
B
V r´1s
pnbˇq
Ñ
2à
n“1
V r´1sbn b O¯pnq
‘n
ř
1bxby bˇb1bzb1
Ñ
x`y`z“1à
x,y,zě0
V r´1sbx b V r´1sby b O¯pyq b V r´1sbz b O¯px` 1` zq
„
ÝÑ
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x`y`z“1à
x,y,zě0
V r´1s b O¯pyq b O¯px` 1` zq
p1b ‚
x,y,z
q
Ñ V r´1s b Op1q
1bv
Ñ V r´1s
F
`
@
V r´1s
d
2
Ñ V r´1s
D
“ 0.
In equivalent form
d2V ` 1V b b0v `
@
V r´1s
bp1q
Ñ V r´1s b O¯r1sp1q
´1bbO
1Ñ V r´1s b Or1sp1q
1bv
Ñ V r´1s
D
`
B
V r´1s
pbpnqq
Ñ
2à
n“1
V r´1sbn b O¯r1spnq
‘n
ř
1bxbbpyqb1bzb1
Ñ
x`y`z“1à
x,y,zě0
V r´1sbx b V r´1sby b O¯r1spyq b V r´1sbz b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
„
ÝÑ
x`y`z“1à
x,y,zě0
V r´1s b O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
p1bbT px,y,zqq
Ñ V r´1s b Or1sp1q
1bv
Ñ V r´1s
F
“ 0.
Summing up,
d2V “
@
V
δ1
Ñ V b Cp1q
1bδC0Ñ V
D
,
where C “ BarpO, m,´d,m0, η, vq.
The remaining equations obtained by postcomposing with 1b pr tell that for each l P N
@
V r´1s
d
Ñ V r´1s l
bˇ
Ñ V r´1sbl b O¯plq
D
“ ´
@
V r´1s l
bˇ
Ñ V r´1sbl b O¯plq
ř
x`1`z“l 1
bxbdb1bzb1
Ñ V r´1sbl b O¯plq
D
`
@
V r´1s l
bˇ
Ñ V r´1sbl b O¯plq
1bd
Ñ V r´1sbl b Oplq
1bpr
Ñ V r´1sbl b O¯plq
D
`
B
V r´1s
pnbˇq
Ñ
à
ně0
V r´1sbn b O¯pnq
‘n
ř
1bxby bˇb1bzb1
Ñ
x`1`z“nà
x,y,zě0
V r´1sbx b V r´1sby b O¯pyq b V r´1sbz b O¯pnq
„
ÝÑ
x`y`z“là
x,y,zě0
V r´1sbl b O¯pyq b O¯px` 1` zq
p1b ‚
x,y,z
q
Ñ V r´1sbl b Oplq
1bpr
Ñ V r´1sbl b O¯plq
F
` δl,1
@
V r´1s
1bm0
Ñ V r´1s b Op1q
1bpr
Ñ V r´1s b O¯p1q
D
“ 0.
Equivalent form is@
V r´1s
d
Ñ V r´1s
bplq
Ñ V r´1sbl b O¯r1splq
D
“
@
V r´1s
bplq
Ñ V r´1sbl b O¯r1splq
ř
x`1`z“l 1
bxbdb1bzb1
Ñ V r´1sbl b O¯r1splq
D
` δl,1
@
V r´1s
1bb0
Ñ V r´1s b Or1sp1q
1bpr
Ñ V r´1s b O¯r1sp1q
D
´
@
V r´1s
bplq
Ñ V r´1sbl b O¯r1splq
1bdr1s
Ñ V r´1sbl b Or1splq
1bpr
Ñ V r´1sbl b O¯r1splq
D
`
B
V r´1s
pbpnqq
Ñ
à
ně0
V r´1sbn b O¯r1spnq
‘n
ř
1bxbbpyqb1bzb1
Ñ
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x`1`z“nà
x,y,zě0
V r´1sbx b V r´1sby b O¯r1spyq b V r´1sbz b O¯r1spnq
„
ÝÑ
l“x`y`zà
x,y,zě0
V r´1sbpx`y`zq b O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq
´1bpσ´1bσ´1q¨p ‚
x,y,z
q¨σ
Ñ
V r´1sbl b Or1splq
1bpr
Ñ V r´1sbl b O¯r1splq
F
.
This equation can be rewritten as commutativity of the following diagram
V r´1s
δl Ñ V r´1sbl b O¯r1sK˝plq
“
V r´1s
d
Ó
bplq
Ñ V r´1sbl b O¯r1splq
ř
x`1`z“l 1
bxbdb1bzbεK˝`1bdˇÓ
(6.3.5)
where dˇ : O¯r1sK˝plq Ñ O¯r1splq is given by its restrictions dˇt to components b
pPvptqO¯r1s|p| indexed
by t:
d˝ “ b0 pr “ b¯˝ : 1Ñ O¯r1sp1q,
dˇτ rls “ ´dr1s pr “ ´b¯τ rls : O¯r1splq Ñ O¯r1splq, l ě 0,
dˇT px,y,zq “ ´pσ
´1 b σ´1q ¨ ‚
x,y,z
¨ σ pr “ b¯T px,y,zq :
O¯r1spyq b O¯r1spx` 1` zq Ñ O¯r1spx` y ` zq, (6.3.6)
for all x, y, z P N and dˇt “ 0 for other t P tr.
The degree (0,1) map dˇ extends to a coderivation d “ dBarpO,´dq : O¯r1sK˝ Ñ O¯r1sK˝ by
Corollary 4.5.3. The map δl is a chain map with respect to d and d, that is, the square in the
following diagram commutes:
V r´1s
δl Ñ V r´1sbl b O¯r1sK˝plq
V r´1s
d
Ó
δl Ñ V r´1sbl b O¯r1sK˝plq
ř
x`1`z“l 1
bxbdb1bzb1`1bd
Ó
1bεK˝Ñ V r´1sbl b O¯r1splq.
In fact, the difference of two paths in the square is an infinitesimal deformation of O¯r1sK˝-
coalgebra V r´1s by Exercise 4.6.1. It vanishes iff its postcomposition with 1 b εK˝ vanishes by
Example 4.6.2. And the last requirement is precisely commutativity of (6.3.5). As shown in
Proposition 5.4.1 C “ BarpO, m,´d,m0, η, vq is a curved augmented cooperad. It follows from
Definition 6.2.1 that V r´1s is a curved coalgebra over C.
Clearly, morphisms of curved free O-algebras are mapped to morphisms of curved BarpO, m,´d,m0, η, vq-
coalgebras.
6.4. Functors determined by twisting cochains We use twisting cochains in order to
construct functors between categories of right (co)modules over (co)operads, cf. Berger and
Moerdijk [BM06, Section 8.5.3].
Let θ : C Ñ O be a twisting cochain between a curved cooperad C and a curved operad O.
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6.4.1 Proposition. A twisting cochain θ determines a functor - dθ C : mod-O Ñ comod-C,
M ÞÑM dθ C, which is the cofree right C-comodule M d C equipped with the derivation
dMdθC “ S1 ` S2 ` S3,
S1 “
“
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
1bkbdC
ÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
‰
,
S2 “
“
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
řk´1
i“0 1
bibdb1bpk´iq
ÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
‰
,
S3 “
ÿ
x`y`z“k
“
Mpn1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbCpkq
1bkb∆T px,y,zq
ÑMpn1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbCpyqbCpx` 1` zq
1bkbθb1
ÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Opyq b Cpx` 1` zq
„
ÝÑ
Mpn1qb¨ ¨ ¨bMpnxqbMpnx`1qb¨ ¨ ¨bMpnx`yqbOpyqbMpnx`y`1qb¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbCpx`1`zq
1bxbαnx`1,...,nx`yb1
bpz`1q
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnxq bMpnx`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nx`yq bMpnx`y`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpx` 1` zq
‰
.
Proof. Let us prove that 1d∆ : M d C Ñ M d C d C is a chain map. That is, the equation
M d C
dMdC
ÑM d C
“
M d C d C
1d∆
Ó
1d1ddC`
ř
1b´
MdCbdMdCb1
b´
MdCb1C
ÑM d C d C
1d∆
Ó
holds. Clearly, it holds if we replace dMdC with S1 ` S2 – the sum of differentials on all places.
Let us show that it holds (without the summand 1d 1d dC) for the third summand S3 in place
of dMdC. Restrict the source to the summand Mpp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMppnq bCpnq and postcompose the
equation with the projection 1d 1d prCpkq. Let us verify that
p1d∆q ¨
kÿ
s“1
1
bps´1q
MdC b S3 b 1
bpk´sq
MdC b 1C “ S3 ¨ p1d∆q. (6.4.1)
The left hand side is the sum over n1, . . . , nk P N, 1 ď s ď k and x, y, z P N such that n1`¨ ¨ ¨`nk “
n and x` y ` z “ ns of maps
“
Mpp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMppnq b Cpnq
1bnb∆
n1,...,nk
ÑMpp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMppnq b Cpn
1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cpnkq b Cpkq
1bpn`s´1qb∆T px,y,zqb1
bpk´s`1q
Ñ
Mpp1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bMppnqbCpn
1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bCpns´1qbCpyqbCpx`1`zqbCpns`1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bCpnkqbCpkq
1bpn`s´1qbθb1bp1`k´s`1q
Ñ
Mpp1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bMppnqbCpn
1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bCpns´1qbOpyqbCpx`1`zqbCpns`1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bCpnkqbCpkq
„
ÝÑMpp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMppn1`¨¨¨`ns´1`xq bMppn1`¨¨¨`ns´1`x`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMppn1`¨¨¨`ns´1`x`yq b Opyq
bMppn1`¨¨¨`ns´1`x`y`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMppnq
b Cpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cpns´1q b Cpx` 1` zq b Cpns`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cpnkq b Cpkq
1bpn
1`¨¨¨`ns´1`xqbαp
n1`¨¨¨`ns´1`x`1
,...,p
n1`¨¨¨`ns´1`x`y
b1bpz`n
s`1`¨¨¨`nk`k`1q
Ñ
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Mpp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMppn1`¨¨¨`ns´1`xq bMppn1`¨¨¨`ns´1`x`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pn1`¨¨¨`ns´1`x`yq
bMppn1`¨¨¨`ns´1`x`y`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMppnq
b Cpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cpns´1q b Cpx` 1` zq b Cpns`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cpnkq b Cpkq
‰
. (6.4.2)
The right hand side of (6.4.1) is the sum over a, y, c P N and l1, . . . , lk P N such that a` y` c “ n
and l1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` lk “ a ` 1` c of maps
“
Mpp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMppnq b Cpnq
1bnb∆T pa,y,cq
ÑMpp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMppnq b Cpyq b Cpa` 1` cq
1bnbθb∆l1,...,lkÑMpp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMppnq b Opyq b Cpl1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cplkq b Cpkq
„
ÝÑ
Mpp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMppaq bMppa`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMppa`yq b Opyq
bMppa`y`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMppnq b Cpl1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cplkq b Cpkq
1babαpa`1,...,pa`yb1
bpc`k`1q
Ñ
Mpp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMppaq bMppa`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pa`yq
bMppa`y`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMppnq b Cpl1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cplkq b Cpkq
‰
. (6.4.3)
Indexing sets of the two sums are in bijection. Given pn1, . . . , nk, s, x, y, zq define
a “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ns´1 ` x, c “ z ` ns`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk,
ls “ x` 1` z, lj “ n
j if j ‰ s, 1 ď j ď k. (6.4.4)
Given pa, y, c, l1, . . . , lkq find s and x from a “ l1` ¨ ¨ ¨` ls´1`x, 0 ď x ă ls; define z “ ls´x´ 1,
ns “ x ` y ` z, nj “ lj if j ‰ s, 1 ď j ď k. This bijection identifies targets of maps (6.4.2) and
(6.4.3). Moreover, these two maps are equal due to equation (2.4.1) written for parameters (6.4.4)
with ijp “ y if j “ s, p “ x` 1 and i
j
p “ 1 otherwise. In fact, postcompose (2.4.1) with the tensor
product of identity maps and counits ε : Cp1q Ñ 1 applied to factors Cpijpq with pj, pq ‰ ps, x`1q.
This gives an identity which allows to conclude the required equality.
Let us compute d2 “ pS1 ` S2 ` S3q
2 for M dθ C. We have
S21 “ 1
bk b
“
∆T p0,k,0q ¨ p1b δ0q
‰
´ 1bk b
ÿ
x`1`z“k
∆T px,1,zq ¨ pδ0 b 1q :
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq Ñ Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq,
S1S2 ` S2S1 “ 0,
S22 “ ´
k´1ÿ
i“0
1bi b p1M bm
O
0 qα b 1
bpk´iq :
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq ÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq,
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S2S3 “ ´
ÿ
x`y`z“k
i‰x`yÿ
0ďiďk
“
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
1bkb∆T px,y,zq
Ñ
Mpn1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbCpyqbCpx`1`zq
1bkbθb1
ÑMpn1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbOpyqbCpx`1`zq
„
ÝÑ
Mpn1qb¨ ¨ ¨bMpnxqbMpnx`1qb¨ ¨ ¨bMpnx`yqbOpyqbMpnx`y`1qb¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbCpx`1`zq
1bibdb1bpk´i`1q
Ñ
Mpn1qb¨ ¨ ¨bMpnxqbMpnx`1qb¨ ¨ ¨bMpnx`yqbOpyqbMpnx`y`1qb¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbCpx`1`zq
1bxbαnx`1,...,nx`yb1
bpz`1q
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnxq bMpnx`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nx`yq bMpnx`y`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpx` 1` zq
‰
S3S2 “
ÿ
x`y`z“k
x`zÿ
j“0
“
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
1bkb∆T px,y,zq
Ñ
Mpn1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbCpyqbCpx`1`zq
1bkbθb1
ÑMpn1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbOpyqbCpx`1`zq
„
ÝÑ
Mpn1qb¨ ¨ ¨bMpnxqbMpnx`1qb¨ ¨ ¨bMpnx`yqbOpyqbMpnx`y`1qb¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbCpx`1`zq
1bxbαnx`1,...,nx`yb1
bpz`1q
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnxq bMpnx`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nx`yq bMpnx`y`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpx` 1` zq
1bjbdb1bpx`z´j`1q
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnxq bMpnx`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nx`yq bMpnx`y`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpx` 1` zq
‰
The sum S3S2 cancels nearly entire against the sum S2S3. Still one sort of summands survives
from these two and it has the form of
S1S3 ` S3S1 “
ÿ
x`y`z“k
“
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
1bkb∆T px,y,zq
Ñ
Mpn1qb¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbCpyqbCpx`1`zq
1bkbdθb1
ÑMpn1qb¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbOpyqbCpx`1`zq
„
ÝÑ
Mpn1qb¨ ¨ ¨bMpnxqbMpnx`1qb¨ ¨ ¨bMpnx`yqbOpyqbMpnx`y`1qb¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbCpx`1`zq
1bxbαnx`1,...,nx`yb1
bpz`1q
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnxq bMpnx`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nx`yq bMpnx`y`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpx` 1` zq
‰
with the only distinction, namely, dθ is replaced with θd.
The square S23 of the third summand of d is split into three sums. Some parameters of the
first two of these are described graphically by trees on (2.5.3) in that order. The last one can be
represented by tree (2.5.4) with 3 vertices of (maximal) height 3.
S23 “
x`y`z“uÿ
v`w`u“k
“
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
1bkb∆T pv,w,uq
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpwq b Cpv ` 1` uq
1bpk`1qb∆T pv`1`x,y,zq
ÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpwq b Cpyq b Cpv ` 1` x` 1` zq
1bkbθbθb1
ÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Opwq b Opyq b Cpv ` 1` x` 1` zq
„
ÝÑ
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Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnvq bMpnv`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnv`wq b Opwq bMpnv`w`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnv`w`xq
bMpnv`w`x`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnk´zq b Opyq bMpnk´z`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpv ` 1` x` 1` zq
1bvbαnv`1,...,nv`wb1
bxbαnv`w`x`1,...,nk´zb1
bpz`1q
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnvq bMpnv`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nv`wq bMpnv`w`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnv`w`xq
bMpnv`w`x`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk´zq bMpnk´z`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpv ` 1` x` 1` zq
‰
(6.4.5)
`
a`y`z“kÿ
v`w`x“a
“
Mpn1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbCpkq
1bkb∆T pa,y,zq
ÑMpn1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbCpyqbCpa`1` zq
1bpk`1qb∆T pv,w,x`1`zq
ÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpyq b Cpwq b Cpv ` 1` x` 1` zq
1bkbθbθb1
ÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Opyq b Opwq b Cpv ` 1` x` 1` zq
„
ÝÑ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnvq bMpnv`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnv`wq b Opwq bMpnv`w`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnaq
bMpna`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpna`yq b Opyq bMpna`y`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpv ` 1` x` 1` zq
1bvbαnv`1,...,nv`wb1
bxbαna`1,...,na`yb1
bpz`1q
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnvq bMpnv`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nv`wq bMpnv`w`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnaq
bMpna`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` na`yq bMpna`y`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpv ` 1` x` 1` zq
‰
(6.4.6)
`
p`x`q“kÿ
v`w“p
y`z“q
“
Mpn1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbCpkq
1bkb∆T pp,x,qq
ÑMpn1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbCpxqbCpp` 1` qq
1bpk`1qb∆T pv,w`1`y,zq
ÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpxq b Cpw ` 1` yq b Cpv ` 1` zq
1bkbθbθb1
ÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Opxq b Opw ` 1` yq b Cpv ` 1` zq
„
ÝÑ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnvq bMpnv`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnpq bMpnp`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnp`xq b Opxqb
Mpnp`x`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnk´zq b Opw ` 1` yq bMpnk´z`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpv ` 1` zq
1bpbαnp`1,...,np`xb1
bpq`1q
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnvq bMpnv`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnpq bMpnp`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` np`xq bMpnp`x`1q
b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnk´zq b Opw ` 1` yq bMpnk´z`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpv ` 1` zq
1bvbαnv`1,...,np,np`1`¨¨¨`np`x,np`x`1,...,nk´zb1
bpz`1q
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnvq bMpnv`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk´zq bMpnk´z`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpv ` 1` zq
‰
.
(6.4.7)
Sums (6.4.5) and (6.4.6) cancel each other due to equation (2.6.1). The minus sign here pops out
from the relation cpθbθq “ ´pθbθqc for the symmetry c “ p12q. Sum (6.4.7) can be transformed
thanks to equations (2.6.2) and (2.6.3). So we obtain
d2 “ S21 ` S
2
2 `
ÿ
v`s`z“k
“
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
1bkb∆T pv,s,zq
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpsq b Cpv ` 1` zq
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1bkbpdθ`θdqb1
ÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Opsq b Cpv ` 1` zq
„
ÝÑ
Mpn1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bMpnvqbMpnv`1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bMpnv`sqbOpsqbMpnv`s`1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bMpnkqbCpv`1` zq
1bvbαnv`1,...,nv`sb1
bpz`1q
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnvq bMpnv`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nv`sq bMpnv`s`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpv ` 1` zq
‰
`
p`x`q“kÿ
v`w“p
y`z“q
“
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
1bkb∆T pv,w`x`y,zq
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpw ` x` yq b Cpv ` 1` zq
1bkb∆T pw,x,yqb1
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpxq b Cpw ` 1` yq b Cpv ` 1` zq
1bkbθbθb1
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Opxq b Opw ` 1` yq b Cpv ` 1` zq
1bkbµT pw,x,yqb1
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Opw ` x` yq b Cpv ` 1` zq
„
ÝÑ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnvq bMpnv`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnk´zq b Opw ` x` yq
bMpnk´z`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpv ` 1` zq
1bvbαnv`1,...,nk´zb1
bpz`1q
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnvq bMpnv`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk´zq bMpnk´z`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpv ` 1` zq
‰
.
Transform this expression applying equation (6.1.1) and denoting w` x` y by s in the last sum.
Only summands with s “ 1 survive:
d2 “
“
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
1bkbr∆T p0,k,0q ¨p1bδ0q´
ř
x`1`z“k∆T px,1,zq¨pδ0b1qs
Ñ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
‰
´
“
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
řk´1
i“0 1
bibp1Mbm
O
0
qαb1bpk´iq
ÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
‰
`
ÿ
v`1`z“k
“
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
1bkb∆T pv,1,zq
ÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cp1q b Cpkq
1bkbpεm0`δ0ηqb1
ÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Op1q b Cpkq
„
ÝÑ
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnvq bMpnv`1q b Op1q bMpnv`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
1bvbαnv`1b1
bpz`1q
ÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnvq bMpnv`1q bMpnv`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
‰
“
“
Mpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
1bkbr∆T p0,k,0q¨p1bδ0qs
ÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Cpkq
‰
.
This is precisely the value required in Definition 6.2.1.
Clearly, ´dθ C takes a morphism f to the morphism f d 1, therefore, it is a functor.
Let C be a curved augmented cooperad with C¯ PWN``. Denote by comod`-C the category of
curved right C-comodules N PWM such that Np0q0 “ 0, that is, N PW
M
` (connected comodules).
Similarly, denote by mod`-O the category of curved right O-modules M P W
M
` . Call them
connected. Due to Remark 4.3.4 N d C » Nd¯C. There is a functor WM` Ñ W
M
` , X ÞÑ X d C.
Since Cp0q0 “ 0 “ Cp1q0, it is a comonad and comod`-C is equivalent to the category of coalgebras
over the comonad ´ d C : WM` Ñ W
M
` . The category of right O-modules is equivalent to the
category of algebras over the monad ´ d O : WM Ñ WM, which under assumption Op0q0 “ 0
restricts to a monad WM` ÑW
M
` .
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6.4.2 Proposition. Let C be a curved augmented cooperad such that C¯ P WN``. A twisting
cochain θ : C Ñ O determines a functor comod`-C Ñ mod`-O, N ÞÑ N dθ O, which is the free
right O-module N d O equipped with the derivation
dNdθO “ S1 ` S2 ´ S3,
S1 “
“
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq
1bkbdOÑ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq
‰
,
S2 “
“
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq
řk´1
i“0 1
bibdNb1
bpk´iq
Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq
‰
,
S3 “
a1`¨¨¨`ay“nx`1ÿ
x`1`z“k, yPN
“
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq
1bxbδa1,...,ayb1
bpz`1q
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnxq bNpa1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpayq b Cpyq bNpnx`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq
„
ÝÑ
Npn1qb ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnxqbNpa1qb ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpayqbNpnx`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq bCpyqbOpkq
1bpx`y`zqbθb1
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnxq bNpa1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpayq bNpnx`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opyq b Opx` 1` zq
1bpx`y`zqbµT px,y,zq
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnxq bNpa1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpayq bNpnx`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opx` y ` zq
‰
.
Proof. This proposition is “ideologically dual” to Proposition 6.4.1. The full duality is lacking,
however, at the level of formulas it is exhibited. The conditions on N and C imply that Nd¯C “
N d C by Remark 4.3.4. Therefore the sum S3 makes sense.
Let us prove that 1dm : N d Od OÑ N d O is a chain map. That is, the equation
N d Od O
1d1ddO`
ř
1b´
NdObdNdOb1
b´
NdOb1O
Ñ N d Od O
“
N d O
1dm
Ó
dNdO
Ñ N d O
1dm
Ó
holds. Clearly, it holds if we replace dNdO with S1 ` S2 – the sum of differentials on all places.
Let us show that it holds (without the summand 1 d 1d dO) for the third summand S3 in place
of dNdO, that is,
kÿ
s“1
“
1
bps´1q
NdO b S3 b 1
bpk´sq
NdO b 1
‰
¨ p1dmq “ p1dmq ¨ S3 : N d Od OÑ N d O.
It is easy to see that this equation reduces to associativity (2.5.2) of multiplication in operad O.
Namely, two ways to write down the multiplication
mt : Opyq b Opn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Opns´1q b Opx` 1` zq b Opns`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Opnkq b Opkq
Ñ Opn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ns´1 ` x` y ` z ` ns`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nkq
coincide. Both correspond to the tree
t “
y
x r z
n1 r r r nk
k r
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and the identity is obtained from (2.5.2) by inserting n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ns´1 ` x ` z ` ns`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk
units 1O P Op1q.
Let us compute d2 “ pS1 ` S2 ´ S3q
2 for N dθ O. We have
S21 “ 1
bk b
ÿ
x`1`z“k
pm0 b 1qmT px,1,zq ´ 1
bk b
“
p1bm0qmT p0,k,0q
‰
:
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq,
S1S2 ` S2S1 “ 0,
S22 “
k´1ÿ
i“0
1bib δ1p1b δ0qb 1
bpk´iq : Npn1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bNpnkqbOpkq Ñ Npn1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bNpnkqbOpkq,
´ S2S3 ´ S3S2 “ ´
a1`¨¨¨`ay“nx`1ÿ
x`1`z“k, yPN
“
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq
1bxbδa1,...,ayb1
bpz`1q
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnxq bNpa1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpayq b Cpyq bNpnx`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq
„
ÝÑ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnxq bNpa1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpayq bNpnx`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpyq b Opkq
1bpx`y`zqbdθb1
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnxq bNpa1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpayq bNpnx`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opyq b Opx` 1` zq
1bpx`y`zqbµT px,y,zq
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnxq bNpa1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpayq bNpnx`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opx` y ` zq
‰
Contribution ´S1S3 ´ S3S1 differs from the above expression only in one map, namely, dθ is
replaced with θd.
The square S23 of the third summand of d is split into three sums. Some parameters of the
first two of these are described graphically by trees on (2.5.3). The remaining sum could be
represented by tree (2.5.4) with 3 vertices of (maximal) height 3. The first two cancel each other
due to identity
“
Cpwq b Cpyq b Opv ` 1` x` 1` zq
1bθb1
Ñ Cpwq b Opyq b Opv ` 1` x` 1` zq
1b ‚
v`1`x,y,z
Ñ
Cpwq b Opv ` 1` x` y ` zq
θb1
Ñ Opwq b Opv ` 1` x` y ` zq
‚
v,w,x`y`z
Ñ Opv ` w ` x` y ` zq
‰
“ ´
“
Cpwq b Cpyq b Opv ` 1` x` 1` zq
θb1b1
Ñ Opwq b Cpyq b Opv ` 1` x` 1` zq
p12q
„
Ñ Cpyq b Opwq b Opv ` 1` x` 1` zq
1b ‚
v,w,x`1`z
Ñ Cpyq b Opv ` w ` x` 1` zq
θb1
Ñ Opyq b Opv ` w ` x` 1` zq
‚
v`w`x,y,z
Ñ Opv ` w ` x` y ` zq
‰
,
see equation (2.5.1). Thus,
S23 “ ´
a1`¨¨¨`ap“nv`1ÿ
v`1`z“k, pPN
c1`¨¨¨`cx“aw`1ÿ
w`1`y“p, xPN
“
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq
1bvbδa1,...,apb1
bpz`1q
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnvq bNpa1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpapq b Cppq bNpnv`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq
1bpv`wqbδc1,...,cxb1
bpy`1`z`1q
Ñ
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Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnvq bNpa1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpawq bNpc1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpcxq b Cpxq
bNpaw`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpapq b Cppq bNpnv`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq
„
ÝÑ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnvq bNpa1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpawq bNpc1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpcxq
bNpaw`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpapq bNpnv`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpxq b Cppq b Opkq
1bpv`w`x`y`zqbθbθb1
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnvq bNpa1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpawq bNpc1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpcxq
bNpaw`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpapq bNpnv`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opxq b Oppq b Opkq
1bpv`w`x`y`z`1qbµT pv,p,zq
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnvq bNpa1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpawq bNpc1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpcxq
bNpaw`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpapq bNpnv`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opxq b Opv ` p` zq
1bpv`w`x`y`zqbµT pv`w,x,y`zq
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnvq bNpa1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpawq bNpc1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpcxq
bNpaw`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpapq bNpnv`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opv ` w ` x` y ` zq
‰
.
This expression is transformed thanks to equations (2.6.4) and (2.5.2). Combining all previous
formulae and using (6.1.1) we get
d2NdO “
”
1bk b
ÿ
x`1`z“k
pm0 b 1qmT px,1,zq ´ 1
bk b rp1bm0qmT p0,k,0qs
`
k´1ÿ
i“0
1bi b δ1p1b δ0q b 1
bpk´iq : Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq
ı
´
ÿ
x`1`z“k
“
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq
1bxbδ1b1bpz`1q
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnxq bNpnx`1q b Cp1q bNpnx`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq
„
ÝÑ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnxq bNpnx`1q bNpnx`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cp1q b Opkq
1bkbpεm0`δ0ηqb1
Ñ
Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnxq bNpnx`1q bNpnx`2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Op1q b Opx` 1` zq
1bkbµT px,1,zq
Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq
‰
“ ´
“
1bk b rp1bm0qmT p0,k,0qs : Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq Ñ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Opkq
‰
.
This is the second equation telling that N dθ O is a curved O-module.
Clearly, ´dθ O takes a morphism f to the morphism f d 1, therefore, it is a functor.
Ignoring (co)derivations we have by applying twice Lemma 1.1.4 a natural bijection
modnd` -OpN d O,Mq »W
M
`pN,Mq » comod
nd
` -CpN,M d Cq,
where modnd` -O denotes plain O-modulesM (not equipped with a derivation) such thatMp0q0 “ 0
and comodnd` -C denotes plain C-comodules N (not equipped with a coderivation) such that
Np0q0 “ 0. Thus, functors
´d O : comodnd` -C ⇆ mod
nd
` -O : ´d C
are adjoint to each other.
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6.4.3 Proposition. Let C be a curved augmented cooperad such that C¯ PWN``. For any twisting
cochain θ : C Ñ O the functors
´dθ O : comod`-C ⇆ mod`-O : ´d
θ C
are adjoint to each other.
Proof. A map f : N ÑM PWM` corresponds to a morphism of O-modules g “
`
N dO
fd1
ÑM d
O
α
ÝÑ M
˘
and to a morphism of C-comodules h “
`
N
δ
ÝÑ N d C
fd1
ÑM d C
˘
. To be a chain
map g has to satisfy equation`
N dθ O
g
ÝÑM
d
ÝÑM
˘
“
`
N dθ O
d
ÝÑ N dθ O
g
ÝÑM
˘
. (6.4.8)
Both sides of this equation are pg; idO, dOq-derivations and the source is a free O-module. Hence,
both sides are determined by their restriction to N and equation (6.4.8) is equivalent to`
N “ N d 1 Ă
1dη
Ñ N d O
g
ÝÑM
d
ÝÑM
˘
“
`
N “ N d 1 Ă
1dη
Ñ N dθ O
d
ÝÑ N dθ O
g
ÝÑM
˘
.
Thus, g is a chain map iff for all n ě 0“
Npnq
f
ÝÑMpnq
d
ÝÑMpnq
‰
“
“
Npnq
d
ÝÑ Npnq
f
ÝÑMpnq
‰
´
yPNÿ
a1`¨¨¨`ay“n
“
Npnq
δa1,...,ayÑ Npa1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpayq b Cpyq
fbybθ
ÑMpa1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpayq b Opyq
αa1,...,ayÑMpnq
‰
. (6.4.9)
To be a chain map h has to satisfy equation`
N
d
ÝÑ N
h
ÝÑM dθ C
˘
“
`
N
h
ÝÑM dθ C
d
ÝÑM dθ C
˘
. (6.4.10)
Both sides of this equation are ph; idC , dCq-coderivations and the target is a cofree C-comodule.
Hence, both sides are determined by their projections to M and equation (6.4.10) is equivalent
to `
N
d
ÝÑ N
h
ÝÑM dθ C
1dε
ÑM d 1 “M
˘
“
`
N
h
ÝÑM dθ C
d
ÝÑM dθ C
1dε
ÑM d 1 “M
˘
.
Thus, h is a chain map iff for all n ě 0“
Npnq
d
ÝÑ Npnq
f
ÝÑMpnq
‰
“
“
Npnq
f
ÝÑMpnq
d
ÝÑMpnq
‰
`
kPNÿ
n1`¨¨¨`nk“n
“
Npnq
δn1,...,nkÑ Npn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bNpnkq b Cpkq
fbkbθ
ÑMpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bMpnkq b Opkq
αn1,...,nkÑMpnq
‰
.
This condition coincides with (6.4.9), therefore, g and h are chain maps simultaneously.
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